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ABSTRACT

Revisioning Popular Narratives of Trans Lives 1952-1974
by
Melina Alice Moore

Advisor: Nancy K. Miller

This dissertation calls for a reconsideration of popular narratives and visual media created by or
written about trans people in the United States prior to Stonewall. Grounded in research conducted
at the Transgender Archives at the University of Victoria, the ONE Archives at the University of
Southern California, the Jean-Nickolaus Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies at the University of
Minnesota, and the Transgender Collection at Yale University, “Revisioning” argues that the texts
that trans readers collected, exchanged within communities, and engaged with in their own writing
and scrapbooking are essential to the historicization of trans identity at midcentury. By extending
the trans canon to include pulp and erotic novels and periodicals like Virginia Prince’s magazine
Transvestia, which have often been overlooked in trans scholarship because of their status as “low”
art or their failure to adhere to current gender and sexual politics, this dissertation illuminates new
trans literary lineages and expands critical discussion of the trans identities and experiences that
circulated in this period. Further, by analyzing the texts themselves, rather than attending only to
the titles or the circumstances of their publication, this dissertation aims to complicate our
understanding of the plots and possibilities available to trans people at as they encountered new
categories of identity and imagined ways to write new futures.
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Introduction
In her 1991 essay “The Empire Strikes Back: a Post-transsexual Manifesto,” Sandy Stone
describes what she terms “O.T.F”—the Obligatory Transsexual File—as a collection of
“newspaper articles,” “autobiographical literature,” and “bits of forbidden diary entries about
‘inappropriate’ gender behavior” (155). Stone notes that this common practice of carefully clipping
out, collecting, and saving stories enables trans people to access vital information that remains
“invisible” in library catalogues and valuable personal narratives that are deemed “unreliable” by
medical clinics. In the absence of widely available materials about trans experiences, especially in
terms of materials produced by trans people, Stone expresses gratitude that she has access to
several of these carefully curated personal collections, created by trans people in the service of
uncovering and preserving stories about trans lives.
Written before the development of transgender studies as an academic field of study in the
early 1990s—and often cited as its origin—Stone’s essay makes visible a system of compiling and
sharing representations of trans lives that had begun decades earlier. In the early 1960s, Virginia
Prince, a self-identified heterosexual transvestite who later lived as a woman full time, was so
familiar with this shared practice of clipping, collecting, and sharing stories about trans people that
she developed a clipping service to streamline this process; asking readers of her magazine,
Transvestia, to send in their own collections, she combined the clippings into a collaged, fold-out
newsletter called sheetsheet that she sold for $1 an issue. Stone notes, too, that when the first
gender clinics opened in the United States in the 1960s, early transsexual patients read Dr. Harry
Benjamin’s book, The Transsexual Phenomenon (1966), and passed tattered copies of it from hand
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to hand in trans communities in order to help each other perform the appropriate narrative—one
that mapped onto the diagnostic criteria—to access surgery and hormones (223).1
This individual impulse towards collecting, archiving and circulating stories about trans
people remains visible in many of the collections available to researchers at institutional archives
today. In some cases, when we visit the archives to learn more about the history of trans lives, we
encounter these private, cherished collections—compiled over a lifetime—fully intact. For
example, when I went to the Jean Nickolaus Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies at the University
of Minnesota, I learned that their archive holds seven boxes of magazines, tabloids, pulp novels,
and books, all collected between the mid-1950s and the early 2000s by Marlene Somers, a closeted
transgender woman who lived in Minneapolis. According to the biographical blurb provided on
the finding aid, Somers donated her impressive collection, which contains everything from
pornographic transploitation books and magazines to scientific articles about transvestism and
transsexuality, to the University in the hope that these seven overflowing boxes of materials might
“help others struggling to find their true selves” (“Marlene Somers Collection” 3). The finding aid
notes that “very little of Somers herself [is] represented within the collection,” other than a few
scant diary entries. But she inevitably left traces of herself behind on the pages of the texts she
pored over during her lifetime, mostly in the form of lipstick prints and annotations.
Inside her copy of The Transsexuals, a 1969 pornographic pulp novel masquerading—as
they often did—as a scientific “case study,” Somers drew heavy lines under a few sentences
crediting Christine Jorgensen with bringing the stories of transsexuals into the limelight: “it was
she who took the brunt of publicity and ridicule in order that the word of transsexualism might be

1

As Joanne Meyerowitz puts it, trans readers had formed “a very effective grapevine,” essentially
transforming the strict evaluative process to find ideal candidates into auditions for surgery (226).
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spread to others who might benefit from the surgery necessary to bring it about” (7). Next to this
passage, Somers wrote: “Thank you, Christine” followed by “I am one of them.” Her words here
underscore her belief that the books she was collecting, and the many representations contained
within, had the power to positively impact the lives of trans people, by showing them what paths
might be possible. Significantly, Somers addresses her gratitude directly to Jorgensen, although
the author of this pulp novel was “E.C. Crowder,” likely a pseudonym for a straight male author
who wrote the book to cash in on the mainstream public’s fascination with stories of gender
crossing. For Somers, despite the fact that this paperback volume was probably not created with
her in mind as its audience, the stories remained valuable, and she managed to find a way around
the circumstances of its publication—a way to speak not to the author, but directly to the trans
subjects she encountered inside.
Somers’s responses to these books and magazines give us insight into her own life and the
way she constructed her identity, but I’d argue that the traces of Somers in the collection aren’t
limited to the pages where we find her annotations. Her decision to save each of these items,
imbuing them with significance, and placing these specific materials in conversation with each
other by keeping them together in a collection, is another way that Somers preserves her process
of forging her identity and leaves her story behind. Further, the publications Somers gathered tell
us much about the available representations of transgender and gender nonconforming people at
midcentury. Many of the books Somers saved, like The Transsexuals, could be described as pulp
novels, the kind of cheaply printed and ephemeral texts often dismissed as little more than sleazy
trash. She placed these novels and other exploitative pornographic magazines and serial texts
featuring images of and stories about trans people alongside periodicals produced by and for trans
people, like Virginia Prince’s magazine Transvestia, and copies of autobiographical texts, like
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Jorgensen’s A Personal Autobiography (1967). Though these materials come from a variety of
sources, ranging from writings and images created by trans writers to popular or pornographic
writings produced with more dubious intentions, and exhibiting varying degrees of respectability,
accuracy, and aesthetic and literary merit, Somers’s decision to include these texts from a wide
variety of genres in her personal collection suggests that, for her, they were all equally worthy of
reading and saving.
What do the items in Somers’s collection, and in other collections like it, tell us about the
way stories about trans and gender nonconforming people were told at midcentury? In this
dissertation, I analyze a set of texts that have been previously excluded or minimized in the
historicization of trans experiences in the United States prior to Stonewall. Drawing on my
research at the Transgender Archives at the University of Victoria, the ONE Archives at the
University of Southern California, the Jean Nickolaus Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies at the
University of Minnesota, and the Transgender Collection at Yale University, I trace multiple sites
where trans stories emerge in popular, autobiographical and literary discourse, including lesbian
pulp fiction, erotic trans paperbacks, best-selling memoirs by Christine Jorgensen and Jan Morris,
and the early issues of the privately printed and distributed Transvestia magazine. In exploring this
grouping of related texts, I ask: what narrative structures, plots, rhetorical strategies, and metaphors
have been available for trans subjects who want to tell their stories? If we consider the body
narratives of the trans subjects as a form, a genre, a literary tradition of its own, what are its
influences, its narrative legacies? What does it mean to extend the trans canon to include pulp and
erotic novels, or publications that fail to adhere to our current gender and sexual politics? What
have our assumptions about such texts prevented us from exploring, and how might further
examination of the kinds of stories that circulated, and the literary traditions from which they
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emerge, expand our understanding of the plots and possibilities that reached trans readers and
writers during this period?
This dissertation grew, in part, out of honoring my own tastes and aesthetic preferences—
a love of pulp novels, of their sensationalism, their promise of thrills and unabated indulgence of
pleasure, led me to the archives, and ultimately to my focus on pre-Stonewall American
paperbacks and periodicals. When I first entered the archives I visited, I wasn’t sure what I’d find.
In some ways, just like the contemporary queer and trans readers of these books, I was simply
drawn in by those alluring covers. I read them eagerly, knowing that I’d most likely encounter
“bad” writing and exploitative, transphobic narratives, but still searching for those kernels of
positivity, the glimpses of worlds that might have given readers hope or opened up new pathways.
I was surprised by what I found. In some cases, particularly in terms of representations of
transmasculine people, these texts did more than simply regurgitate scandalous headlines—they
also provided an alternate textual space, outside of the confines of the popular press and the
pathologizing frames of medical discourse, to explore possibilities for a variety of lived gender
experiences.
My examination of these novels and periodicals, and the spaces they imagine, extends
previous work on the relationship between popular texts and the construction and articulation of
trans lives in the twentieth century. For example, Joanne Meyerowitz argues that examination of
the trans narratives that circulated in popular culture reveals that transsexual identity existed long
before the official sexological category of “transsexuality” entered public discourse via work by
doctors David Cauldwell and Harry Benjamin (160). As she notes, sensationalistic stories about
“sex changes” and “sex reversals”—distinct from “passing” stories—appeared in American
newspapers and the popular press as early as the 1930s, but the unprecedented mainstream
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publicity surrounding Christine Jorgensen’s return from Denmark in 1953 “expanded the process
by which some [trans] readers identified new options for themselves in the popular culture” (“Sex
Change and the Popular Press” 160). Though she discusses the appearance of pulp novels and
erotic texts with trans themes and characters, like those found in the Somers collection,
Meyerowitz does not include detailed analysis of pulp novels in her scope, focusing instead on
articles in the mainstream press, tabloid magazines, and popular scientific magazines like
Sexology. Still, her scholarship lays the groundwork for taking popular texts seriously as a site for
historicizing trans lives and cultural production. As she points out, throughout the twentieth
century, trans people “used available cultural forms to construct and reconfigure their own
identities,” and reading such narratives enabled trans people to imagine new possibilities for their
own lives and to develop language to articulate who they wanted to become (160).
While Meyerowitz explores the relationship between popular culture and the circulation of
trans stories, Jay Prosser underscores the importance of studying the way those stories are told—
the narrative structures, metaphors, and plots that trans writers use to communicate embodied
experiences of gender crossing. As he puts it in his landmark exploration of trans autobiography,
Second Skins (1998), “transsexuality is always narrative work, a transformation of the body that
requires the remolding of the life into a particular narrative shape” (4). In response to queer
theory’s use of the trans subject as a mere trope to bear out its challenges to binaries and the
tendency in scholarship to emphasize “the transsexual’s construction by the medical
establishment,” Prosser seeks to foreground “the bodiliness of gendered crossings” and underscore
the extent to which trans people are “constructing subjects: participants and actors who have
shaped medical practices as much as they have been shaped by them” (8). The historicization of
trans lives and storytelling, from this perspective, centers around building a canon of
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autobiographical writing by trans authors, and Prosser traces the origins of transsexual selfnarration to the inversion case studies of 19th-century sexology: one of the gender plots that
remains prevalent in current trans autobiographical writing. 2 This project builds on Prosser’s
attention to the relationship between narrative structure and embodiment, extending this
framework both to the plots of popular fictional representations that emerged in conversation with
inversion plots, and other forms of autobiographical writing and production, such as collections,
scrapbooking and collage.
Like Meyerowitz and Prosser, this dissertation is invested in looking to the past in order to
further contextualize the emergence of certain narratives and identities. In “After Trans Studies,”
a recent dialogue bewteen Andrea Long Chu and Emmett Harsin Drager published in Transgender
Studies Quarterly, Harsin Drager describes the appeal of this “historical impulse” in queer and
trans studies. “Motivated,” as they put it, “by a deep desire to find people in the past who may
have looked and lived like us” this kind of work might best be described as “a project of finding
community across time” (108). Harsin Drager here footnotes Carolyn Dinshaw’s concept of “a
queer historical impulse, an impulse toward making connections across time between on the one
hand, texts, lives, and other cultural phenomena left out of sexual categories back then and, on the
other hand, those left out of current sexual categories now” to further underscore the way this move
potentially illuminates both past and present (Dinshaw 1). However, while Harsin Drager
advocates for this turn to the past, they also argue that much is lost if we mine history only to
recover “stories that are of resistance or ‘radical politics,’” if we measure all that we encounter by
our modern understanding of what constitutes a good, or productive, trans story. What are we to
do, they ask, with those who fall short or disappoint us?
2

In his work on the entwined relationship between novels and case histories, Jason Tougaw similarly
suggests that “both genres understand corporeality and subjectivity as inseparable constructs” (16).
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This project is shaped by a similar impulse, a drive to look back unflinchingly to a period
in which new categories, language and narratives surrounding trans and gender nonconforming
experiences were emerging in a number of textual spaces accessible to a wide readership. The
chapters attempt to parse, trace, and complicate our understanding of how a variety of stories
surrounding trans identities and embodiments circulated and became visible. In doing so, I
examine texts that might not always seem “radical,” but rather than critiquing them for what might
be seen as their failures of language and politics, I attempt to read them in context, for what they
tell us about the reproduction, circulation and revision of contemporary cultural scripts. And for
what they might have offered readers like Marlene Somers, readers who marked their pages, and
carefully filed them away for safekeeping. By expanding the archive of stories that we consider
when we construct the history of this period—and by reading the stories themselves, rather than
attending only to the titles or the circumstances of their publication—this dissertation aims to
complicate our understanding of the plots and possibilities available to trans people as they
encountered new categories of identity and imagined ways to write new futures.

Excavating Pulp: the Cultural Work of Paperbacks
In the 1950s and 1960s, the United States saw a sudden proliferation of pulp fiction
exploring gay, lesbian, and transgender themes. Sold at drugstores, magazine stands and bus
stations, the cheaply printed paperbacks boasted sensationalistic covers and blurbs that announced
their sordid contents—as Susan Stryker notes, these books, which represented “the newfound
visibility that sexuality in all its myriad forms achieved in America during the tumultuous years
around World War II” were “designed to be seen” (Queer Pulp 5). Often poorly written and hastily
produced, queer pulp paperbacks aspired not to literary merit, but to turn a profit for publishing
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houses who saw an opportunity to cash in on the public’s growing fascination with homosexuality.
In the wake of the shockwaves caused by Alfred Kinsey’s bestselling reports Sexual Behavior in
the Human Male (1948) and Sexual Behavior in the Human Female (1953) and within the context
of the social upheaval caused by wartime shifts in gender roles and the widespread paranoia and
persecution ushered in by Joseph McCarthy in 1950, thousands of paperbacks were printed,
promising readers a glimpse of an underground “twilight” world where immorality and bizarre
sexuality lurked in the shadows (Murphy 1301).
Pulp novels featuring lesbian plots and characters far outpaced those exploring other kinds
of queer content during this period. Because such narratives appealed to the erotic fantasies of
heterosexual male readers in addition to attracting a growing audience of queer women eager to
read romances that reflected their own desires, lesbian pulps were easily the most profitable
venture for publishers. Historians estimate that between the years of 1950-1965, over 2,000
original lesbian pulp titles were published, following the immediate success of Tereska Torrès’s
Women’s Barracks (1950), which sold 1 million copies in the first year (Murphy 1301). In contrast,
gay male pulp saw far fewer titles. Though they began to appear around the same time as lesbian
pulp paperbacks, Stryker characterizes their production as a “steady trickle,” rather than an
overwhelming onslaught (Queer Pulp 107). Since erotic stories about gay men lacked the same
mass appeal (read: to heterosexual male readers), they were marketed directly to a small, gay male
audience and were thus far less profitable to produce.3 Pulp novels featuring transgender themes
hit shelves almost immediately after Christine Jorgensen’s highly publicized transition dominated
headlines worldwide in 1953. Paperback publishers had learned from the success of lesbian pulp
3

Critics note that defining and tracing the history of gay pulp is a complex undertaking because novels with
gay male characters spanned a wider range in quality and genre, from works that were far more literary
than lesbian pulp and works that were far more pornographic (Murphy 1301).
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that they could capitalize on the “obsessive publicity” surrounding stories of aberrant gender and
sexuality (Meyerowitz 90).
Despite the fact that, as John D’Emilio notes, the “sheer quantity” of pulp texts that
appeared during the 1950s and 60s makes their significance to historicizing LGBT life in preStonewall America unavoidable, these lurid and disposable texts have occupied a peripheral space
in academia, particularly in literary studies. Though some of these books were written by queer
authors and were thus more sympathetic—almost all of the books with lesbian themes published
by Gold Medal Books were actually written by lesbians, for instance—the vast majority of pulp
texts offered readers tragic and homophobic plots, where any character not redeemed by a return
to heterosexuality by the novel’s end was bound to end up dead or committed to an asylum. Pulps
with transgender themes were sometimes even worse: in addition to ending up dead at the end by
the novel’s close, trans characters might be represented as deranged killers themselves.4 Many
other trans pulps differed from gay and lesbian pulp in that they were written as pathologizing case
histories rather than tawdry romances. Still, in the absence of other forms of representation, many
readers were willing to overlook tragic plotlines in pulp texts, to read between the lines and search
for kernels of positive representation—glimpses of queer life and the community spaces so many
readers desperately sought.5
Though at first, many lesbian scholars and historians seemed eager to forget the
proliferation of tragic and trashy paperbacks, beginning in the 1980s, critics began to reconsider

4

See Susan Stryker’s Queer Pulp: The Sling and the Arrow (1950), Killer in Drag (1965) and Death of a
Transvestite (1967) are all examples of these types (76).
5

“These books and their ideas rotted my guts,” confesses Donna Allegra, a working-class black lesbian
who remembers buying pulp novels as a teenager in New York city in the early 1950s and 1960s, but she
also notes that “nowhere else in the world...could I have seen the possibility of a lesbian happily-everafter...outside of these pulps” (qtd in Keller 386).
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the significance of lesbian pulp. Angela Weir and Elizabeth Wilson note that while part of the joy
of pulps was their commitment to “unadulterated pleasure, unmodified by any pretensions to
literary value or aesthetic importance,” the consignation of lesbian pulp to the category of “low
culture” contributed to their marginalization in scholarly work (95-6). Republication of lesbian
pulp texts (especially those by Ann Bannon and Valerie Taylor), beginning with Arno Press in the
1970s and continued by Naiad Press in the 1980s, Quality Paperback Book Club in the 1990s, and
the Feminist Press in the early 2000s contributed to renewed interest in the novels; this unearthing
of forgotten stories coincided with a turn in literary theory more broadly towards the “text” (which
might, with deconstructive reading, be anything) rather than “great literature” (Keller 387; Weir
and Wilson 95). As Weir and Wilson write, in this context, novels that were once “something
forbidden not only by the wider society, but by one’s own sixties standards of what was artistically
worthy and important...now [became] prime sites for an excavation of lesbian culture” (96).
Recovery of lesbian pulp inspired similar moves by gay male scholars; in his examination of the
“cultural work” of 1960s gay male pulp fiction, David Bergman takes his cue from Weir and
Wilson, arguing that while gay male critics have been slower to attempt recovery of pre-Stonewall
publications, attention to these books reveal how often they actually challenge the homophobia of
the period (28).
In contrast to the growing body of scholarly work surrounding lesbian and gay pulp and
erotic novels, transgender pulp has not yet received the same degree of critical consideration. In
some cases, this is because transgender pulp has been grouped under the rubric of lesbian and gay
pulp, conflated with discussions of these texts rather than examined as a distinct category, with a
separate—though related, to be sure—set of tropes and narrative concerns. For example, in his
analysis of Queer Daddy (1965), a pornographic pulp novel recounting the steamy relationship
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between a father and his “transvestite” nanny named Lena, Bergman classifies the text simply as
another homosexual erotic publication, reading the transvestic content merely as a signifier of gay
male sexuality rather than seeing Lena as a character who might also be in dialogue with emerging
trans identities visible both in mainstream media coverage and in the pulp paperback industry at
that particular moment (27). In 2019, the Global Encyclopedia of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual,
Transgender, and Queer (LGBTQ) History, included an entry on “Pulp Fiction, Gay and Lesbian,”
with no corresponding entry exploring the phenomenon of transgender pulp, and no mention of
trans pulps within the entry itself. While, thanks to the work of archivists, many academic archives,
including the Transgender Archives at the University of Victoria and the ONE Gay and Lesbian
Archives at the University of Southern California, have a wealth of transgender pulp texts in their
holdings, they seem destined to exist as colorful and kitschy social media posts rather than the
subject of serious scholarly consideration. Perhaps the most attentive and detailed examination of
transgender pulp and its cultural and historical significance appears in a chapter devoted to the
subject in Susan Stryker’s Queer Pulp, to which this dissertation is certainly indebted, and even
there, Stryker’s work is somewhat bibliographic in nature—providing an overview and a
comprehensive list of relevant texts, though discussing only a small selection of their plots and
characters in depth.
There are many barriers to giving trans pulp critical consideration on the same level of
lesbian pulp. For one, as we will see, while we now know a great deal about some of the prolific
authors of lesbian pulp, it is much more difficult to track down the anonymous authors of the texts
I examine here, especially since pulp authors so frequently used pseudonyms. Additionally, the
texts I examine are far less literary than the texts critics have recuperated in their reconstruction of
lesbian literary canons. Still, there are many compelling reasons to examine the trans pulp and
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erotic texts that circulated alongside lesbian and gay pulp at midcentury. The justifications Yvonne
Keller offers for turning to these “low” texts in the service of understanding lesbian experience in
the 1950s and 60s are also relevant in identifying the significance of trans pulp texts:
The widespread dissemination of discourse embodied in lesbian pulp novels, intended for
heterosexual voyeuristic male readers...did have, unintended productive, exactly
nonrepressive, effects. In effect, it put the word and idea of "lesbian" into popular
discourse, creating a category of people that had not—to most—existed before. Combined
with the dissemination of discourse on sexology, Freud, and scandal magazines, the massmarket paperback revolution created the widest awareness of lesbianism in the United
States up to that time, an awareness that allowed women...to name themselves as lesbian
for the first time...Ironically, a mostly heterosexual-male-oriented genre helped to create
the largest generation of lesbians ever... (406-7).
As Keller notes, in spite of what might be understood as homophobic or voyeuristic content, the
proliferation of lesbian pulp undeniably helped readers gain awareness of the possibility of
“lesbian” as an identity category and helped spur on the formation of lesbian community. Trans
pulp, which also circulated from mass-market paperback publishers, as part of the increased
“dissemination of discourse on sexology” that Keller describes, might then also be understood as
an important site for forging identity and building community in the same period, in spite of also
containing content and storylines that are similarly voyeuristic or sensationalized. Ultimately,
these publications are worthy of a second glance not only because trans people engaged with these
narratives, collected and circulated them within their networks, but also because the texts
themselves sometimes offered visions of trans people not only accessing the surgery and hormones
that some readers desired, but also falling in love, having sex, and living as themselves—at least
for a few pages.
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Beebo’s Boots: Custom Genres
Critiquing a series of autobiographical accounts that conform to a medical model, in “The
Empire Strikes Back,” Sandy Stone famously calls for transsexuals to “forgo passing, to be
consciously ‘read’”—to become a “genre, a set of embodied texts” (165). But what are the genres
that have been used to tell stories about trans lives? In “After Trans Studies,” Harsin Drager argues
that Stone’s attempt to shift the narrative by urging trans people to “tell [their] stories differently
from the medicalized transsexual” inadvertently resulted in the creation of a reductive binary
between medical and vernacular trans identities, and between past and present, that has
undergirded all work in trans studies (106).6 Through this frame, scholars continually turn to new
and popular trans representations in order to point out how they are more radical than trans texts
of the “past,” which must, by virtue of the period they emerged from or their relationship to the
genre of medicalized narratives, be regressive or inauthentic. In contrast, Harsin Drager advocates
for work that embraces, rather than disavows, the “messiness, contradictions, disappointments, and
unexpected outcomes” that we find in turning to earlier historical moments (106).
Taking this cue, this dissertation leans into the messiness and contradictions in trans
narratives of the 1950s and 1960s, especially surrounding questions of genre. The chapters that
follow examine texts that might be described as fictional pulp novels, pornography, autobiography,
case histories, magazines, photographs, drawings and collages, and in many cases, these genre
categories shift, intersect, and overlap in complex ways. For instance, though they are certainly
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Harsin Drager argues that Stone thus “establish[es] at the very foundation of trans studies the disavowal
of the transsexual” (106). Though some of my work in this dissertation will involve assessing the ways that
particular texts engage with, contradict, and challenge the models produced by medical experts, my goal is
not to disavow the validity and significance of the “medical” category of the transsexual, but to complicate
our assumptions regarding of the variety and types of narratives around both transsexuality and gender
nonconforming identities that circulated in public and popular discourse at this moment.
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fictional, many trans pulp texts of the period emulated the generic conventions of confessional,
autobiographical writing in their depictions of gender shifts and sexual rendezvous—and this was
often achieved by presenting the first-person account as part of a series of medical case histories.
This framing likely served a dual purpose: on the one hand, the case study form maximized the
salaciousness of narratives that promised to shock and thrill readers by offering direct access to
the narrator, and on the other hand, it helped novels evade censorship by presenting the material
in a genre accepted as educational, as related to the production and distribution of professional,
scientific literature. However, the case study frame, already a hybrid form, also ensured that these
texts simultaneously participated in the development of multiple generic possibilities for narrating
trans experience, merging their conventions as they deliver trans plots to their readership.7
Throughout this dissertation, I examine texts that offer examples of this kind of revision
and play with genre conventions, drawing attention, in particular, to the formal and generic
strategies employed to represent the “messiness” of narrating trans identity in this period. In
addition to the pulp texts’ amalgam of conventions and plots from romantic/erotic novels, life
writing, and case histories, I also explore the way in which trans writers themselves engaged with
and revised existing narrative forms to tell stories of gender crossing and sampled from existing
literature and images in order to construct their own histories. For example, building on scholarship
surrounding two of the most canonical autobiographers in trans studies, Christine Jorgensen and
Jan Morris, I highlight new contexts for reading their engagement with the structures and
metaphors of travel writing to tell the stories of their lives and transitions to a mainstream public.
Additionally, I suggest that the strategies of collecting, scrapbooking, annotating, and collaging

7

Jason Tougaw quotes Laura Miller to illustrate the case history’s odd hybridity and ambiguous generic
status. As she writes, the case history is “that unsung genre inhabiting the borderlands between art and
science” (qtd in Tougaw 1).
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visible in Virginia Prince’s magazine Transvestia and its off-shoot publications further underscore
the necessity of self-fashioning new, often messy, genres in order to navigate and narrate trans and
gender nonconforming identities.
In Beebo Brinker, Ann Bannon explains that her eponymous hero, the tall and boyish
Beebo, feels most confident in men’s clothes. The jaunty uniform she creates for herself to roam
the streets of Greenwich Village at midcentury includes a riding habit and a beautiful pair of leather
boots. However, Bannon takes care to inform the reader that these items are, of course, not simply
off the rack: the jacket is modified to fit both her body and her sartorial preferences, and the boots
are a custom order, made especially for her feet. Like the strategies of revision and the blurring of
genre categories employed by the texts examined in this dissertation, Beebo’s custom boots and
modified jodhpurs point to the way that Beebo must revise and modify existing frames for her
body in order to present herself to the world in the way she most wants to be seen. Borrowing,
revising, and transforming a wide range of available materials, the stories I turn to here are all, in
one way or another, forged via custom genres.

Revisioning Popular Narratives of Trans Lives 1952-1976
As a starting place, I turn to Ann Bannon’s lesbian pulp series The Beebo Brinker
Chronicles. Bannon’s texts have been recuperated as a significant site for understanding lesbian
history, but here I further contextualize them within two key literary and historical lineages: 19thcentury inversion narratives and the proliferation of trans pulp novels that circulated alongside The
Beebo Brinker Chronicles in the 1950s and 1960s. Through the lens of queer theory, the
masculinity of Beebo Brinker, Bannon’s iconic eponymous butch character, has often been read
in ways that attempt to unsettle or erase her identity as a “boy” or that use her as an example of an
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outdated and tragic inversion model of homosexuality. In contrast, this chapter asks what we can
learn if we take Beebo’s sense of herself as a boy at her word, and view this self-description as an
authentic reflection of her embodied experience rather than an embarrassing relic.
By placing Bannon’s construction of Beebo within a transgender literary canon that
includes both early inversion narratives and the literature they inspired—especially Radclyffe
Hall’s infamous Well of Loneliness and the transgender pulp texts of the contemporary moment—
I argue that Beebo’s character resonates both as a butch in the lesbian pulp tradition and as a
midcentury articulation of transmasculine identity. By shifting the context for studying Bannon’s
work to encompass sexological narratives that are now seen as key to the history of trans
autobiographical writing, this chapter positions the Beebo Brinker Chronicles as a critical site for
narrating trans identity at midcentury.
Building on the first chapter’s location of a trans narrative embedded in the most popular
series of lesbian pulp novels, in my second chapter, I turn to a set of obscure erotic pulp paperbacks
and subscription-based periodicals in order to further historicize and contextualize narratives of
transmasculine identity in the 50s and 60s. Through close readings of four distinct erotic pulp texts
that I first encountered while conducting archival research, I complicate the assumption that
transmasculine characters were excluded from the titillating erotic and pornographic publications
featuring transgender themes that gained popularity throughout the 1960s.8
Additionally, by examining these characters in relation to the genre conventions of
pornographic writing in this period, this chapter also argues that the very “trashiness” that might
lead to our dismissal of these books as in bad taste, actually offers a productive narrative space to

8

My archival research was conducted at the Transgender Archives at the University of Victoria, the ONE
Gay & Lesbian Archives at the University of Southern California, and the Jean-Nickolaus Tretter Collection
at the University of Minneapolis between 2015 and 2018.
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explore new forms of desire and embodiment, especially because the narratives’ focus on
experiences of pleasure and sensation above all else posed a challenge to the pathologizing rhetoric
and obsessive focus on genitals that circulated in medical literature. Though, as the chapter points
out, many texts adopted the framing of the case study, they also subverted the genre by presenting
gratifying sexual encounters devoid of judgement or with minimal representation of the voices of
the “experts.” Reading these stories through the lens of Gayle Salamon’s work on desire and trans
embodiment, I argue that these erotic texts offer crucial alternative representations, exploring
possibilities—especially surrounding transmasculine identity—that were not widely visible in the
period.
In the third chapter, I pivot from fictional romances and erotic texts composed in the first
person, to examine actual autobiographical writing and films created by Christine Jorgensen and
Jan Morris between 1953 and 1974. As with the previous chapter, I explore the way these
narratives engage with existing genres; in this case, I take up Jorgensen and Morris to analyze the
emergence and popularization of the “travel” metaphor, which remains pervasive in mainstream
life writing by white transgender authors. Scholars have already explored the aesthetic, corporeal,
and political implications of travel rhetoric in writing by trans people, particularly in relation to
Morris, who was a travel writer. However, I seek to form new connections between these two
central figures by taking Jorgensen seriously as a would-be travel auteur herself and by
contextualizing both Jorgensen and Morris within a broader history of women’s travel writing in
the West.
By casting back to situate analysis of Jorgensen’s Denmark film and Morris’s 1974 memoir
Conundrum (1974) within a literary tradition of 18th and 19th-century women writers like Mary
Shelley and Lady Mary Montagu, who employed the travel genre to create space for their own
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voices as writers and autobiographers, I highlight the ways both groups of writers developed
complex and sometimes troubling strategies to tell stories about gender and embodiment. As I
point out, despite their complicated relationships to empire and to the masculine mobility
associated with the travel genre, these writers often replicated Orientalist tropes as a means of
making themselves legible to a mainstream white, cisgender audience. Yet, placing these writers
in conversation enables us to explore productive resonances between their efforts to establish
authorial and corporeal agency—and to illuminate the way these rhetorical moves have often been
understood as strategic only when engaged by cis women.
In my final chapter, I turn to a site that enables us to take a more concrete look at the way
some trans subjects in the 1960s engaged with many of the visual and textual objects discussed in
the rest of the dissertation—including popular and medical literature on transsexuality and
transvestism, and the figure of Christine Jorgensen—in order to create new ways to describe
themselves. My analysis centers on Transvestia, a San Francisco-based magazine that Virginia
Prince founded in 1960 for cross-dressers, transvestites, and transfeminine people, but I also
include discussion of two companion publications, TV Clipsheet and Femme Mirror, in my scope.
Returning to the notion of collecting, and circulating that I begin with in this introduction, I explore
the way Virginia Prince and her readers created a rich archive of materials about trans lives
throughout the 1960s—and made use of these materials in order to write themselves into the stories
they were preserving.
While Transvestia and Virginia Prince are often referenced in studies of trans history,
scholars have yet to engage fully with the rich contents of the magazine itself. In this chapter, I
draw attention to the cut-and-paste and archival aesthetic practices at work in the magazine, such
as Prince’s insertion of her own voice into laboriously re-typed medical articles, the development
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of a “Cover Girl” feature designed to collect and document the personal histories and photographs
of readers, and the printing of mainstream cartoon images of cisgender women that were cut from
their original context and reframed to reflect trans experiences through captions submitted by
readers. By reading these cut-and-paste editorial and artistic practices in the context of other DIY
genres that enabled trans people to articulate and navigate their identities, such as scrapbooking
and zines, I argue that Transvestia is an important site for historicizing trans cultural production
in the 1960s.
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Chapter 1: “A Boy Inside It”: Beebo Brinker and the Transmasculine Narratives of Ann
Bannon’s Lesbian Pulp

“Leo, what if you had been raised as a boy and learned to be a man, and had to do it all inside a
female body? What if you had all your masculine feelings incarcerated under a pair of breasts?
What would you do with yourself? How could you live? Who would be your lover?”
—Ann Bannon, Beebo Brinker
In one of the most melodramatic scenes of Ann Bannon’s now-iconic lesbian pulp series,
a beautiful closeted femme actress, Venus Bogardus, pleads with her enraged husband, asking him
to empathize with her young butch lover, Beebo Brinker. Posed by the femme lesbian, this cascade
of interrogations encapsulates the transgender potential of Bannon’s texts—their capacity to name,
explore, and narrate the life of a subject who consistently experiences cross-gender identification
in the context of a 1950s lesbian subculture. Love triangles were familiar to readers of 1950s pulp
novels, though Bannon offers a slightly more subversive version; she depicts Venus’s
“straightness” as necessary performance rather than earnest redemption. Even more striking than
her revision of this trope, however, is the way Venus’s speech marks the text’s deviation from easy
characterization as “lesbian.” If the love triangle positions Venus and Beebo squarely within the
literary tradition of lesbian pulp, Venus’s series of questions about Beebo’s emphatically
masculine identification pushes against this easy classification. This moment opens up space for a
plot less about “twilight love” between women “in the shadows” than about the experience of
being at odds with one’s body. Ultimately, this novel asks, not as one of Bannon’s other plaintive
titles does, “I Am a Woman, in Love with a Woman—Must Society Reject Me?,” but “what does
it feel like to be a man trapped in a woman’s body?”
The “trapped in the wrong body” rhetoric that Bannon mobilizes in this passage can be
traced to the self-narratives of nineteenth- and twentieth-century inversion patients, who frequently
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described their experiences to sexologists in similar terms. 9 This trope entered literary and
mainstream discourse when Radclyffe Hall, a self-proclaimed masculine invert, published The
Well of Loneliness in 1928 amid widespread controversy and accusations of obscenity that resulted
in a trial and the subsequent banning of the novel in England. Hall’s work has until recently been
enshrined—however dubiously in light of its consistently male-identified protagonist—as a
lesbian classic. Terry Castle notes that despite the many stylistic faults and embarrassing
sentimentality bemoaned by lesbian critics, Hall was “the first modern writer to say that love
between women was good—and to do so so simply and directly and courageously” (402). This act
of daring has secured the novel’s powerful legacy. Indeed, the influence of Hall’s ostensibly
lesbian novel remains so pervasive that, as Jane Rule points out, whether she regards it as “a bible
or a horror story,” it is impossible for a lesbian who reads to escape The Well (77).
It perhaps seems unremarkable, then, that in her 2002 introduction to the Cleis Press reissue
of Odd Girl Out, Bannon’s first lesbian pulp novel (originally published in 1957), Bannon explains
that when she began writing, she had read only two lesbian novels: Hall’s Well and Spring Fire
(1952), written by Marijane Meaker (under the pseudonym Vin Packer), who would become
Bannon’s friend and mentor. Yet Bannon’s acknowledgment of these texts as models for her own
work becomes significant in light of critical reframing of Hall’s novel as the origin of the
transgender literary canon. In his landmark text Second Skins, Jay Prosser asserts that Hall’s text
contributes to “the formalization of transsexual subjectivity”: “Written historically and formally
after the case histories of inversion, modeled on their plots, The Well is not only thematically but
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This essay engages with “trapped-in-the-wrong-body” rhetoric for its significance in a particular historical
moment and does not suggest that this trope is a definitive way to describe trans experience. While Jay
Prosser argues that trans people “continue to deploy the image of wrong embodiment because being trapped
in the wrong body is simply what transsexuality feels like,” (69) many trans writers have challenged this
formulation. Jason Cromwell asks, “If I have the wrong body, whose body do I have and where is my
body?” (25)
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concretely caught up in the inception of transsexual subjectivity” (140). His examination of
Bannon’s source material as a significant site for the formal and literary articulation of transgender
plots and experiences raises questions about Beebo’s potential role in the circulation of trans
experiences within a pre-Stonewall American cultural landscape.
Despite Bannon’s engagement with the same narrative model of inversion that shapes
Hall’s Stephen Gordon, Beebo has not yet been read through the lens of transgender studies. In
this chapter, I explore Beebo as a figure whose consistent cross-gender identification is illuminated
further by examining her relationship to emerging narratives of trans embodiment and experience.
Current analysis of Bannon’s use of the inversion model recuperates her work by suggesting that
her texts only engage with this rhetoric to demonstrate its inadequacy as a model for
homosexuality. The critical lens of queer theory, with its emphasis on unsettling the notion of
stable gender identity, necessitates a reading that either erases Beebo’s masculinity or interprets
her cross-gender identification as an outmoded expression of homosexuality in relation to more
fluidly defined characters. What would it mean to read Beebo’s insistent masculine identification
as an articulation of embodied experience, rather than an unfortunate relic of days and politics
past? By placing Bannon’s Beebo Brinker series within a transgender literary canon, I explore the
way Beebo can be seen as emerging in conversation with the late nineteenth- and early twentiethcentury sexological discourse of inversion now understood as integral to the beginnings of
transgender autobiography.
By exploring Bannon’s work in relation to earlier inversion narratives, especially Hall’s
Well of Loneliness, I complicate the Beebo Brinker series’ place in the lesbian canon by claiming
that it is also an important part of the history of trans storytelling. 10 Further, I suggest the
10

Prosser’s reading of The Well as a transgender narrative is now accepted by most scholars, but long before
this critical consensus, trans subjects recognized its subject matter. In a 1950 letter, Christine Jorgensen
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importance of examining Beebo as a character who resonates both as a butch in the lesbian pulp
tradition and as an early transmasculine figure. By broadening the context for studying Beebo to
include the inversion plot of Well and the transgender pulps circulating alongside Bannon’s
paperbacks in the fifties and sixties, I position Bannon’s work as a significant site for negotiating
trans identity at midcentury, during a period that first saw the discourse of transsexuality enter the
American mainstream cultural imagination.

Trans Pulp and Lesbian Community: Plots and Possibilities
Narratives of transgender women and transfeminine subjects were prominent in the
paperback industry that Bannon knew at midcentury. Christine Jorgensen’s sensationalized
transition, which made headlines worldwide in February 1953, immediately inspired dozens of
pulp novels produced by publishers who, just as they would with the lucrative popularity of lesbian
narratives, sought to cash in by delivering salacious (and inaccurate) material to a mainstream
audience made curious by Jorgensen’s highly publicized story of changing sex.11 Just one month
after Jorgensen’s return, Lion Books published Cyril Kornbluth’s Half (1953), which conflated
transsexuality with hermaphroditism, promising readers the story of a man whose body contained
“a dark secret that made him neither man nor woman” (Stryker, Queer Pulp 74). Also in 1953,
Popular Library released a paperback edition of Man into Woman: An Authentic Record of Change

cites Hall’s text as motivation for transgender activism: “I read The Well of Loneliness not long ago. It made
me more determined than ever to fight for this victory. The answer to the problem must not lie in sleeping
pills and suicides that look like accidents, or in jail sentences, but rather in life and the freedom to live it”
(90).
11

In Queer Pulp, Susan Stryker notes that, according to Editor and Publisher, over a million words were
printed about Jorgensen in 1953—more than about any other person and enough to fill around fifteen books
(2001: 73).
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of Sex, Niels Hoyer’s 1933 biography of the Danish painter Lili Elbe, who died from complications
of sex reassignment surgery in 1931. In 1955 came the release of Sex Gauntlet to Murder, the story
of a transsexual murderess, from Fabian Books. This title enjoyed at least four reprintings,
including one in 1958 under the revised title The Lady Was a Man (Meyerowitz, How Sex Changed
90). Roberta Cowell’s Story, Cowell’s autobiography of a British pilot and POW’s transition,
appeared in 1955, and American stripper, circus performer, costume designer, and advice
columnist Hedy Jo Star released her autobiography, I Changed My Sex!, in the early 1960s.
Absent from these transgender pulp titles and even from Susan Stryker’s impressive study
of paperbacks from the period is the acknowledgment of transmasculine or female-to-maleidentified individuals. Stryker contends that only one mainstream paperback publication,
Mountain Charley: or The Adventures of Mrs. E. J. Guerin Who Was Thirteen Years in Male Attire
(1968), explored FTM transgender experience during this period (Queer Pulp 87). Mountain
Charley, originally published in 1861, is an autobiographical account of a woman’s experiences
passing as male in the nineteenth-century Wild West. Though not a pulp in the conventional sense,
Ballantine Books likely sought to print a paperback version of Mountain Charley because it
promised thematic resonance with the lesbian and cross-dressing themes popularized by new
popular paperback originals.
Stryker’s categorization of Mountain Charley as a transgender paperback is compelling,
and indeed, the cover illustration of E. J. Guerin a.k.a. “Mountain Charley,” with close-cropped
blond hair tucked into a cowboy hat, legs spread in a confident, masculine stance, staring at the
reader over her shoulder with remarkable defiance, certainly offers a more masculine image than
any of the representations visible in the cover art of lesbian pulp novels.12 Yet in some ways
12

As Bannon and others have explained, pulp authors had no control over the images that publishing houses
selected to market their work, and a frustrated Bannon saw her beloved, masculine Beebo disappear into
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Mountain Charley seems more aligned with the larger narrative tradition of “passing women” than
the pulp narratives of midcentury trans subjects, which, garbled as many of them were, described
the psychological drive of subjects who sought to inhabit their authentic gender.
While stories of gender crossing are relevant to historicizing transgender lives, writers
including Radclyffe Hall have made distinctions between authentic inversion and “passing” as a
form of deliberate masquerade to achieve greater freedom or financial gain. Upon learning of
Colonel Barker, a British citizen who was tried for “male impersonation,” Hall wrote to her literary
agent that Barker was “a mad pervert of the most undesirable type” (Halberstam, Female
Masculinity 91–92). Critics interpret Hall’s censure of Barker as a result of perceived difference
in motive and method; Laura Doan writes: “While Hall cannot help herself and has no choice about
her sexual inversion, Barker, if taken at her word in the court and the press—assumes male clothing
to better herself financially and to support her child. Because of Barker’s total control over her
predicament, she is by Hall’s definition, a pervert rather than an invert” (quoted in Halberstam 92).
Similarly, in Mountain Charley, Guerin’s decision to don “male attire” is presented as motivated
by the combination of an adventurous spirit and the circumstances of extreme poverty, rather than
by a strong personal feeling of masculine identification. As she “cuts off her hair to a proper length
and don[s] a suit,” Guerin carefully reassures the reader that “it was the only resort from starvation
or worse.” The autobiography ends with Guerin safely restored to “a sphere suited to her sex”: she
is “happily married, and [lives] with a tenderly loving husband and a family of loving children
around her” (112).

the images of an alluring, feminine woman. The cover for the final eponymous novel was especially
disappointing; Bannon describes anxiously tearing open the paper package holding the cover art, her heart
sinking as she took in the “skinny, scared adolescent girl” who looked as though she had “come to make it
as a fashion model” standing in place of her “boyishly rugged” protagonist (quoted in Zimet, 10–11).
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Such rhetorical moves might be strategic and trans lives have been often erased historically
through justification that emphasizes economic and professional conditions.13 Still, if Mountain
Charley makes the cut to be considered the only transmasculine representation of the pulp period,
one wonders why Beebo, with insistent articulation of herself as a boy trapped inside a female
body, has failed to register for Stryker and other critics as a story with an FTM transgender theme.
For one, the absence of transmasculine narratives both in the primary materials and in criticism
illustrates our tendency to pass over trans stories that deviate from a linear transition narrative
organized around surgery or medicalization to explore other forms of trans embodiment. At one
extreme, the rubric of “trans” seems to gather all stories of gender rebellion; at another, it is glossed
as transsexual, perhaps, including only narratives that map onto very specific contours of the term.
Perhaps the more obvious reason for her exclusion is that Beebo’s status as the most iconic
butch lesbian character of the 1950s foreclosed the possibility of other interpretations. The butchFTM “border wars” of 1990s queer theory illustrate both the difficulty and necessity of
differentiating between butches, trans men, and transmasculine-identified subjects. For some
masculine queer people, the differences between these identities are far from clear-cut, and the
gray areas of overlap and entwined histories are welcome complexities. Yet it is important, as
Halberstam notes, to attempt distinctions, especially to avoid reading butchness as always a
precursor or stand-in for trans identity (146). Gayle Rubin’s explanation illustrates the way such
distinctions generally have been made: “Many butches have partially male gender identities.
Others border on being, and some are, female-to-male transsexuals (FTMs). . . . Saying many
butches identify as masculine to some degree does not mean that all, even most, butches ‘want to

13

Halberstam suggests that Hall’s assessment of Barker is flawed; since Barker continues to live as a man
for many years and marries, one can argue that Barker must have been motivated by more than mere
practical circumstances (1998: 92).
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be men,’ although some undoubtedly do. Most butches enjoy combining expressions of
masculinity with a female body” (27). Rubin’s various concessions (“some,” “others,” “many”)
point to the range of complex and liminal subjectivities that exist beyond the reach of her sentences
and their referents.14 The comparatively recent rise of “boi” identity in queer subculture—a term
that, as Sarah Trimble notes, “shift[s] the meanings that circulated around . . . lesbian, transgender,
butch, and tranny-boy”—both heals and complicates fractures between butch and trans identity
(75). “Boi” or “boy,” as a conscious self-descriptor that encompasses a range of transmasculine
identities, is especially compelling as a modern analogue here, given Beebo’s repeated framing of
herself as a “boy” rather than a “butch,” a “lesbian,” or a “man.”
In any case, this chapter’s goal is not to disavow Beebo’s butchness but to complicate the
notion of butch as a homogeneous or monolithic category at midcentury. To this end, I examine
the way Bannon’s text acknowledges a range of gender identities within midcentury lesbian
communities, drawing on several emerging trans genealogies to do so. Several lesbian texts of the
period note the difference between butches and more masculine-identified subjects, sometimes
explicitly connecting this form of male identification with inversion or transsexual terminology.
In their ethnographic study of working-class butch-femme communities in Buffalo, New York,
Elizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy and Madeline D. Davis document many instances of tough bar
butches of the period distancing themselves from “passing woman”—a term that they use to
describe someone whose masculine appearance and identification seemed to transcend that of
butch identity (167). “We weren’t trying to fool the public,” a butch named Leslie comments with
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In Stone Butch Blues, Leslie Feinberg’s Jess grapples with the relationship between butch and trans
identity, taking hormones and having top surgery, but ultimately remaining in the liminal space of the
transgender butch. Jess theorizes butchness as a gender separate from womanhood; when a femme partner,
Theresa, becomes involved in lesbian feminism and tries to remind Jess that butches are “women,” Jess
responds, “No, I’m not. I’m a he-she. That’s different” (147).
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scorn, contrasting herself with a “passing woman” she knew in the scene (167). Kennedy and
Davis suggest that unlike butches, who cultivated masculine identities as women or lesbians,
“passing women” were often known as men at their workplaces or used male pronouns with
partners and in their social circles (167–68). As I show, these distinctions at the time offer useful
context for interpreting the way Beebo operates in professional and social spheres.
Strikingly, Marijane Meaker, Bannon’s mentor, points to the way midcentury lesbians
made connections between some masculine-identified members of their communities and newly
circulating discourses of inversion and transsexuality. In her journalistic depictions of lesbian life
in New York City (published under the pseudonym Ann Aldrich), We Walk Alone (1955) and its
follow up We, Too, Must Love (1958), Meaker derisively refers to the hardest and most masculine
butches of the Village bar scene almost exclusively as “transvestites,” taking every opportunity to
remind the reader that these characters are “really” women engaged in a delusional masquerade.
Her scorn reminds us of the position that many middle- and upper-class lesbians and femmes took
toward the gender nonconforming members of their community.15 Yet Meaker’s use of the term
also illustrates the way contemporary lesbians were making distinctions between lesbians, butches,
and what she called “genuine transvestites. . . . one who does not own any women’s clothing, but
‘passes’ completely as a man” (27). In 1953 the diagnosis that enabled Jorgensen to change sex
was originally “genuine transvestite,” before she was later reclassified as a “transsexual” (Prosser
69). Suggestively, Meaker cites the sexologist Havelock Ellis as a source for this passage,
including paraphrases of his case studies to complete her portrait of this type.

15

See also Zami for Audre Lorde’s portrayal of butch-femme dynamics in 1950s New York lesbian bar
culture. In addition to feeling alienated by the racism of these frequently white-dominated spaces, Lorde
expresses her frustration with “role-playing,” explaining that she was unable to fit into the categories of
“butch” or “femme.” She writes that she and others who did not feel connected to butch/femme were
considered “freaky” and called either “Ky-Ky” or “AC/DC” (178).
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The reference to Ellis here places Meaker’s work in conversation with the transgender pulp
of the period. Most transgender pulps were autobiographies, or fictional accounts presented as
autobiographical narratives; as Stryker notes, “Publishers and the reading public apparently
considered the facts of actual transgender lives to be stranger—or at least more compelling—than
fiction” (86). Frequently paired with an introduction penned by scientific experts weighing in on
the story’s significance and veracity, these pulps gesture back to sexology’s collection and
publication of the autobiographical case histories of the inverts they studied. This framing became
integral to the genre; throughout the fifties and sixties, even fictional narratives of transgender
people were frequently packaged as serious, nonfiction “case studies”—ostensibly produced in
order to contribute to the scientific study of transgender subjects—but actually intended to titillate
readers (Stryker 86).
Thus, to read Bannon’s Beebo as part of a midcentury conversation about narrating trans
bodies and experiences profoundly shifts our understanding of what was possible to circulate
within the paperback industry of the period. By contrast, Bannon’s texts, written as stories of
romance within the lesbian pulp genre rather than as stories of strange or remarkable bodies under
scientific scrutiny, offer a vision of transgender subjectivity removed from the pathologizing frame
of the case study. In this respect, Bannon’s works offer an alternative even to the medical frame
of The Well. Hall’s novel opens with a preface from Ellis authorizing the text as one that “possesses
a notable psychological and sociological significance” because it illustrates “in a completely
faithful and uncompromising form, one particular aspect of sexual life as it exists today”
(“Commentary” 35).
This departure is still more compelling given that Perma Books published a mass-marketed
paperback edition of The Well with a cover that repackaged it as a pulp—“the strange true story of
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a girl who stood midway between the sexes”—in 1951, skewing temporality so that Stephen
circulates alongside Beebo as a contemporary representative masculine figure. Significantly,
Bannon’s novels deploy inversion rhetoric that exists outside these frameworks; the kindly doctorfathers of sexology and their texts are absent from her textual world, and the narrative of the
experience of being at odds with one’s body appears, unmediated, in the words of the characters
who live these embodied realities—or in the words of their lovers.
Examining Beebo through the lens of recent work in trans studies offers a corrective to
Stryker’s statement about the lack of FTM representation in early pulp paperbacks. Revisioning
Beebo as a transmasculine character transforms our understanding of an unfolding transgender
literary tradition, especially because it offers a bridge between Hall’s Stephen Gordon and later
twentieth- and twenty-first-century narratives of transmasculinity. By reading Beebo within an
emerging discourse around trans bodies and transmasculinity, I do not discount Beebo’s butchness;
instead, this chapter gestures to the ways in which butch and transmasculine identities overlap and
coexist within a period that saw the gradual introduction of new identity categories. Additionally,
the great popularity of Bannon’s texts both within and outside lesbian and gay communities means
that a wide range of readers encountered her descriptions of cross-gender identification, which
may expand how we understand both the pulp genre’s treatment of transgender themes and the
reach of transgender plots and possibilities at midcentury.

Journey to an Icon: Beebo in Historical and Critical Context
Between 1950 and 1965, more than five hundred paperbacks with lesbian themes were
published, generating millions in sales for Fawcett’s Gold Medal Books and other publishing
houses (Keller “Was it Right?” 385). These titles were commissioned in response to the surprise
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success of Tereska Torrès’s best-selling novel with Fawcett, Women’s Barracks (1951), an
autobiographical account of the lesbian affairs Torrès witnessed while serving in World War II
with the French Free Forces. This book, which is usually credited with launching the lesbian pulp
genre, had sold 2.5 million copies by 1975 according to Publisher’s Weekly (Keller 388). Gold
Medal Books followed it with Meaker’s Spring Fire two years later, and her story of an illicit affair
between women roommates in college reportedly sold over 1.5 million copies (Keller 389). As
Yvonne Keller explains, it has been challenging to determine sales figures for most of these cheap
and mass-produced novels, since Publisher’s Weekly statistics include only sales recorded by
bookstores—when much of the appeal of pulps was that they were widely accessible and could be
purchased at grocery and drug stores and newsstands (389).
Critics and readers of lesbian pulp agree that this sudden proliferation of accessible lesbianthemed paperbacks produced unprecedented connections between queer women in the United
States.16 Bannon herself writes that the provocative covers “provided links among members of a
wide-flung and incohesive community; a community that did not even think of itself as one and
that, therefore valued . . . any connection with others whose experience paralleled their own”
(quoted in Zimet, 13). Despite the fact that lesbian pulp novels were presumably written for and
marketed to a heterosexual male audience, often by male writers who used female pseudonyms,
the many letters from women that Bannon and other women pulp authors received attest to the
power these novels had as, to use Joan Nestle’s famous phrase, “survival literature” (2). Bannon
herself was one of these women; when Meaker’s Spring Fire ignited a flash of recognition, she
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As Lillian Faderman notes, pulp novels, “with their lurid covers featuring two women exchanging erotic
gazes . . . could be picked up at newsstands and corner drugstores, even in small towns, and they helped
spread the word about lesbian lifestyles to women who might have been too sheltered otherwise to know
that such things existed” (147). Paula Rabinowitz suggests pulp produced a kind of “virtual space for lesbian
desire” at midcentury, creating an “interface weaving disparate readers together . . . and [offering] lessons
in lesbian self-recognition and self-disclosure” (188).
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wrote to the author, who offered her an introduction not only to her editor Dick Carroll but also to
the lesbian bar scene in New York City’s Greenwich Village. In 1954, as an unhappy twenty-twoyear-old married woman, Ann Weldy could little have imagined that seven years later she would
become the most famous writer of so-called lesbian pulp under the pseudonym Ann Bannon.
To midcentury and more recent lesbian audiences alike, Bannon’s lesbian pulp novels are
the standouts of the period—different from all the rest both because she softened the tragic endings
typical of lesbian pulp until this point and because she created characters who felt somehow more
real.17 Bannon’s comparatively happier endings marked what some critics call a new, more “prolesbian” era in pulp; by 1957 lesbian authors like Bannon and Valerie Taylor found room to push
against some of the genre’s constraints, though happy endings were still discouraged (Keller 2005:
392). Between 1957 and 1962 Bannon wrote the five novels now known as “The Beebo Brinker
Chronicles”: Odd Girl Out (1957), I Am a Woman (1959), Women in the Shadows (1959), Journey
to a Woman (1960), and Beebo Brinker (1962). Though Beebo emerges as the eponymous hero by
the end of the series, with Bannon narrowing her focus to Beebo in the final text, Beebo does not
actually appear until the second book. The novels initially follow the trials of Laura, a young,
blonde, femme-presenting lesbian who moves to Greenwich Village alone after discovering her
sexuality and the disappointing dissolution of her first, passionate relationship in college. Odd Girl
Out, much in the style of Meaker’s Spring Fire, tells the story of Laura falling in love with one of
her roommates in her sorority suite, the vivacious and popular Beth. From the first, Bannon’s texts
took the opportunity to diverge from the earlier conventions of her genre. If Beth and Laura’s
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tricia lootens, kk and pmk write that “Laura, Beth and Beebo became more than fictional characters to
many of us,” explaining that “discovering an Ann Bannon novel was like finding the faces of one’s own
family staring out of snapshots in a Salvation Army discard box” (13).
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relationship fails to survive the conclusion of the first novel, Laura’s queer desire remains
unwavering, and the text closes with her decision to board a train to New York.
The following three novels trace Laura’s ensuing years in the city as she comes to terms
with her lesbian identity and struggles to find her place in the Village scene. The second novel, I
Am a Woman, published two years after Odd Girl Out, introduces two characters who will appear
in the rest of the series: Beebo, Laura’s first lover in Greenwich Village, and Jack Mann, a
successful gay man who serves as Laura’s guide to queer life in New York City and becomes her
best friend. Women in the Shadows, published in the same year, follows the painful dissolution of
Laura and Beebo’s love (especially emphasizing Laura’s disgust for her partner’s masculine
identity and lack of feminine softness), and Laura’s decision to marry Jack and have a child in
order to gain at least the appearance of a normal heterosexual life. The darkest and most violent
narrative of the series, it remains unpopular with readers.18
In 1960 Bannon further united the fictional worlds of Odd Girl Out and the subsequent
novels in Journey to a Woman; Beth, unhappy in her marriage, comes to New York in search of
Laura, but instead of reuniting with her first love, she finds herself in Beebo’s arms. In the final
novel of the series, Beebo Brinker, Bannon writes a prequel, dropping Laura and Beth altogether
in favor of offering a detailed origin story for Beebo, who had become her favorite character. In a
slight contradiction to the other novels, Bannon reveals that Jack is Beebo’s first friend when she
arrives in New York after being driven from her rural midwestern hometown, and the series closes
with the beginnings of their relationship—a younger, less jaded Jack serving as Beebo’s initiator
into the permissive queer space of the Village.

18

See Gene Damon’s “The Lesbian Paperback” (1969).
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Certainly Beebo can be read as a descendant of Stephen and the inverts that populated
sexological publications, and her lover Venus’s characterization of Bannon’s iconic butch
struggling with “masculine feelings incarcerated under a pair of breasts”—itself a neat paraphrase
of the sexologist Richard von Krafft-Ebing’s famous description of the female invert as “the
masculine soul, heaving in the female bosom”—suggestively positions Beebo within this narrative
lineage (264). However, to yoke Beebo to Stephen Gordon, and to the rhetoric of medical models
of inversion, is to link her to a narrative strand that has inspired a great deal of ambivalence from
lesbian and feminist literary critics. Esther Newton suggests that lesbian critics and historians
deeply resent the emergence of “the mannish lesbian” as a symbolic body that came to stand in for
an entire sexual category—particularly because of this figure’s association with “the medical
model of pathology” (91).
This perhaps explains one lesbian reviewer’s notable shift in tone toward Bannon’s series
after the publication of the final installment Beebo Brinker. Under the pseudonym Gene Damon,
Barbara Grier wrote literary reviews of all texts that contained lesbian content, including pulps,
for her column “Lesbiana” in the Ladder, a lesbian publication from the Daughters of Bilitis that
ran monthly from 1956 to 1970. After reviewing Bannon’s early texts favorably, she abruptly
withholds praise for the final text of the series, the prequel that provides the popular butch
character’s origin story. “Flatly this is a disappointment,” she writes in October 1962, “the magic
of Beebo simply isn’t there” (Grier 1962: 23). Her lack of enthusiasm for this text is significant,
as it is this novel that contains the content most suggestively “trans” in nature; here, more than in
the previous texts, Bannon draws on inversion rhetoric to explore Beebo’s masculine identification
and presentation. This response reflects the magazine’s ambivalent stance on masculine gender
identity and dress; most of the editors advocated femininity and assimilation as the best mode of
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advocacy and survival. Of The Odd Ones, by Edwina Mark, a pulp text that contains a much less
sympathetically drawn invert character reminiscent of Stephen in The Well, Grier notes
approvingly: “The author is very sympathetic to the more desirable types of lesbians.” Similarly,
in 1969 Grier offers a negative response to the transgender themes of Brigid Brophy’s In Transit,
a playful novel centering on the sexually ambiguous protagonist Evelyn Hilary. “The main
character seems at first to be a girl but is confused about his/her gender,” she relates with
disappointment, noting that “few readers [of The Ladder] will go for the book” (Grier 1969: 38).
Critical reception of Beebo and her masculine identification shifts according to the
ideological shifts between lesbian feminism, gay and lesbian studies, and queer studies. Gay and
lesbian critics who comment on Bannon’s use of the inversion rhetoric recuperate Bannon’s texts
for twenty-first-century queer audiences by arguing that her series offers vital improvements upon
earlier inversion-reliant lesbian novels. Such analyses frame Beebo as representative of an
outdated and inadequate model of homosexuality, a holdover from the previous century. For
instance, Angela Weir and Elizabeth Wilson argue that Bannon’s work marks a transition from the
figure of the “invert” to the “butch,” and that this revision creates space for femme desire and
reciprocity not previously available in lesbian texts of the 1920s and 1930s, like The Well, or Gale
Wilhelm’s We Too Are Drifting. They suggest that Hall and Wilhelm offer narratives of love
“poisoned at the source because while they are not ‘real men,’ they can love only ‘real women’:
in other words, they desire feminine women—and to be feminine is to be ultimately heterosexual”
(106).19 Thus Hall and Wilhelm replicate sexology’s inability to imagine the femme: the feminine
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Havelock Ellis writes of the “feminine invert” that “their faces may be plain or ill-made but not seldom
they possess good figures, a point which is apt to carry more weight with the inverted women than beauty
of face . . . One may perhaps say that they are the pick of the women whom the average man would pass
by. No doubt this is often the reason why they are open to homosexual advances.” In contrast, Weir and
Wilson see Bannon’s series offering a corrective to this unhappy narrative legacy, providing a butch who
not only actively desires femme women but is desired by them in return.
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woman whose queer desire is not simply the result of failing to attract viable heterosexual men.
As Weir and Wilson note, Bannon’s Laura is excited most by the butches, “the big girls with the
firm strides and the cigarettes in their mouths”; unlike The Well, where Stephen’s look dominates,
Bannon’s pulp texts are as defined by Laura’s desiring gaze as by Beebo’s (107).
More recently, Christopher Nealon similarly argues that Bannon takes up the rhetoric of
inversion only to reveal its inadequacy. His queer recuperation of Bannon’s work requires reading
it as a disavowal of cross-gender identification; Nealon credits Bannon with finding a way out of
inversion’s dominant narrative legacy, though he is not quite sure she does so intentionally: “It is
as if Bannon, over the course of four novels, has so worn out the explanatory possibilities of her
inversion model of gender, has so thoroughly tested which disastrous relationships it can produce,
that she arrives exhausted and almost by mistake . . . at an experiential understanding of lesbian
sexuality in which there is actually room to live” (762). Nealon equates “room to live” with gender
fluidity and flexibility—“the trust a butch feels as she becomes femme in the arms of a butch
lover”—in addition to the de-emphasis of queerness as congenital. Certainly, it is not difficult to
identify passages in Bannon’s texts that test the usefulness of inversion’s embodied theory of
sexuality. In one such moment of Odd Girl Out, Laura, struggles to come to terms with her desires
because she does not have the butch body, the masculine embodiment that had become so
powerfully synonymous with lesbianism:
She had full breasts and full hips like other girls. She wore lipstick and curled her hair. Her
brow, the crook in her arms, the fit of her legs—everything was feminine. . . . She thought
that homosexual women were great strong creatures in slacks with brush cuts and deep
voices; unhappy things, standouts in a crowd. She looked back at herself, hugging [her]
bosom as if to comfort herself, and she thought, “I don’t want to be a boy. I don’t want to
be like them. I’m a girl. I am a girl. That’s what I want to be. But if I’m a girl, why do I
love a girl? What’s wrong with me?” (64)
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Nealon is right to note Bannon’s rejection of inversion in this passage; here Bannon offers a
powerful challenge to the formulation of active sexual desire / the desire for women as the sole
province of the masculine identified. Yet Bannon hardly rejects inversion rhetoric altogether.
Though she frames inversion as a flawed, restrictive narrative in Laura’s case, she embraces the
discourse when it comes to her depiction of Beebo Brinker, who remains consistently male
identified throughout the series. Thus I suggest that Bannon’s texts are significant not because she
embraces or rejects inversion models but because she places them in conversation and interaction
with a wide range of modes of living desire and gender identity. This results in the creation of a
complex spectrum of identities that range beyond the binarism of “butch” and “femme,” and
provide acknowledgment of transmasculinity within a period otherwise devoid of such
representations.
Bannon, of course, does not explicitly name Beebo as a transmasculine figure. However,
her later reflections on the creation of Beebo underscore the way this character spoke to an
unfulfilled romantic desire she felt, as well as a gap in both reality and representation that she
observed, when she surveyed the lesbian world of Greenwich Village. As she writes in the
introduction to the Cleis Press reissue of I Am a Woman:
I had just invented Beebo Brinker for this book, and with the intensity of youth, I imagined
her real-life counterpart out there somewhere, down in the Village going about her
business, while I, on my roof, was trying to capture her story. I spent a fair amount of time
leaning on the crumbly old parapets, staring deep into the lights and wondering if there
were a real Beebo on this planet. If there were, would I ever meet her? Would she be like
the woman I had contrived out of sheer need so she would at least exist somewhere in the
world, even if only in the pages of my book? Was there anybody like her anywhere? (I Am
a Woman v)
Bannon here acknowledges an erotic desire for Beebo’s heroic masculinity in language consistent
with her genre’s melodramatic style; the “sheer need” she describes seems to construct the author
as one of pulp’s lonely, lost girls. Many femme lesbian readers have echoed this idealized desire,
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such as Dorothy Allison, who remarks in a book blurb on the reissue of Beebo Brinker that she
“would have dated Beebo, no question.” Yet, though she calls Beebo the “quintessential” 1950s
butch, Bannon also notes the absence of a “real-life” counterpart of her character, both within the
mainstream paperback literary landscape and the bar scene she explored with Meaker during her
weekend trips to New York. This curious absence serves to further complicate Beebo’s
relationship to the identity of butch lesbian. The bars Bannon visited were full of butches; surely
she could have no trouble conjuring up the image of a butch lesbian as she gazed over the parapets
into the lights of the city. Without the adequate language to describe her, here she imagines a
different kind of masculine subject. The novels, too, subtly reinforce a distinction between Beebo
and some of the other butch women. In Women in the Shadows, Bannon writes that Beebo “did
not look mannish like some Lesbians. She simply looked like a boy” (13). While the butch women
Bannon describes possess masculine qualities or mannerisms, they remain women and capital-L
Lesbians. In contrast, Bannon suggests that Beebo’s masculinity sets her apart; she may be a boy,
a figure of perpetual youth rather than a man, but she resists easy identification, pushing beyond
the parameters of the category of butch.
Bannon’s curiosity about the existence of Beebo’s “real-life counterpart” as she gazes into
the city lights echoes the musings of the American scientific experts on transsexuality at
midcentury. Dr. Harry Benjamin, a German endocrinologist who trained in the tradition of
sexology alongside his colleague Magnus Hirschfeld, became the most prominent medical
authority on transgender people in the postwar United States (Meyerowitz, How Sex Changed 45).
In The Transsexual Phenomenon, which was published as the first gender clinics were established
in the United States, Benjamin similarly meditates on the absence of what he called the “female
transsexual” in the scientific studies and literature of the period (84). After noting that he had only
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experienced 20 reportings of masculine-identified patients who had been assigned female at birth
in comparison to 152 reportings of transgender women, he suggests that lack of representation in
mainstream culture actually perpetuated the invisibility of transmasculinity in the 1950s and 1960s.
“If a female transsexual” [sic], he writes, “after having been changed into a male, should receive
the same publicity as Christine Jorgensen, it is possible that a greater number of female patients
might apply for treatment.” In the early 1960s, Benjamin had met the wealthy Reed Erickson, a
trans man who would form the Erickson Education Foundation and fund trans research, and by the
time Benjamin wrote The Transsexual Phenomenon, he had helped Erickson obtain a hysterectomy
and mastectomy. Twenty years earlier, Michael Dillon, an English FTM transsexual, began taking
testosterone and underwent several sex reassignment surgeries between 1946 and 1949 with the
surgeon Sir Harold Gillies—transitioning long before Jorgensen. As Benjamin notes, it is not that
transmasculine subjects, or post-transition FTM men, do not exist in the period. They were widely
invisible as trans subjects because they were not seeking surgical or hormonal treatment in large
numbers or being acknowledged as trans subjects in medical or public discourse about
transsexuality.
Instead, the experiences of trans men and transmasculine people tended to remain folded
into lesbian literature and culture, enveloped into sexology’s enduring legacy of the masculine
woman and remaining relatively unregistered within the spectrum of butch identities. As Dillon’s
response to The Well of Loneliness indicates, transmasculine subjects in the period learned to read
“lesbian” texts for their transgender subtexts in order to find representations of their experiences.
Dillon, who had a medical degree, self-published his Ethics and Endocrinology in 1946, an odd
hybrid text of philosophical and medical discourse that Jay Prosser calls “the first medicolegal
treatise on transsexuality” (153). When Dillon attempts to extract transgender experience from
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narratives of homosexuality, he turns to The Well as a way to narrativize transmasculinity; though
he thinks Hall might have handled her subject with more “restraint,” in order to prevent it from
being banned, Dillon recognizes himself in the character of Stephen, performing the act of
reclaiming the text as part of the transgender canon before mainstream recognition of
transmasculine lives and more than fifty years before Prosser and other trans theorists begin to
develop the critical field.20
While The Well’s legacy and lesbian pulp initiated sparks of recognition in lesbian readers,
signaling to them the potentiality of queer lives and partnerships, the depiction of a masculineidentified subject also gave voice to a narrative still widely unrecognized in the period’s
developing understanding about transsexuality. Understood within this trajectory of
transmasculine representation, Bannon’s Beebo, inspired by Hall, shaped by inversion plots, and
published alongside explicitly trans pulp texts that shared a similar lineage, becomes an important
bridge between inversion discourse and twentieth-century transmasculinity. Further, her popular
paperbacks shifted the narrative of cross-gender identification from a clinical to a romantic register
while sharing a transgender plot with a wide range of readers of varying gender identities—readers
who, like Bannon, may have been gazing into the lights of the city, searching for the words to
shape their own stories.
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See Prosser on Dillon and Hall; as he notes, “Since Dillon read The Well as a transsexual novel,
identifying his own ‘masculine homosexuality’ with that of the fictional Stephen Gordon’s, it is arguable
that The Well, as the fiction of a female invert, helped actuate Dillon’s own transsexual life-plot, its narrative
motivating or supporting the first full bodily transsexual transition” (155).
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Beebo’s Boots: Transmasculine Embodiment and Temporality
Though Bannon’s uncontested title of “Queen of Lesbian Pulp Fiction”—as she is named
on the recent reprints of her books—seems to announce the book’s contents to the reader, Beebo
repeatedly suggests that something more complicated is going on within the books’ covers. At
every turn, she reaches out from the pages, pointing to the ways in which she fails to conform to
mainstream midcentury discourses of “womanhood” as well as to Greenwich Village’s vision of
the “lesbian.” For instance, in one key moment of Beebo Brinker, as Jack Mann, the gay man who
becomes young Beebo’s first friend in New York City, tries to comfort her as she mourns the loss
of her family home and her inability to fit in:
“Well, first,” he said kindly, “you’re Beebo Brinker, human being. If you are gay,
that’s second. Some girls like you are gay, some aren’t. Your body is boyish, but there’s
nothing wrong with it.” His voice was reassuring.
“Nothing, except there’s a boy inside it,” she said.“And he has to live without all
the masculine trimmings other boys take for granted. Jack, long before I knew anything
about sex, I knew I wanted to be tall and strong and wear pants and ride horses and have a
career . . . and never marry a man or learn to cook or raise babies. Never.” (Beebo Brinker
51)
This passage illustrates Beebo’s desire for an autonomy that proves incompatible with 1950s white
heterosexual femininity; her desire for a career, to remain unmarried, to be tall and strong, can be
understood as masculine, since such preferences cannot be reconciled with midcentury
conceptions of womanhood. As Weir and Wilson suggest, lesbian novels of the fifties were
significant for their ability to underscore women’s sexual choices as limited by their lack of
economic independence. Lesbian sexuality, then, becomes “a metaphor for personal autonomy
and, openly or implicitly, heterosexuality is posed as inauthentic for women, precisely because it
involves financial dependence” (101). Accordingly, Beebo’s masculine identification might be
read as not only a conflation of gender expression with sexuality, an undesirable inheritance of
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sexology’s corporeal model, but also as representative of women’s desire for sexual and personal
agency at midcentury more generally.
Yet reading Beebo’s masculinity as a metaphor, for either lesbianism or female agency,
erases her expression of an embodied reality and the text’s engagement with inversion discourse.
This passage importantly signals the distinction between embodied gender expression and
sexuality, unpacking the assumption that masculine women necessarily identify as lesbian or desire
other women. As Jack points out, “Some girls like you are gay, some aren’t”—a significant
clarification in the face of a cultural mainstream that did not distinguish between gender and
sexuality and that inherited sexology’s notion of homosexuality as visible on the body. Jack further
challenges the notion of Beebo as a pathological figure by asserting that there is “nothing wrong”
with her masculine presentation; he names and acknowledges Beebo’s embodied boyishness while
suggesting its possibility as a neutral fact that does not diminish her status as “human being.”
However, Beebo’s response enacts a return to the invert’s rhetoric of bodily crisis. She agrees that
while her body might appear healthy and normal in some respects, it remains in conflict with her
sense of self. There is a “boy inside” the body she perceives as a female shell. Like Stephen
Gordon, like the inverts of the sexological case studies Prosser claims for the transgender literary
tradition, Beebo sees herself as trapped in the wrong body, “a man in woman’s form,” to
paraphrase the subject of Krafft-Ebing’s Case 129, who describes himself as “a woman in man’s
form . . . sensible of the man’s form, yet . . . always in a feminine sense” (207).
Young Beebo describes herself as a “boy inside” in this early conversation with Jack, but
throughout the series it is clear that she is able to develop a stylized self-presentation that allows
her to move through the world as her masculine self. This proves especially significant in
mainstream spaces where heterosexual people struggle to interpret her body. To the horror of
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Beebo’s femme lover Laura, who resents her partner’s masculine presentation for its attendant
queer visibility, Beebo adopts a style of dress that is at odds not only with the gender assigned to
her at birth but also with the metropolitan atmosphere of New York City:
She had begun to wear clothes that made her look sportier and healthier than she was:
men’s jackets and slacks and men’s shirts. And even, to Laura’s dismay, a sort of riding
habit, with modified jodhpurs, a slightly fitted coat, and boots. She had a pair of high black
boots in butter-smooth leather with little ankle straps, boots made to fit the finely shaped
feet that she was proud of. It made her one of the sights of the village. (Women in the
Shadows 9)
Laura, who calls Beebo a “freak” when she first sees the boots, suggests the masculine clothing
offers false enhancement of Beebo’s body, making her look “healthier” than she really is,
especially since, like most of the characters in Bannon’s novels, Beebo spends much of her time
drinking. Yet the high black boots—the centerpiece of Beebo’s self-fashioned image—fit
perfectly, enabling her to feel pride in “finely shaped” feet. It may take a custom order (the
jodhpurs, too, are modified) in order to accommodate her body, but Beebo’s deliberate sartorial
choices allow her to create a more fully realized version of herself, one that at least partially
collapses the difference between the “boy inside” and the external body. Bannon further
emphasizes Beebo’s masculinity through the detail of the “riding habit”; Beebo’s boots and riding
costume might look absurd on the bustling streets of Manhattan, but they align her with the ease
and power of white masculine mobility.
Beebo’s boots and riding habit also link her to her family lineage—both biological and
literary. They serve as a nod to Beebo’s roots in the “farm country” of Juniper Hill, Wisconsin,
fled in favor of the freedom of the big city. As a reminder of Beebo’s conformation to the trans
migration narrative from small, cruel rural space to metropolitan liberation, these accessories
might also represent a refusal to embrace the closure and apparent simplicity of this one-way
journey’s familiar script. Though she never returns to Wisconsin, the boots remain a tenuous tie to
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her past life. Additionally, the boots and riding habit allude to Radclyffe Hall’s invert protagonist,
who similarly experiences both relief and pride in her body through the adoption of a masculine
riding costume. To her mother’s chagrin, young Stephen persuades her father to allow her to learn
to ride astride instead of side-saddle, and accordingly wins the right to “spend long hours at the
stables, swaggering largely in corduroy breeches” (Hall 39). In his analysis of The Well, Jack
Halberstam points to the significance of the “wardrobe” in Hall’s text, arguing that she “linked her
masculinity or manhood not simply to men’s clothing but to a sartorial aesthetic that actively
opposed the notion of a ‘true sex’ by equating gender and costume” (In a Queer Time and Place
90). With “gender” as a category to be understood through the agency of external representation,
rather than tied to an interpretation of one’s genitals, Stephen’s sartorial choices enable her to
embody a self-stylized, white, aristocratic masculinity that makes her feel “impressive” in her
body—even if Colonel Atrium’s attempt to correct her style and gendered behavior by
commenting that “girl children . . . haven’t the necessary muscle” to “get the grip astride” makes
her feel suddenly “less impressive” (Hall 41). And like Beebo, Stephen’s sartorial choices, at least
at this point in the text, remain linked with the freedom of motion, with the privilege and mobility
of riding.
Though Stephen later adopts the aesthetic trappings of the aristocratic writer, cultivating
the style of masculine woman rather than attempting to “pass,” Beebo’s relationship with clothing
remains informed by her need to work blue-collar jobs and her desire to be read as male in public
spaces. As Bannon writes of Beebo in Women in the Shadows:
She took odd jobs where she could; anything that would let her wear pants. She
ended up running an elevator and wearing a blue uniform with gold trim. She had been
there for over ten years.
The manager took her for “one of those queers, but perfectly harmless.” But he
meant a male homosexual, to Beebo’s endless hilarity. She was fond of remarking, “I’m
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the world’s oldest adolescent. I’m a professional teenager.” It was funny enough the first
time, but Laura was sick of it. (9)
Beebo’s work as an elevator operator has multiple layers of significance. First, though she remains
marked as a queer body in her blue uniform, she passes as a gay man, which she finds both amusing
and satisfying as a way to function in public space. Though Laura criticizes the job as menial and
dead-end, for Beebo, who always takes employment that will allow her to wear pants, it provides
valuable possibility for inhabiting her true masculine identity. Further, it again aligns her body
with the power of mobility; she may be operating the elevator for others, in a service position, but
she maintains control of their movement as they ascend and descend the tall NYC building. As
Laura notes in frustration, Beebo seems to be caught in a loop of endless, repetitive motion, moving
up and down within the same narrow shaft without the progress of forward motion. Yet Beebo’s
contradictory movement in place might also be understood as a refusal of the spatial and temporal
metaphors of transgender experience that require a clear beginning, middle, end. In its emphasis
on progress forward to a more readable and stable gendered space, this narrative formulation,
which emerged in the years after Jorgensen’s sensationalized transition, tends to cast the gender
nonconforming subject who does not desire or cannot access medical transition as static or
frozen—an assumption Beebo challenges by remaining in constant motion.
Halberstam’s discussion of futurity and queer subcultures in In a Queer Time and Place:
Transgender Bodies, Subcultural Lives further illuminates the significance of Beebo’s play with
temporality, motion, and space in her liminal position as elevator operator. As Halberstam writes:
“Queer subcultures produce alternative temporalities by allowing their participants to believe that
their futures can be imagined according to logics that lie outside of those paradigmatic markers of
life experience—namely, birth, marriage, reproduction, and death” (2). Beebo’s perpetual loop of
vertical, rather than linear, movement underscores her as a subject who cannot be governed by
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heteronormative imperatives that would structure a forward-moving temporality. Bannon further
emphasizes this refusal through her description of the remarkable boyish youthfulness that gives
Beebo the appearance of defying age. To Laura’s irritation, “the world’s oldest adolescent,” the
boy who will remain a “professional teenager,” seems almost to defy mortality in her ability to
live outside those “markers” that lead one to old age and eventually death. As Jack puts it when he
first encounters Beebo, “her voice too was like a boy’s, balanced on the brink of maturity. And
there it would stay all her life, never to plumb the true depth of a man’s” (22). The novels
emphasize Beebo’s occupation of alternative temporality by placing her in contrast with Jack and
Laura, queer subjects who decide to get married and have a child together rather than continue to
pursue what they perceive as the lonely and empty life of the homosexual in the bar scene: a life
devoid of such meaningful experiences. Laura ultimately leaves Beebo behind, slipping away from
their shared apartment in the village to live with her new husband/beard Jack in the safety of polite
respectability.
Beebo’s seemingly endless and intentional youthfulness would likely have reminded
midcentury readers of another ubiquitous boyish queer rebel of the period, one who has also
recently been explored for his resonance as a trans character.21 J. M. Barrie’s 1904 play Peter Pan,
known for its tradition of casting women actors to play the title role, enjoyed a resurgence in the
mid-1950s, as a result of Disney’s 1953 animated release and special NBC telecasts of the 1954
Broadway play starring Mary Martin, which aired in 1955, 1956, and again in 1960. The first
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Pan continues to resonate as a narrative that lends itself to exploring transmasculine identity and
experience. In a 2014 essay in the Atlantic, Shannon Keating notes the way the character’s “soft-edged
masculinity, buoyed by youthful lightness of spirit,” exudes the hallmark characteristics of the “boi”
identity claimed by many masculine-identified queer people today. Additionally, Sassafras Lowrey’s recent
novel Lost Boi (2015), easily reimagines Pan as a punk trans dom who brings queer femme Wendy back to
his Neverland warehouse to be a kinky Mommy to his lost bois— transmasculine queers whose identities
and pronouns span the spectrum—after seeing her read at a lesbian poetry open mic.
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broadcast in 1955 was extremely popular; historians estimate that Martin’s gender-bent and
mischievous Pan reached sixty-five million viewers (Jones 243). As Teresa Jones suggests, the
production offered a significant challenge to midcentury prescriptions around gender and
sexuality; Pan’s refusal to “grow up” here might be similarly figured as a refusal of heterosexuality
and its attendant life markers—a refusal performed through a subversive parody of gender norms
that, in the Butlerian sense, reveals gender’s imitative structure (246).22
Yet for both Beebo and for Pan, it is key to read this refusal as something more than the
decision to remain static or in a state of permanent childishness, as Laura suggests of Beebo’s
status as “professional teenager.” In The Queer Child, Katherine Stockton explores the concept of
“growing sideways” as a queer way to challenge our privileging of metaphors and figures of linear,
vertical movement “upwards” to conceptualize “growth” and movement toward adult maturity (4).
In contrast, she considers the notion of “delay” and its associations with “the horizontal—what
spreads sideways—or sideways and backward—more than a simple thrust toward height and
forward time.” Far from indicating a subject who is stuck or stunted, this emphasis on sideways
and contradictory movement points to new ways of understanding identity and embodiment that
need not rely on a singular journey “up” toward growth. This frame illuminates the significance of
images that depict Martin suspended in flight above the theater in her role as Pan, occupying not
only another temporal location in her suspended youth but another plane of queer and “sideways”
existence.23 Similarly, though Beebo does not move literally in a horizontal fashion in her position
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See also Stacy Wolf’s (2007: 55) analysis of Mary Martin’s boyishness and her identification with the
role of Peter Pan.
23

Video footage from the 1960 telecast shows Martin flying back and forth in horizontal “sideways”
movements across the set as she sings “I’m Flying” to Wendy, John, and Michael, and teaches them how
they might abandon their journey toward adulthood and join her in suspension.
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as elevator operator, her body’s perpetual motion in the elevator’s shaft refuses moving “upward”
as a singular journey toward an assumed goal of adulthood, maturation, and legibility.
Beebo’s existence in an alternative temporality as a trans subject remains fraught within
Bannon’s fictional world; even within the space of the Greenwich Village lesbian subculture,
Beebo is a freakish outlier. The loss of Laura causes Beebo to mourn her masculinity as inadequate,
to return to her frustration that the “boy inside” remains confined by an external corporeality
devoid of the social and political privileges and security Laura finds in her unconventional
marriage with Jack. In Women in the Shadows, Beebo, in her despair, addresses her beloved dog,
Nix, imagining what it would be like to offer her lover that kind of life:
“I’d sell my soul to be an honest-to-God male. I could marry Laura! I could marry
her. Give her my name. Give her kids . . . oh, wouldn’t that be lovely? So lovely [ . . . ] But
Nix . . . my baby is gay, like me. She wants a woman. Would God she wanted me. But a
woman, all the same. She’d never take a man for a mate.”
She felt the vile tears sneaking up on her again and shook her head hard. “She
couldn’t take that, Nix. It’d be even worse than—than living with me.” (27)
This older, jaded Beebo, like young Beebo whom Jack first encounters in Beebo Brinker, longs to
be an “honest-to-God male,” frustrated by the limitations of her own masculinity in relation to the
legal, social, and biological demands of heterosexual relationships. Unlike the young Beebo,
whose male identification causes her to revolt from marriage since she cannot imagine herself
married to a man, this Beebo now imagines herself in the cisgender man’s place, married to the
beautiful femme who passes as straight. The series of identifications that follow first appear to
mark Beebo as a lesbian; she is “gay,” just like Laura—a woman who wants another woman. Yet
Beebo immediately undercuts the idea of herself as a woman by noting that Laura wants a woman,
not her. Knowing Laura is gay, she equally cannot imagine her lover with a man, and in her
positioning of that alternative as “even worse than living with me,” Beebo again seems to place
herself in a third gender space, at once both yet neither man nor woman. This challenge to binary
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structures is reminiscent of the “third sex” theorized by the German sexologists whose work
influenced The Well of Loneliness.24 Indeed, Beebo’s appeal to become male provides a perverse
echo of Stephen Gordon’s plaintive question to her father as a young child: “Do you think that I
could be a man, supposing I thought very hard—or prayed, Father?” (Hall 26). Devoid of the pious
sentimentality of Hall’s narrative, Beebo has no God or father to whom she can make her plea;
instead, she must imagine “selling her soul”—making a deal with the devil to alter her body and
her fate.
In a final act that disrupts normative temporality, not only for Beebo, but for the series as
a whole, Bannon’s last novel of the series also transcends its publication date to become the first;
Beebo Brinker (1962) is a prequel, set before the action of the other four books. Though Bannon’s
readers would encounter this book last, the narrative resists closure by casting back to Beebo’s
first days in New York. Ending with Beebo’s beginning transforms the reader’s relationship with
the darker, sometimes even violent, jaded Beebo of the later/earlier texts. In some ways, Bannon
seems to unwrite her mistakes, softening some of the harshness of Beebo by writing a new
beginning, yet the effect is that multiple Beebos seem to exist simultaneously, occupying multiple
moments in time and space. This temporal ambiguity, yoked with Beebo’s position in a third
gender space (however firmly masculine) would make her narrative unrecognizable as that of a
“transsexual” by the emerging popular and literary discourse of the 1950s and early 1960s;
Cowell’s 1955 autobiography The Roberta Cowell Story, which predated Jorgensen’s Personal
Autobiography by twelve years, had already begun to set the genre of the transgender life-narrative
in motion. Plotted along the course of events that leads to the sex change, and modeled as a
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See J. Edgar Bauer’s discussion of Hirschfeld’s concept of the “third sex”; as Bauer explains, Hirschfeld
understood the “third sex”—or “sexual intermediaries [sexuelle Zwischenstufen]”—as an alternative to the
“extremely superficial scheme of classification into man or woman” (13).
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bildungsroman, with a clear beginning, middle, and end, these bodies of text offered clarity about
the material body of the author—rendered unambiguous at last by the closure of her text. It is a
plot that many current trans and gender nonconforming writers are still struggling to challenge.
But Beebo, forever in motion and in perpetual refusal of linear narrative, offers a new narrative
mode for exploring and representing the complexity of trans experience long before Kate
Bornstein’s “cut-and-paste” collage aesthetic of the postmodern transsexual. 25

Reading Bodies
Closing the series with Beebo’s origin story shifts the focus of the novels as a group; when
Laura and Beth fall away and Beebo steps into sharper focus, her gender identity is revealed to be
at the center of the series after all. In her final text, Bannon explores plotting that falls outside the
familiar tropes of lesbian pulp. In fact, the center of Beebo Brinker, the narrative tension that drives
the entire prequel is not the story of lesbian sexuality revealed but of conflicted corporeality.
Bannon emphasizes this departure by contrasting Beebo’s own narrative with lesbian pulp
storylines. Inserting a meta reference to her own genre, Bannon reveals that young Beebo in her
small Wisconsin farming town—like many of Bannon’s readers—was a reader of pulp, consuming
the paperbacks in secret. As she tells Jack: “I read a book once . . . under my covers at night—
when I was fifteen. It was about two girls who loved each other. One of them committed suicide.
It hit me so hard I wanted to die, too. That’s about as close as I’ve come to reality in my life until
now” (Bannon 50). In her work on the significance of lesbian print culture, Stephanie Foote reads
this moment as one of the many key scenes of reading in the lesbian canon, whereby the main
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Prosser refers to Bornstein as the “first ‘postmodern’ transsexual” because “she doesn’t so much
narrativize her transsexual life as [a performance artist] she performs it, acting out—without integrating
into a singular stable gendered identity—its parts” (174).
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character discovers the possibility of an alternative life within the pages of a book, cherished and
read, discreetly, hungrily (169).26 However, though Beebo is clearly affected by the book’s familiar
pulp plot and experiences some degree of self-recognition while reading, Bannon undercuts the
expectations set up by this scene. The reader assumes that Beebo will relate a similar tale—tell
Jack that she was expelled from her tiny farming community because she is exposed in an affair
with another woman. Yet Beebo’s banishment results not from her wild desire for women but from
her irrepressible desire to dress in men’s clothing and “pass”—or, more accurately, to represent
her authentic self to the world.
Indeed, the most deeply embedded, ostensibly shameful narrative of this lesbian pulp
novel—the plot unearthed at the heart of this prequel and, thus, the series itself—is remarkably
devoid of “lesbian” content. Though this final novel details Beebo’s affairs with several women,
these relationships are almost secondary to Beebo’s relationship with her body and gender, and
the responses incited by her gender expression. As Beebo explains to Jack, the final straw for her
community came during a family trip to a Chicago livestock convention. Beebo finds some degree
of space to explore her masculinity as she helps her father and brother Jim with the cattle, handling
the steers in their stalls. But the trip takes a hazardous turn when she finds herself compelled to
slip away from the two of them, dressed in Jim’s clothes:
“I knew it was dangerous, but suddenly it was also irresistible . . . Jack, it was as
though I had a fever. The minute I was alone, I put Jim’s things on. I slung Dad’s German
camera over my shoulder and took his Farm Journal press pass. On the way over, I stopped
for a real man’s haircut. The barber never said a word. Just took my money and stared.
“I looked older than Jim. I felt wonderful.” She stopped, her chin trembling. “A
blonde usher showed me to the press section. She was small and pretty and she asked me
if I was from the working press. I said yes because it sounded important. She gave me a
seat in the front row with a typewriter. It was screwed down to a stand. God, imagine!” She
almost laughed.
26

Foote links Beebo with Stephen from The Well in her analysis, noting that Stephen similarly comes to
terms with her identity through reading. However, Stephen reads sexological texts rather than the pulp
romances of Beebo’s period.
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“I really blitzed them,” she said, remembering the good part with a throb of regret.
(Beebo Brinker 53)
In place of a story of romantic compulsion, of the irresistible touch of a partner’s body, Beebo
offers a narrative of her first, brief experience of bringing her body and identity into alignment,
specifically through her sartorial choices. This brief encounter with passing allows Beebo access
not only to the authority of male privilege and power but, specifically, offers a glimpse of the
possibility of narrative autonomy offered by taking on the role of a journalist. For a few hours,
Beebo gains the means of controlling her own narrative script, crafting a world where she inhabits
a notable subject position, capable of commenting on the world—the livestock—that surrounds
her, rather than serving as an elevator operator, helping others to reach their destinies. The merging
of her identification with both father and brother intensifies Beebo’s masculinity within the
memory. Wearing her brother’s clothes allows her to feel closer to inheritance of her father’s
intellectual skill set and social position as a white, cisgender man, and, after her haircut, Beebo
observes that she looks even “older” than Jim, framing her successful masculinity in relation to
his. Her gender is further defined relationally through the description of the small, blonde, pretty
girl whose femininity emphasizes Beebo’s own masculine body. Notably, the scene is relayed in
almost erotic terms; Beebo physically trembles with the euphoria of recalling this powerful
moment—still so potent that it “throbs.”
Beebo’s passing fantasy is cut short, however, by the bitterest of bodily betrayals. She
faints from the heat of the arena and the pain of her first menstrual cramps. When she cries in
horror of being discovered, the doctor becomes suspicious, “open[ing] her shirt so fast the buttons
flew” (Beebo Brinker 54). “When he saw my chest, he opened the pants without a word. Just bug
eyes,” Beebo continues. This moment of violation and “exposure” is a traumatic narrative all too
familiar to the trans canon; one has only to think of Leslie Feinberg’s iconic Stone Butch Blues or
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the tragic story of Brandon Teena’s rape and murder. The fear of reliving this moment stays with
Beebo throughout her adult life. The revelation of this scene provides important context to
moments in the earlier texts, such as Women in the Shadows, where an older, weary Beebo tells
Laura that she has not been to a doctor in twenty years because, as she puts it with a sigh, “they
might find out I’m a woman” (57). This stripping away of clothing to reveal what the doctor and
residents of Juniper Hill consider her “true” sex costs Beebo both her family and her community.
After the Chicago incident, she is ostracized and has no choice but to leave town in order to spare
her father. In this respect, Beebo Brinker explores even more deeply than The Well the plight of
the invert’s singular corporeality; because of her class and racial status, Stephen’s adoption of male
attire is largely tolerated, especially once she adopts the persona of the eccentric invert author
figure. She is expelled from her family home only after the discovery of her affair with the married
Angela Crossby—not for her affinity for riding breeches.
The final text of Bannon’s series reveals that, above all, Beebo’s crime is her inescapable
gender nonconformativity, rather than simply her desire for women, though, to be sure, Juniper
Hill read one as evidence of the other. “My brother Jim said I wasn’t a boy and I wasn’t a girl, and
I had damn well better be one or the other or he’d bound me out of school himself,” Beebo confides
in Jack (Beebo Brinker 50–51). Jim astutely suggests that her ambiguity is the trouble, that if she
could simply exist on one side of the binary or the other, her life would be permissible. One might
argue that she had done precisely that in the Chicago incident. By taking on Jim’s clothes and
passing as a more authentic male self, Beebo attempts to make the choice that Jim lays out for
her—unfortunately, her community believes it is the wrong choice. But the end of life in Juniper
Hill is just the beginning for Beebo. Enacting the by-now-familiar narrative of trans migration to
the anonymous metropolis, Bannon’s invert hero finds the means to carve out space for her
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particular embodied experience of gender, just as Bannon finds a way to carve out narrative space
for transgender subjectivity within the textual framework of her genre.
Ultimately, by offering Beebo Brinker as the conclusion to the textual world that gave so
many readers hope, Bannon in some ways ends on a note of possibility, with a text that hints at the
possibilities for lived transgender lives and subjectivities. Early in the text, when Jack tells his new
friend Beebo that he might have found a job for her as Pasquini’s delivery boy, she responds, “I
can drive, but can I be a boy?” Jack laughs, responding that she can “wear slacks” and the “rest is
up to [her]” (24). Beebo feels embarrassed by Jack’s jocularity, yet his reply also points to the real
possibility of living as a transmasculine person within—and perhaps beyond—her vocational
sphere. As he puts it, once she has the pants, the rest is up to her. Bannon’s ability to imagine a
life for Beebo—within New York’s lesbian subculture at midcentury and within the mass-market
pulp paperback industry—marks a significant moment in the history and development of trans
narrative in the United States. Though unrecognized as a part of trans discourse when these texts
appeared alongside the salacious Jorgensen-inspired pulp, Bannon’s work brought a revised
version of the nineteenth century’s invert’s plot into the mid-twentieth century. In doing so, she
managed to dissociate the story of feeling “trapped-in-the-wrong-body” from a literary tradition
shaped through the pathologizing and clinical model of the case study—constructing a trans
subject who not only speaks for herself and finds ways to self-stylize her masculine body but also
finds love with partners who understand her body. As more trans and gender nonconforming
writers continue to challenge the narrow narrative scripts that have been afforded them, Beebo
remains a valuable site of inspiration and validation—forever swaggering defiantly in the streets
of the village, clad in those beloved custom-made riding boots.
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Chapter 2: “Real Flesh and Blood”: Transmasculine Identity and Embodiment in Pulp and
Soft-Core Pornographic Texts 1957-1969

In the decade after Christine Jorgensen’s public transition shattered mid-century America’s
ideas about the relationship between gender and sex, mainstream culture remained fixated on
stories of sexual perversity and gender crossing. Jorgensen’s famous story of transition had
dominated the news in the mid 50s; Editor and Publisher, a journalism trade publication, claimed
that in 1954 over a million and a half words were printed about Jorgensen—Susan Stryker notes
that this is the equivalent of almost fifteen books (Queer Pulp 73). Immediately after Jorgensen’s
story broke, the pulp paperback publishing industry, already established as a genre invested in
exploring the lurid stories of sexual and social outcasts, took advantage of the public’s interest in
transsexual identity and embodiment, publishing a slew of texts like Cyril Kornbluth’s Half (1953),
which promised readers the story of a man whose body contained “a dark secret that made him
neither man nor woman.” For better or worse, pulp paperbacks with transgender themes became a
key site for circulating narratives of trans lives and embodiment and developing public discourse
around changing sex.
In the 1960s, the onset of the sexual revolution ushered in a new, even more sexually
explicit era of pulp novels devoted to gay, lesbian, and transgender themes. Jorgensen’s glamorous
but conservative femininity became a relic of 50s respectability as trans showgirls like Coccinelle,
Bambi, and Hedy Jo Star took center stage, baring it all on the covers of their “for adults only”
paperback biographies. However, as trans women became even more hyper visible, trans men and
transmasculine subjects faded even further from the mainstream imagination—at least that’s the
way historians remember it. For instance, in her account of this new, increasingly pornographic
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era of trans pulp representation, Joanne Meyerowitz suggests that this emphasis on the erotic
proved fundamentally incompatible with the representation of transmasculine/FTM people:
If the sexual revolution bumped Jorgensen from center stage, it pushed FTMs offstage
altogether. In the 1960s, the popular press printed even fewer stories on FTMs than it had
in the 1950s. Newspapers rarely commented on FTMs, and pulp publishers did not print
their autobiographies. Fewer FTMs than MTFs underwent surgery, but that fact alone does
not explain the dwindling coverage. As the interest in MTFs shifted toward the more
overtly sexual, the interest in FTMs seemed to diminish accordingly. FTMs did not come
out of communities of stage performers and prostitutes; they did not exhibit their bodies.
And in the sexual revolution, they did not qualify as sexy. In the 1960s, the eroticization
of MTFs had no equivalent among FTMs. (How Sex Changed 206)
Meyerowitz’s argument about the absence of FTM and transmasculine subjects in these pulp texts,
often written in the style of medical case studies, certainly aligns with the well-documented
absences in the medical literature itself, written by doctors who failed to imagine that forms of
masculinity other than their own might be authentic or valid. In a letter written in 1954, Harry
Benjamin, who became America’s expert on transsexuality in the period, wrote “There is no
operation possible that would change a female into a male. In some rare cases a male has been
operated on so he later on resembles a female, but nothing like that is possible if the patient is a
normal girl” (149). Though Benjamin’s thinking eventually shifted over the next decade, experts
at the UCLA Gender Identity Research Clinic, such as Robert Stoller, continued to debate whether
or not FTM people “even qualified as transsexuals” throughout the entirety of the 1960s (242;
149). According to Meyerowitz, transmasculine and FTM people remained largely absent in both
the official medical discourse of the period and in the intense eroticization of transsexuality visible
in the pulp paperback industry of the 1960s.
This chapter challenges this existing framing of transmasculine representation in the 1950s
and 60s by taking a closer look at some of the characters and storylines circulating in erotic pulp
texts and magazines. While the majority of soft-core pornographic pulps published in this period
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focused on representing trans women, during my research in the Transgender Archives at the
University of Victoria, the ONE National Gay & Lesbian Archives at the University of Southern
California, and the Jean-Nickolaus Tretter Collection at the University of Minnesota, I encountered
several sustained narratives devoted to representing transmasculinity. By examining these early
transmasculine characters in the context of their genre, I question the assumption that
transmasculine people were excluded from the titillating pulp and erotic narrative industry, arguing
that devoted readers of pulp were sure to encounter representations of female-to-male transition
and identification. I argue that these stories, now obscure and largely considered to be
embarrassing, exploitative sleazy “trash,” performed important cultural work by acknowledging
and describing the lives of transmasculine people in a period where even the medical literature
often failed to imagine their existence—and their happiness.
Further, I argue that the “trashiness” of these texts—the narrative focus on embodied
experiences of pleasure, desire, and sensation of sex—actually afforded a unique opportunity to
articulate transmasculine embodiment and experience in ways that eschewed the medical
literature’s pathologizing gaze and reductive focus on genitals. Though many of these texts draw
on a “case study” framing, this frame, which purports to pathologize the subjects of the stories,
often gives way to the unrestrained and unmediated relation of the perverse pleasures enjoyed by
narrators and their love interests. Drawing on Gayle Salamon’s theories of desire and transgender
embodiment, I suggest that the erotic genre of these texts generates vital space for trans subjects
to inhabit their gender via the experience of “recognition” in the intersubjective sexual encounters
they recount. Ultimately, through these readings, I argue that these erotic texts acknowledge
possibilities for experience, identity, and embodiment that did not exist/were not visible or
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prominent in the medical or popular literature and that directly and meaningfully countered
mainstream assumptions about what it meant to “change sex.”

Coming to Bodies through Desire: Porn, Pulp & Identity
When asked about pre-Stonewall gay writing in a 1995 interview with Michael Rowe, Lars
Eighner, a well-known author of gay male erotica, commented that “if you looked at anything that
was gay-positive in those days, it was porn” (qtd. in Bergman 28). The spirit of this comment has
animated the critical recuperation of gay and lesbian pulp and soft-core pornographic novels of the
50s and 60s. Drawing on this notion of low-brow texts as sites of surprisingly positive
representations of sexually marginalized communities, David Bergman has argued that gay male
pulps deserve a second look for the radical cultural work they accomplished, and their power to
offer a glimpse of possibility to young gay men just coming to consciousness (40). Bergman echoes
the work of lesbian scholars who had already turned the midcentury lesbian pulp novels, previously
“consigned to the category of libidinised trash,” into “prime sites for an excavation of lesbian
culture” (Weir and Wilson 96). Despite their stylistic flaws, sleazy content and reflections of
conservative or homophobic ideologies, critics argue that these pornographic texts offered gay and
lesbian readers valuable glimpses into a hidden world. Though often constrained by censors or
composed with the intention of appealing to a heterosexual audience, these texts still enabled gay
and lesbian readers to imagine falling in love or experiencing erotic fulfillment, and helped provide
them with frameworks for understanding and articulating their desires and identities.
Transgender pulp has not yet received the same recuperative treatment. Though Stryker
provides a detailed and careful account of transgender pulp texts from the 1950s and 60s and notes
their cultural significance, she also implicitly dismisses the cultural value of the more pornographic
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of these texts. She writes, “[a]lthough [some] books...reflected the increasing acceptability of
transgender themes in literature and society, the bulk of transgender paperback fiction has
nevertheless consisted of sheer sleaze, throwaway books designed for one-handed reading” (89).
There are many reasons to repudiate the exploitative fiction that we can assume was written largely
by cisgender authors, including inaccurate depictions of trans people, objectification and
hypersexualization of their bodies, and pathologization of their identities and desires, just to name
a few. However, I argue that the ephemeral quality and erotic content of these texts should not be
among them. This relegation of sleazy texts to the dusty back drawers or garbage receptacles of
trans history risks the erasure of culturally significant representation—particularly when any
mainstream acknowledgement of transmasculine identities in particular remained so sparse at this
historical moment.
The explicit content of these texts might actually be read for the way the stylistic
conventions and intimate subject matter generate new possibilities for describing queer desire and
transgender embodiment. In Assuming a Body: Transgender and Rhetorics of Materiality, Gayle
Salamon theorizes trans embodiment through a phenomenological lens that centers the body’s role
in forging subjectivity. Drawing on Merleau-Ponty’s argument that sexuality is a crucial part of
forging subjectivity, Salamon extends this work in order to suggest a new conceptualization of
transgender experience within the framework of desire. She writes:
What might it mean to suggest that the body itself comes to be through desire? This claim
underscores the degree to which our embodiment is intersubjective, a project that can only
be undertaken in the presence and with the recognition of other embodied beings (46).
Her emphasis on the “recognition” that occurs within an erotic encounter illustrates the extent to
which trans subjects and their partners can experience themselves and their bodies in authentic and
powerful ways that extend beyond the limitations of body morphology. As I will suggest in my
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close readings of the erotic texts in this chapter, the representations of sexual relationships present
in these books often emphasize the protagonist’s ability to inhabit his authentic gender, framed via
this key moment of “recognition” from a partner that Salamon describes. This is an especially
significant experience of female-to-male embodiment to see represented on the page at
midcentury. Surgery and hormones were not accessible to transmasculine people in large numbers
during this period, and mainstream and medical discourse around trans embodiment failed to
imagine that transition without surgical intervention might be possible or valid. In this sense, these
erotic texts accomplish critical cultural work, theorizing a way of inhabiting an authentic gender
identity that moves beyond a reductive focus on genitalia and binary interpretations of body
morphology.
The fact that the majority of these fictional pulp novels were written as autobiographies or
“case histories” both enhances and complicates the work they accomplish. Unlike gay male and
lesbian pulp novels, which are written as fictional romances, usually in the third person, Stryker
notes that “[a]n unusually high proportion of transgender related paperbacks were biographies and
autobiographies. Publishers and the reading public apparently considered the facts of actual
transgender lives to be stranger—or at least more compelling—than fiction” (Queer Pulp 86).
Even those pulps that were not actual autobiographies retained the confessional genre
characteristics of the form. Usually presented as scientific case histories or cautionary exposes on
the seedy underbelly of American sexual culture, and thus mediated by the voice of a cisgender
male journalist, academic researcher, or medical professional, the bulk of the text was still
composed from the perspective of the trans person, and delivered to the reader in the first person,
which at the very least created an opportunity for humanizing and sympathetic depictions of trans
characters.
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The pathologizing and condemnatory framing of these stories in the prefaces and front
covers often stood in stark contrast to the more sympathetic portrayals within, and in many cases
the over-the-top disapproval contained in these framing gestures signaled its irony. Further, while
the medical case history genre links the stories of gender nonconforming people to the
autobiographical accounts collected by European sexologists, by the 1960s in the United States, it
had also become a practical strategy for circumventing obscenity laws. It is important that we read
condemnatory and pathologizing framing within this particular historical context, where it was
necessary to perform a particular relationship to trans material in order to circulate it freely without
being arrested. Daniel Harris notes the way such strategies were employed to circulate gay male
pornographic narratives and images in the same period, functioning as a veil that enabled the books
to stay off the FBI’s radar. 27 As he points out, though pornographic pulp novels assumed
“disguises” as exposés or “damning psychological treatises,” the texts were rife with
contradictions; they “professed to disgust the reader when it in fact aroused him; it made a great
pretense that it was intended to satisfy the salacious curiosity of the uninformed outsider when in
fact it was really written for the informed insider” (19). In most cases, we can assume that queer
readers familiar with the genre and its attendant conventions and limitations understood how to
read between the lines of sensationalist, homophobic and transphobic framing, eager to find what
little representation of marginalized identities such texts made available.
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As Harris explains: “While such homophobic books as Dynasty of Decadence, Cursed, Faggots to Burn,
Sin Travellers, and The Half-World of the American Homosexual hammered home their basic themes of
iniquity and corruption, their stern moralism was almost certainly not a reflection of their authors' real
disapproval of homosexuality. Rather, this scathing didacticism was a pose, a way of evading censors, of
camouflaging prurience as a socially responsible investigation into a nightmare realm, "revealing the real
inside of HOMOSEXUALITY" where painted inverts seduce "innocent boy virgins." In order to keep the
FBI at bay, the pornographer masqueraded either as a crusading journalist or a sneeringly clinical sex
researcher who aroused his readers with mildly erotic descriptions of gay encounters even as he fulminated
against the unspeakable vices of the very audience he was titillating” (19).
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This chapter examines a grouping of pornographic (to varying degrees) pulp texts and
periodicals that feature prominent transmasculine characters published between 1957 to 1969:
Confessions of a Transvestite (1957), Double Switch (1964), Abnormal World of Transvestites and
Sex Changes (1964), and The Transsexuals (1969). In addition to challenging the assertion that
FTM people were absent from the proliferation of eroticized transgender representations from this
period, I suggest that the raunchy content created a unique narrative space to imagine trans bodies
and lives in more detailed and varied ways than in medical literature or the mainstream press. In
order to make this argument, this chapter grapples with the many constraints of language,
inconsistent and shifting terminology, and offensive genre conventions that reflect the period’s
conservative social values around gender. Instead of reading these texts for their failure to uphold
or reflect current queer and trans politics, I examine these stories for the way each attempts to find
new ways of naming and describing trans experience, making use of the rhetorical frames and
language that circulated at mid-century and pushing against them to carve out new narrative space.
The characters in this chapter are variously defined as “transvestite” and “lesbian transvestite” in
the texts from the earlier part of the decade and as explicitly “transsexual” at the close of the 1960s,
but I read these characters together under the umbrella of “transmasculine” because each lives fulltime with a masculine identity and presentation, regardless of whether they have access to surgical
technology or hormones. Rather than offering a narrative of linear progress that unfolds across the
decade, this chapter suggests that in some ways, the stylistic conventions of the earlier texts offer
the most radical and liberatory possibilities for representation of lived embodiment and desire.
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Confessions of a Transvestite (1957) and Double Switch (1964)
In this first pairing of close readings, I look at two texts that explore transmasculine identity
and embodiment via descriptions of erotic and romantic relationships with transfeminine
characters: Carlson Wade’s Confessions of a Transvestite (1957) and the anonymously authored
Double Switch (1964). Double Switch, published seven years later under very different
circumstances of authorship and circulation, shares a number of similarities with Wade’s
Confessions. Both depict romantic and sexual relationships between two trans people, framing the
relationality of their erotic experiences as key to their embodied fulfillment. However, while
Confessions offered a first person account from the perspective of the transfeminine subject,
Double Switch provides readers with the life history of a transmasculine character named Norman.
Further, while Confessions is written to function as a mass-marketed pulp, composed by someone
who is likely an outsider to these communities, Double Switch is an illustrated short story booklet
distributed as part of a series of fictional tales by the independent publishers who produced the
subscription-based periodical Transvestia.
Wade first established himself as a prolific pulp novelist by publishing nearly twenty softcore pornographic texts with homosexual and transsexual themes throughout the late 50s and 60s,
such as I Want to Be a Woman! (1964), The Sexual Variants (1965), and Abnormal Sex Activity
(1967). His publishers remember his speed and reliability; one recalls that they could send him off
with a subject, word count, and delivery date, and always count on receiving a publishable product
(“Who is Carlson Wade?”). However, Wade, like many pulp authors, had the reputation of a
“hack” writer, especially because his 1963 biography of Coccinelle, She-Male: the Amazing TrueLife Story of Coccinelle, was obviously plagiarized from Mario Costa’s Reverse Sex, which had
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been written from his series of interviews with Coccinelle in the previous year (Stryker Queer Pulp
82).
Wade’s motivation for pursuing topics of deviant sexuality, transvestism, and sex changes
is unclear, but his writing has not generally been remembered favorably by queer and trans readers
and critics. His body of work oscillated between sympathetic portrayals that urged a mainstream
public to view queer and trans or sexually deviant people as merely “misunderstood” and texts that
openly contributed to the pathologization and exploitation of such subjects. In Confessions of a
Transvestite (1957), Wade includes a dedication “to all my friends in the village,” seeming to place
himself in community or allyship with the trans people whose lives and sexual relationships he
describes. Yet many of his later texts position him as a kind of “medical” expert weighing in on
their case histories. Sexual Deviations of the American Female (1965) announces his professional
qualifications on the front cover—he’s a member of the “American Nutrition Society.” In the
1970s and 1980s, Wade would leave the pulp publishing world behind, pivoting his focus to books
on diet and nutrition.
Confessions of a Transvestite (1957) seems to be the earliest of Wade’s publications on
trans themes. Significantly, in this work, his own voice as an expert is absent; the narrative—a
“confession”—is told from the first-person perspective of Pat, a young “transvestite” with a
penchant for leather, who runs away to New York City and begins to live as a woman full-time.28
“Transvestite” is not explicitly defined here, and Wade applies it to several trans subjects,
employing it as an umbrella term that encompasses both a fetishistic relationship to clothing
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The use of “confession” in the title positions Wade’s text as part of that autobiographical narrative
tradition that begins with Augustine. As a genre, confessions are understood to be directed to “an
interlocutor who listens, judges, and has the power to absolve” (Smith and Watson 265). In this case, the
reader occupies a double role — as outsiders, readers can judge the sins of the narrator, but they are also
complicit in the sins of the text by choosing to indulge in the perverse pleasures it surely contains.
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associated with the opposite sex and an authentic, full-time gender identity. Pat’s escape to urban
anonymity is precipitated by an erotically charged incident where a step-sister, Edwina, discovers
Pat dressing in women’s clothing and, after spanking and caressing her, threatens to have Pat
arrested in order to steal the family fortune. Once in New York, Pat, dressed in a glamorous white
leather suit, crosses paths with an equally glamorous woman named Bobbie, who offers to let Pat
share her apartment and helps her find work at her dance hall. When Pat arrives at Bobbie’s home,
she feels overcome with desire for this beautiful, glamorous woman, and Bobbie slowly and
seductively removes her clothing, teasingly inviting Pat to join her in the bath—finally revealing
that she is, like Pat, also a “transvestite.” The two never become sexually involved, but live instead
as platonic roommates over the remainder of the narrative, which includes a detailed account of
Pat’s sexual encounter with someone Bobbie refers to as a “female transvestite” [meaning a person
who was assigned female at birth, but now presents a masculine identity] at a glamorous queer
underground New Year’s Eve party. At the narrative’s end, Pat abandons Bobbie and returns to
presenting as male, but the last line hints at the possibility of forging another new relationship with
a woman neighbor Pat suspects may be a “transvestite.”
Wade constructs Pat somewhat fluidly in terms of gender identity, likely in order to
capitalize on as many erotic opportunities as possible and to guarantee the interest of his audience.
For example, in the novel’s first descriptions of Pat’s erotic tension with other characters, such as
Bobbie, Wade underscores the notion of Pat as “really a man” in order to heighten some of the
narrative’s most titillating moments, and, arguably, to present Pat as a heterosexual transvestite
instead of a transsexual or transfeminine-identified person. After meeting Bobbie and returning
home with her, Pat, believing Bobbie to be a cisgender woman, experiences intense desire for her,
but Wade downplays Pat’s own feminine identity in order to sanction the attraction:
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Her hips were supple and the tightness of the gown pressed so that an intoxicating dimple
was revealed as she moved about...I could not take my eyes away from her. It was the first
time that I wished she knew I was really a man...so that I could make real love to her. My
emotions yearned and cried out but I had chosen this way of life and must accept the
consequences. (50)
Here Wade’s text reinforces a number of conservative mid-century American values around
gender and sexuality. Despite Bobbie’s clearly flirtatious demeanor, Pat is incapable of imagining
a lesbian relationship, and remarks that “real” love must involve a man and a woman—a comment
that also reinforces focus on genitals as the determining factor in gender identity. Yet the reminder
of Pat’s commitment to her chosen path of womanhood appears in tension with these earlier lines,
suggesting her desire to negotiate space where her body, identity, and desires might be able to coexist. Further, I’d like to suggest that the admission of being “really a man,” or “really a woman”
in this text might be glossed as being “really trans”—pointing to a character’s knowledge of how
the mainstream American public would categorize them if they failed to pass rather than a sincere
expression of their gender identity or the identities of other characters.
This particular constraint of language, whereby trans status is described as being really
something other than one appears or identifies, recurs in the scene where Pat and Bobbie first meet
Jack, at the extravagant underground New Year’s Eve Party they attend. Upon arrival, corseted
and in stunning gowns of leather and silk respectively, they see a group of sharply dressed
individuals who immediately stand out to newcomer Pat:
...I saw a group of young men, their faces surprisingly soft and smooth, dressed in evening
clothes.
“They look out of place,” I laughed to Bobbie. “Men in full dress suits at a costume party.”
“Oh--they’re not really men.”
“What?” This was astonishing and we pressed for a closer look.
“They’re transvestites, like ourselves.”
“But why are they wearing men’s clothing?” I could not imagine.
“Oh, Pat, you surprise me. I thought you knew more about these things. Those are women
transvestites, who like to dress as men. Just as men who like to dress as women” (83).
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Here Bobbie, who serves as naive Pat’s guide to the kinky queer world they have suddenly entered,
teaches her new friend how to interpret and navigate her surroundings. Like much of society, Pat
has no conception of transmasculine people, and proves unable to recognize the men in front of
her as kindred spirits. Within this context, Bobbie’s explanation that they are “not really men”
might be understood to mean “not cisgender men.” Rather than being dismissive of their gender
identities, Bobbie is both making Pat aware of a wide variety of trans subjects and attempting to
teach her a set of reading practices that trans people engage in order to recognize one another.
Jack, one of the men in suits, approaches Pat flirtatiously, thus initiating the narrative’s
major sexual encounter. Initially after meeting Jack, Pat justifies her attraction to this handsome,
“muscular and masculine” individual by emphasizing their “true” genders: “Here I was, dressed
as a woman, actually being desired by a woman who was dressed as a man. What a perfect
opportunity for romance. And nothing peculiar about such a love, either” (85). Unlike her sexual
tension with Bobbie, which could have been construed as a lesbian or homosexual relationship,
Pat feels that it is more appropriate for her to pursue a relationship with Jack because it will
ultimately be a union between a man and a woman, even if their attire suggests a reversal of these
roles and identities. Pat’s framing of their attraction as one of heterosexual normalcy might be
understood to reinforce the genders both were assigned at birth. However, Wade then blurs both
the reader’s and Pat’s understanding of gender and sexuality via the couple’s response to watching
two other partygoers engage in sexual acts.
A few minutes after being introduced, Jack, who is clearly not new to such parties, whisks
Pat away to an empty bedroom, and the flip of a switch transforms a mirror into a window offering
a clear view of the room next door and the escapades of the butch/femme couple ensconced inside.
This peephole scene cleverly references the pulp genre as a whole, which often functioned as a
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kind of peephole view into “seedier” subcultures for curious readers, a fact frequently reflected in
cover designs.29 Pat is at first disturbed by the young femme’s tears and apparent resistance to the
advances of her “mannish” partner; Wade depicts the girl as reluctant to give into this dark,
immoral temptation. However, the femme’s sobs soon give way to moans of pleasure and of
“yearning that had to be released” (88). Pat becomes aroused by watching the scene, and she
silently observes that “to all appearances, it was like a man making love to any girl” (88). Again,
Pat appeals to a heteronormative framework to justify the sexual encounter, but here, as she applies
it to two women engaged in a sexual act, the frame arguably begins to slip. Wade’s decision to
equate a lesbian sex scene to any other encounter between a “man” and a “girl” is perhaps intended
as justification or legitimization of their relationship; however, it also opens up space for a framing
that proves unmoored from cisnormative interpretations of bodies and sexual acts.
Here, the novel finally pushes beyond teasing the reader with sexual tension and unrequited
desire, and the narrative gives way to an extended description of Pat and Jack having sex. Wade
again reminds us that we are supposedly reading about a man and a woman in this encounter, but
in this account of the act, the text no longer attempts to persuade the reader that Pat is “really” a
man and Jack “really” a woman. Instead, as their bodies come into contact and Pat succumbs to
the “heat of desire,” she also asserts that she finally experiences herself as a woman. Wade writes:
One of [Jack’s] strong hands dug beneath my body and to the small of my back. Steel-like
fingers lifted me slightly, my head being lowered and then her soft lips made love to my
soft, white body. She whispered her sincere love, asking me to return the affection –
gradually my resistance melted away and in answer to her soft caresses, her gentle
proddings, her kisses in the hollow of my throat, just in the V of my breasts—padded, but
at that moment they were real flesh and blood to us both—and then she put both arms
around my stretched out chest and hugged and kissed me...Her eyes opened wide--much
the same reaction as any man who looks upon the naked breasts of an attractive woman.
Her fingers played with my chest, smoothed out the wrinkles, toyed with the edges of what
29

Stryker notes that “peephole” cover illustrations were extremely popular in paperback publishing. The
peephole image represents the “voyeuristic function such books often played in shedding light on taboo
topics” (Queer Pulp 6).
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had become stiffened and erect tips--like buds upon the flowers of a tree. Her lips were
feverish and demanding as she sank her teeth into the soft whiteness. There was a slight,
sharp pain and I knew there would be bruises over my chest and breasts tomorrow -- but
what cared I for tomorrow when tonight I was being loved, being accepted for what I really
was (94, emphasis mine).
In this passage, Jack’s kisses become transformative, and Pat describes the way her padded breasts
become “real flesh and blood” to both of them via this encounter. To draw on Salamon’s theory
of desire and embodiment, in this scene, both Pat and Jack’s bodies seems to come into being via
this intersubjective experience of pleasurable sensation and recognition from another. Though Pat
uses female pronouns to describe her partner, she also emphasizes the degree to which Jack’s
responses to her body attest to masculinity. In turn, Jack’s display of “the same reaction as any
man” taking in “the naked breasts of an attractive woman” reinforces Pat’s embodied experience
of her femininity, which she also finally claims as her authentic identity, who and what she “really
was.” Though Wade’s ultimate goal may have been to construct this scene to appeal to a
heterosexual male audience, this account of Pat and Jack’s sexual encounter also creates space for
two trans subjects to experience their bodies in new and powerful ways.
As significant as this erotic scene may be in terms of each character’s relationship to their
bodies, when it comes to understanding concrete, explicit details of the sexual act, Wade’s writing
shifts away from the specificity of erect tips of nipples, turning instead to metaphoric descriptions
of ecstasy that prove at once hyperbolic and extraordinarily vague:
All of my thoughts whirled, the room was spinning, my heart palpitated and there
was an uncontrollable earthquake in my body. Shaking and shivering, I clung tighter and
tighter, clenching my fists until an explosion of deafening sensations hurled me across the
expanse of eternity, threw me into another age, wrapped me up in smoke of leather-like
content, enveloped me prisoner in a web from which there was no escape.
Throbbing, again and again, my senses felt an electric like wave tearing through
them and it was like being on a raft -- clinging to a raft as I did to Jack, holding on for dear
life for I would drown if the raft were suddenly taken away from me (97-8).
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In this culmination of Pat’s desires, we experience a hyper focus on the sensations she experiences
in her body, and we know that she has achieved the height of her passion via words like
“explosion,” “throbbing,” and the “electric wave” that “tears through” her. But who, or what,
exactly is “throbbing” remains impossible to determine. In his study of gay male pornography of
the 40s, 50s and 60s, Daniel Harris notes this “rhetorical blackout in which the characters’ loss of
emotional control elicits a similar loss of control in visual clarity” is a hallmark of the pulp genre,
functioning as “the linguistic equivalent of the black dot placed over the sex organs in
pornographic photographs” (19). Harris explains that gay male pornographic writing before the
70s centered on how the characters felt, on their experiences of pleasure and sensation, rather than
on what they looked like. As he suggests, these narratives “revolved so exclusively around the
subjective state of the...hero that his body disappeared into a haze of euphoria, a mystical state of
bliss that engulfed the entire scene” (18).
Harris attributes this rhetorical strategy to a pre-Stonewall era sense of guilt and selfcensorship, combined with a key trait of bodice-ripping novels, where the narrator’s increasing
lack of restraint “as orgasm approaches” is reflected through unraveling, fragmented syntax and
vague euphemisms (20). In the 70s, Harris notes, gay male pornographic pulp abandoned the
feverish, vague ecstacy of the bodice-ripping style in favor of a “controlled,” detached, almost
“photographic” style of narration that maintained graphic description up to and through the
moment of orgasm. While there are many possible explanations for the popularity of bodice-ripper
style across gay, lesbian, and transgender pulp texts produced in the pre-Stonewall era, this generic
ability to transcend the body during sexual encounters is especially significant in narrating the
experiences of trans subjects. This stylistic movement away from the body’s literal contours
creates a unique opportunity to describe characters who are able to inhabit their genders materially
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via these explosive, intersubjective exchanges. The erotic relational experience enables them to
inhabit their bodies fully and authentically; as Salamon would put it, their bodies come into being
through desire (46). Paradoxically, the movement away from embodied specificity and graphic
descriptions of body parts engaged in sex acts creates generative space for trans subjects to
experience sexual pleasure that isn’t tied to a particular genital sensation or function. In the scene
with Pat and Jack, it doesn’t matter what, exactly, is “throbbing” or what “explodes,” it only
matters that she has given herself over to the height of pleasure, in an encounter that makes her
feel loved and accepted in a body that is real, with breasts that are “flesh and blood” to her and her
partner.
The conclusion to Confessions attempts to contain the radical potency of the narrative
unleashed by the description of Pat and Jack’s sexual relationship. Despite the intense shared
experience of pleasure and obvious power of their connection in the secret room at the party that
night, Pat never sees Jack again. In fact, as the narrative comes to an end, Pat even makes a sudden
decision to leave Bobbie and their blossoming sisterhood behind in order to return to a life
presenting as male. Instead of luxuriating in dressing in beautiful leather garments, as she does at
the beginning of the narrative, she takes a job working in a leather goods store so she can find a
way to feed her fetishistic desires undetected, in a more respectable, straight environment. Though
Wade leaves the door open for another potential connection with a kindred spirit and the
subsequent return to Pat’s life as a woman—in the last line, she wonders if a new neighbor might
also be a “transvestite”–the narrative forecloses the possibility of an unambiguously happy ending
living as a woman in the village, with Jack or otherwise.
In contrast, Double Switch offers a narrative of a sexual and romantic relationship between
two trans people that culminates in marriage. The inverse of Confessions in several respects,
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Double Switch is told from the perspective of the transmasculine partner, and it remains one of the
most sustained first-person narratives of transmasculine experience that I am aware of from the
period. Despite being published by Chevalier Press, a small independent publisher of trans content
based in San Francisco, and in the midst of the sexual revolution, seven years after Wade’s text,
Double Switch surprisingly proves much more conservative in its relation of sexual encounters and
exploration of gendered embodiment than Confessions. The conservative impulse of the narrative
can likely be attributed to the contradictory and often controversial politics promoted by
Chevalier’s editor, self-proclaimed “transgenderist” Virginia Prince, who, while advocating for
greater freedom in gender and erotic expression, remained committed to promoting “heterosexual
transvestism” while rejecting homosexuality or transsexuality. Still, this story is unique from the
other fictional narratives published by Chevalier Press in its focus on a character who is
transmasculine rather than transfeminine, and who articulates his male gender expression in terms
of a stable identity rather than as a form of erotic play.
Double Switch recounts a young trans person’s journey towards masculine identification
and living as male full-time. Norman, overwhelmed by his inability to fulfill the role of the gender
assigned to him at birth, leaves home to begin a new life as a man, far away from all who knew
him. Norman’s transition to male involves a series of experiments with both class and gender
passing. He gradually moves from living as a young, educated middle-class woman to infiltrating
a gang of tough biker men by donning “boots and dungarees with a sweatshirt under [his] black
leather jacket and a smudge of blue makeup to simulate [his] lack of beard” and ends up using his
skills as a gifted mathematician to land a job as the head of a prestigious computer department (3).
There, he meets and unknowingly falls in love with another trans person who is also quietly
passing—one of his employees, a fellow mathematician named Nancy Adams. At first, Norman
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attempts to fight his desire for Nancy, worried about becoming a “Lesbian,” and Nancy in turn
seems extremely wary of pursuing relationships with men. Eventually Norman loses control of his
passion and discovers by accident that he and Nancy share the same secret. After he confesses that
he, too, has been passing, they decide to marry, and live happily ever after as “husband” and
“wife.”
Throughout, Norman’s erotic experiences with women are central to the text’s presentation
of his identity, especially in asserting the protagonist as a trans man rather than a masculine lesbian.
While spending time in seedy dive bars with his biker friends in the early stages of his transition
to life as male, Norman quickly realizes that his lack of involvement with women is raising
suspicion with the men, so, despite his fear that the women might get close enough to expose his
secret, he takes “the plunge and [begins] to get one or another of the girls off by themselves in a
very ostentatious manner” (20). Norman describes his encounters with women during this period
of his life as strictly performative—for the sake of appearances rather than as a reflection of
authentic sexual desire. Yet his disavowal of attraction to women seems to stem more from his
rejection of the label “lesbian” and its attendant social stigmas rather than a genuine lack of erotic
interest:
One girl is no mystery to another so it was ridiculously easy for me to handle them.
A kiss or two and a little petting in private then I would leave them with a laugh and rejoin
the group...The first few such experiences were completely nerve wracking...I was always
liable to be detected by the same feminine intuition that I had or by a rapidly straying hand.
But as I succeeded time and time again I became bolder and bolder. I took a possibly
fiendish delight in working a girl up to a frenzy and leaving her cold.
This worried me more and more, however, for I began to wonder if I were a
Lesbian. That was a horrible thought and when away from the group a matter of vast
concern. Then, when with them, the desire to assert the masculine part I was playing would
completely dominate. One thing, and my salvation and perhaps the best thing to be said for
me during those troubled times was that I could never—no matter how torrid the scene—
bring myself to touch a certain portion of a girl’s anatomy. Often I’d slide my hand up her
leg in a soft caress but the feel of flesh above a stocking top was a brake so powerful that
I could not force my hand those extra few inches (8).
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In this passage, Norman both asserts his femininity and rejects it, claiming a “feminine intuition”
that aligns him with the girls he pursues, but also placing himself in a subject position where “the
masculine part...would dominate” in relation to the group and his frenzied female partner. Norman
rejects the identity of “Lesbian” by displacing feelings of desire onto the girl and asserting that he
always hit the “brake” before touching a woman’s genitals, yet his feelings of lust and attraction
are betrayed by his lingering description of her “soft flesh,” the “torrid” nature of the rendezvous,
and his own “delight”--however “fiendish” it might be. Certainly, this passage reflects a certain
degree of homophobia that aligns with the ethos of the press. Yet, as with Confessions, it also
seems as though the issue is not Norman’s desire itself, but his inability to find language to describe
and interpret his own identification and embodiment within these encounters. Norman rejects a
lesbian identity in relation to his desire for women because he is not a woman, but has not yet
found a way to describe his trans subject position.
Double Switch presents Norman’s relationship with Nancy as the resolution to the internal
conflict raised by Norman’s desire to engage with women sexually while avoiding any activity
that might be framed as “lesbian.” His multiple experiments in passing result in his eventual ability
to access a position of masculine privilege within his own social class--in fact, he is so persuasive
and gifted that he obtains a position beyond his academic qualifications and experience. But he
lives alone and refuses to date, unwilling to succumb to the perversity of lesbianism and unable to
imagine other possibilities for his embodiment in relation to his desire. When he is first drawn to
Nancy, he notes that she is “thoroughly feminine”: an exceedingly quiet and timid woman who
happens to also be a brilliant mathematician. Completely unaware that Nancy Adams is also trans
and passing successfully at work, Norman begins to spend time with her platonically, going to
dinner and attending concerts. Though Norman plans to maintain the friendship, he eventually
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discovers her secret in a disturbing scene that equates violent sexual aggression with masculinity
and sexual reluctance and passive acquiescence with femininity. Overcome with desire, he loses
control and gropes her passionately despite her urgent protestations, and he is shocked by what he
feels, concealed by her delicate feminine attire.
Norman’s accidental discovery opens up the possibility for new erotic possibilities for both
Norman and Nancy, who similarly has closed herself off from pursuing sexual and romantic
relationships with men out of a belief that such desires would make her a homosexual—a fate she
disavows as repulsive. In one respect, the text’s representation of their union as one that “solves”
the problem of their desires is one shaped by the dominant homophobic and transphobic ideologies
of the period; this framing perpetuates homosexuality as a perversity to be avoided at all costs and
seems to invalidate the gender identities of both partners by returning focus to their respective
genitals as a means of justifying their relationship.
Yet, if we examine their first moment of erotic connection, the text simultaneously
describes their early erotic exchange as one that attests to the validity of their respective gender
identifications. After the two share a passionate kiss, Nancy is overcome with shameful despair,
understanding her impulse as one that attests to her homosexual male desire. Norman, who has not
yet revealed the secret of his own trans identity to Nancy, speaks to the power of this first moment
of connection as he comforts his distraught friend. In response to Nancy’s fear, he reassures her:
Look, it is Spring. It was a lovely evening. All your feminine self knew that you looked
lovely and desirable so it isn’t any wonder your femininity came to the surface. That wasn’t
the kiss of a man given to a man. It was the kiss of a woman. (37)
Just as Pat and Jack’s sexual relationship brings their bodies and genders fully into being in Wade’s
Confessions, here Norman argues that both the romantic atmosphere and the kiss itself has a
transformative quality. He describes the embodied sensation of that kiss as one that offered a
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powerful moment of authenticity, that enabled them to each experience their authentic genders via
the recognition and response they receive from the other. Their feelings of desire, their total
understanding of their gender expressions, allow them to move beyond the literal contours of the
body and to transcend the constraints of the period’s conservative gender ideology.
Despite this potentially radical moment, the author struggles to navigate the rhetorical and
embodied complexities of these characters at the story’s conclusion. Though Double Switch offers
readers a happy ending, closing the story with a blissful union that promises sexual fulfillment and
total understanding, the narrative’s focus on traditional gender roles results in inconsistent and
sometimes baffling framing of their bodies and identities. Once the “double switch” has been fully
revealed, Norman immediately proposes marriage, and Nancy accepts, after joking that “the man”
[meaning herself] really should be the one to do the asking. Her joke suggests the extent to which
the text appears invested in classifying their relationship as heterosexual by focusing on the
genitals of the partners. Norman’s proposal speech reveals his own struggle to articulate the way
he imagines their bodies and identities will interact in the sexual relationship their union promises:
Nancy, with just one exception each of us is what we seem to be and except for certain
times for us to try to return to the roles we once led would be utterly silly. Until this
evening you have thought of me as a man - and it’s the only role in life that I can play
decently. And as for you - you are more a woman than I could ever be in a million years.
We’re much happier as we appear to all the world except to each other, so let’s keep it
that way (41).
On the one hand, Norman’s assertion that “being a “man” is the “role” he plays most convincingly
might be read as pointing to the constructedness of all gender. He also affirms Nancy’s
womanhood by stressing that she is much more a “woman” than he is, though he was assigned
female at birth. Yet, on the other hand, Norman’s proposal also creates a distinction between “the
way [they] appear to the world” (as a man and a woman) and the way they appear “to each other”
(now revealed as trans). This differentiation might, as I argued with Confessions, be a way of
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describing their experiences as trans people, rather than as “really a man” or “really a woman.”
However, it could also be read as a move that ultimately frames their identities as a kind of
masquerade that they abandon within the privacy of their own home.
The specific terms of their marital sexual encounters further cloud the narrative’s framing
of their gender and embodiment. They agree to never be “completely undressed” around one
another, and in describing their sexual relationship, Norman explains that “In the dark - there with
no one to see, we could return to our true roles but that would be something completely sacred
between us while all the rest of the time we would be man & wife to each other just as we would
be to all the rest of the world” (42). What does Norman mean by “true roles” here? If he is
subscribing to the logic of conservative mid-century gender roles, Norman might mean that he
understands the act of his wife penetrating him in bed as marking his temporary return to
womanhood.

This

reading

would

track

with

the text’s

consistent

association

of

passivity/receptivity with femininity and activity/aggression with masculinity. However,
Norman’s meaning remains ambiguous; like Norman and Nancy, wrapped in each other’s arms
at last, the reader is kept in the dark. The text’s confounding and contradictory descriptions of
gender, the many “double switches,” mean that we no longer understand what the idea of “true
role” really means. Consequently, any number of possibilities exist for these partners away from
our prying eyes and in the mind of the reader, who must imagine what transpires when the
newlyweds turn out the light.
Unlike in Confessions, where the relational act of sexual intimacy provides space to narrate
each trans character’s relationship between their body and their authentic gender identity, here
Double Switch creates a dichotomy between outward gender presentation and gender during a
sexual encounter, where masculinity and femininity remain tied to both particular body parts and
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sexual acts, even if we hope to find more permissive space in the “dark.” This heteronormative
rationalization of their partnership appears to be the price paid to achieve the “happy ending.”
While Pat’s narrative closes with her exile from Jack and the understanding community of the
village, both Nancy and Norman avoid both this fate and the other stock catastrophic pulp novel
endings of heartbreak, suicide, and insanity—they not only maintain their lives in their authentic
genders, but also find a way to build a fulfilling sexual and romantic partnership.
Both Confessions and Double Switch represent significant articulations of trans identity
and embodiment at midcentury, with particular attention to the way narration of erotic connection
offers space to describe complex gender experiences that fail to appear in the dominant discourse
around transsexuality in this period. The style of pornographic narration popular in the 1950s and
early 1960s, with its sensory exuberance that transcends the body, proves particularly conducive
to creating new ways to imagine non-normative gender identity in erotic contexts. As the 60s
progressed, pornographic narration shifted to include more explicit and concrete narration of body
parts engaged in sexual activity. However, while later pulps took important steps towards naming
trans men as such and conceptualizing their bodies more unequivocally, in some ways this also led
to narrower depictions of transmasculine subjectivity—representations that, like Double Switch,
sometimes find themselves entangled in gender essentialism.

The Abnormal World of Transvestites and Sex Changes (1965) and The Transsexuals (1969)
Confessions and Double Switch provide us with a glimpse of recognition via erotic and
romantic fulfillment, but the descriptions remain a glimpse; the cloudy, linguistic ecstasy offers us
a moment stolen by the reader through the thrilling sex party peephole Wade imagines or framed
as a peek into a dark bedroom, where we must draw our own conclusions about what happens
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beneath the lovers’ sheets. However, in these next two examples from the mid to late 1960s, the
light has been turned on for the reader; these euphemistic barriers are stripped away, and we
encounter more explicit, if sometimes unrealistic, descriptions of transmasculine characters using
strap-ons with partners or exploring the joys of a surgically constructed penis. Further, while the
previous texts in this chapter examined characters whose trans identities were described in
sometimes murky terms, bearing witness to a historical moment where language, too, is in
transition, in Antony James’s The Abnormal World of Transvestites and Sex Changes (1965) and
E.C. Crowder’s The Transsexuals (1969) the authors clearly identify their protagonists as
individuals who undergo a “transition” or “sex change,” and use male pronouns to refer to Frank
and Roger, respectively.
Abnormal World and The Transsexuals are both pornographic novels presented as a series
of first-person case histories compiled into texts designed to inform a curious public about secret
“worlds” obscured from their view. Though both texts appear to focus on portraits of transfeminine
subjects, the topic with which curious readers would likely be most familiar, each also includes a
series of chapters that offer sustained portraits of transmasculine individuals. Crowder’s depiction
of his character’s post-surgical sex life in The Transsexuals is the most explicit account of the four
texts I examine, both in terms of the description of the sexual encounter and in terms of the
terminology used to name the protagonist’s trans identity. I resist a linear progress narrative here,
arguing that Crowder’s focus on Roger’s surgically constructed genitals as central to his manhood
actually results in a comparatively limited exploration of the possibilities of transgender identity
and embodiment. However, in both texts, as with Confessions and Double Switch, detailed
accounts of sexual relationships with partners provide space to explore the subject’s relationship
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to his body and the ways in which erotic exchanges with partners enable him to describe, navigate,
and inhabit a male gender identity.
The back cover of Abnormal World promises readers a glimpse of “the Twilight World of
Inter-Sex...Men Who Dress as Women.” Though this blurb seems only to acknowledge
transfeminine people, the smaller text beneath indicates that the stories within follow “men who
have become women” as well as “women who become men.” Both the back cover and a blurb on
the first page illustrate the many conflations the book will make between lascivious sexual desire,
nymphomania, intersex embodiment, and trans experience; according to the author, the “lonely
world of intersex” is inhabited by those who “live only for sex,” “men who dress as women” and
“women who dress as men,” who “prowl the streets at night in a quest for satisfaction of their
needs.” The introductory page refers to the book’s contents as “case histories” and explains that
they appear exactly as told by the subjects themselves to reporter/author Antony James. This
volume promises to be sleazy and sensationalist—composed in order to maximize graphic sex
scenes via examinations of the most sexually depraved and perverse individuals imaginable,
spanning the spectrum of gender identification, presentation and sexual desires.
Yet, in mimicking the case history framing, the text also generates space for readers to
identify and sympathize with the trans characters. As Jason Tougaw argues in his work on the
relationship between case histories and the novel as a form, both genres
use narrative to represent disruptions in the psychic or bodily health of their subjects with
varying degrees and kinds of clinical distance and pathos. The physical and emotional
trauma of the subject becomes a rhetorical bid for the sympathy of the observer and
produces a model of reading in which the diagnosis and sympathy are both fundamental to
interpretation. As diagnosticians, readers assume a role analogous to that of the narrating
subject, but as sympathizers they assume a role analogous to the object of narration. This
dual role disrupts the subject-object relations involved in any given diagnosis or
interpretation, recasting binary oppositions by focusing on the intersubjective relationships
between narrating, narrated, and reading subjects. (13)
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Rather than being understood as a genre that simply objectifies or pathologizes the individual it
describes, Tougaw here points to the way the case history, like the novel, inherently creates a
complex and sympathetic relationship between reader, narrating subject, and narrating object. This
is helpful context for approaching Abnormal World, as its framing announces its relationship to
both the genres of pulp and of case history. However, I’d argue that Abnormal World further
complicates these dynamics—and intensifies opportunities to identify with the narrated subject—
since the voice of the “expert” narrating subject (Antony James) disappears after the initial
paragraph of introduction, giving way almost entirely to a first-person autobiographical account.
Chapters eleven through fourteen of Abnormal World offer a sustained autobiographical
portrait of Frank, a person who was assigned female at birth, but now lives as male. In contrast to
the cover’s promises of depraved sex fiends, the story of Frank’s life proves surprisingly tame;
Frank’s chapters depict his relationships with three partners over the course of a decade, and the
details are fairly circumscript in comparison to other texts from the period. Much of the text is
devoted to exploring the strategies Frank employed to pass and find a way to live his life in
accordance with his gender identity without support or guidance from medical professionals. In
particular, Frank’s story illustrates his difficulty navigating between the straight world and the
community offered by lesbian bar culture. He alienates himself from his family in order to reinvent
himself as a man in a new city. After a brief “educational” stint, he chooses to steer clear of lesbian
bars in order to avoid being read by others as a butch lesbian. He then finds conditional acceptance
by his straight cis-male employer (until he is outed as trans). The sexual experiences described
throughout the chapters serve as opportunities to illustrate Frank’s articulation of a masculine
identity, each serving as a marker in his journey towards self-actualization.
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As with Confessions, the reader encounters shifting terminology as the reporter attempts to
accurately represent his subject’s identity and relationship to his body, though Abnormal World
represents developments in language to narrate transition. James asserts that Frank has “not
experienced sex change”–meaning that he has not accessed surgery or hormones)—which at first
seems to frame him as a butch lesbian or invert subject (108). The titles of chapters eleven and
thirteen, “Lesbian Transvestites” and “Confessions of a Bull Dyke,” support this categorization,
each stressing his relationship to masculinity via the framing of butch lesbian embodiment, rather
than specifically identifying Frank as trans. However, chapter twelve is entitled “Assuming a Male
Identity,” and Frank clearly articulates his choices within the rhetoric of transsexuality, describing,
for instance the moment he knew he “was ready for the first stage of [his] transition into
masculinity” (127). James further asserts Frank’s trans identity through the trope of being trappedin-the-wrong-body that dominated popular writings about transsexuality in the period:
The idea of resuming a woman’s role in society never occurs to him. As a matter of fact
the only times Frank even countenances the true nature of his sex is when he takes off his
clothes at night.
“Then,” he told me, “I close my my eyes. I don’t want to see that part of my body that
established me as a female. I certainly am not in mind--only in body.” (109)
Significantly, after relating this moment of intense body-mind disconnect, James switches from
the feminine pronoun he used to describe Frank’s childhood experiences as “Frances,” remarking
that the subject of these chapters will “henceforth...be called Frank and referred to in the masculine
pronoun” (109). Here, by acknowledging Frank’s gender as valid even though Frank has not had
a “sex change” operation, James creates valuable space for the articulation of a transgender rather
than transsexual identity and also affirms the possibility of transitioning without access to
hormones or surgical technologies.
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While this mournful confession of bedtime dissociation illustrates an older Frank’s feelings
of disconnect from his body when it is laid bare alone in his room, the sexual encounters he
describes across his chapters attest to moments where intersubjective erotic exchanges provide an
opportunity for him to engage with his body as masculine and experience his authentic gender
more fully. Abnormal World details his relationships with three partners: a femme lesbian school
teacher from his hometown, a butch lesbian he meets in a gay bar in Reno, and finally a femme
lesbian who agrees to marry him and enter the straight world by his side. Each of these experiences
marks a key moment in his transition to male, as Frank begins to further understand his body
relationally via the responses and recognition he perceives from his partners while engaged in sex.
Though she, as the more experienced of the two, initially guides him, in his account of his
early, secret relationship with his femme lesbian teacher (and swim coach) Frank draws
distinctions between his body and Miss Harrington’s in order to frame himself as masculine in the
encounter. He notes her hand on his flat, boyish chest, without the slightest sign of “breast
formation,” in contrast to her “beautiful bosom,” which he eagerly presses his lips against. He
continues his fond reminiscence:
Then, with her guiding my mouth, I kissed those beautiful rosebuds. I felt her hand
moving slowly up my thigh until finally it reached its resting place. Dare I do the same
thing to her?
Tentatively, I moved my hand. She seemed to welcome it. Her body moved so my
manipulation might be more easily achieved.
No words were spoken. Everything seemed to have been understood. We moved
and writhed. I groaned with ecstasy at the sight and touch of that glorious, fully developed
body. To me, a woman seemed the most desirable thing on the face of the Earth. I drank in
every moment of that hour I spent on Miss Harrington's bed.
Finally the culmination was reached. It happened for both of us at the same time,
and I lay back in the bed, exhausted, satisfied, and happy. So did Miss Harrington. (116)
As Frank relates the escalating intensity of their encounter, moving towards their achievement of
simultaneous orgasm, his language about his own body becomes vague; like the earlier texts, he is
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lost in the ecstasy of their entwined bodies. Miss Harrington’s hand travels up his thigh to an
unnamed destination, described only as a “resting place” for her roaming digits. Too, the actions
of his own hand, which brings his partner to her “culmination,” remain blurry to the reader. We
are left to fill in the blanks, which leaves us with room to imagine how they touched, and in what
way each experienced these embodied acts. Yet the “glorious, fully developed body” of Miss
Harrington remains in focus, and helps to underscore Frank’s understanding of the differences
between her body and gender and his own. Remarking that “a woman seemed the most desirable
thing on the face of the Earth,” his use of the article “a,” rather than “another woman,” points to
his experience of his boyish, undeveloped body as something else entirely apart (116). This
understanding of his body and identity as masculine is one that Miss Harrington appreciates and
reflects back to him in their interactions both within the bedroom and without. Though she teases
him and laughingly suggests he should try to be more “ladylike,” Frank explains that he knows
she was “secretly delighted by [his] rough and ready ways; that she liked masculine women” (117).
Rather than sincerely attempting to change his behavior and presentation, Miss Harrington seeks
to “warn” him of “the dangers [he] was exposing himself to”—the social consequences of the
gender nonconformity that would mark him as obviously queer to a disapproving public.
However, Frank has no desire to live as a visibly queer butch lesbian; his goal is to become
as masculine as possible so that he can pass as a cisgender male and move through the world
without attracting notice. His time spent within gay community spaces is brief and coldly strategic;
upon fleeing his family and hometown with the goal of reinventing himself in the urban anonymity
of Reno, he goes to a gay bar with a clear mission. To the dismay of several femmes, his intention
is to pick up the most masculine butch lesbian he can find: Eddie. Though this was a taboo move
in lesbian bar culture, Frank needs someone to teach him to be hard and masculine, both in the
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bedroom and in real life, and he’s looking for an intimate tutor. Within their sexual relationship,
Frank sees himself as undergoing a physical and psychological transformation as he moves from
the passive to the dominant, stone partner, first absorbing Eddie’s masculinity and her penetration,
then turning it back onto her, topping her in order to prove that he has finally become even more
dominant than his mentor:
With Eddie, I was the passive member. I allowed her to perform the sex act as she wanted,
submitting to her completely...Gradually our roles reversed. It was I who began our violent
spasms of kissing. Then, finally, I masturbated her and refused to allow the same thing to
happen to me. I wanted to be the dominant personality. My own satisfaction came in
driving Eddie to a frenzy of excitement from which she couldn’t withdraw (130).
Associating successful masculine embodiment and sexual performance with dominance and being
stone, Frank refuses touch and begins to find his pleasure in creating delightful sensations for a
partner he begins to perceive as perhaps more feminine than he is.30 Though Eddie’s pleasure
seems to be immense, Frank remains detached in his account of their relationship, framing their
sexual relationship as solely pursued for educational purposes. Eddie, Frank explains, was “close
to being a man,” but, as masculine and tough as she might be, she hadn’t “achieved what [Frank]
proposed to do—to become one” (131). Uninterested in being part of a butch lesbian partnership,
Frank abandons Eddie once he feels his education is complete, slipping away without saying
goodbye and leaving a thank you note. 31
30

Prosser, too, replicates this idea that being stone is key to the narrative of transmasculine identity; in his
readings of Krafft-Ebing’s case histories, the subject he describes as “most convincingly transgendered,”
Count Sandor, loved many women but “balked at mutual sexual relations” (146). Lillian Faderman further
underscores a link between masculine dominance and being stone, writing that in working-class lesbian
communities at midcentury, it was considered “shameful” for butches to be “flipped” because it signaled a
loss of power (170). Leslie Feinberg offers a more nuanced exploration of stone identity in Stone Butch
Blues.
31

Frank’s rejection of Eddie reflects the taboos of the period. Faderman notes that hostility surrounding
romantic relationships between two butches in working-class lesbian bars at midcentury was so extreme
that such partnerships or attraction would often need to remain concealed in order to avoid ostracization
(168). In Stone Butch Blues, Feinberg’s Jess initially struggles to accept the romantic relationship between
two butch friends, Johnny and Frankie: “The more I thought about the two of them being lovers, the more
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Armed with his newly acquired lessons in masculinity, Frank travels to San Francisco,
where he forges the life he has imagined for himself and meets the partner who offers him complete
recognition and sexual satisfaction. In California, he checks into a men’s hotel, and completes a
trade school program to become a window fitter. These final steps enable Frank to live as male
and find acceptance in the straight world; however, he abstains from sex because he doesn’t want
to “out” himself by entering dyke bars or associating with a lesbian community. One day, he meets
Dora while installing a window in her apartment. He notices that an apartment is occupied by two
women, realizing that Dora is queer and seems to be on the outs with her lover. Though he has
been passing as a cisgender man, he silently reveals himself to her and they fall into bed together:
She came close to me while I was repairing the window. I took her hand. I led it
over my body so that she could feel what I was—a woman.
The discovery elated her. She laughed and asked me to take my clothes off so that
she could be sure.
That was easy. I quickly got rid of my suit and waited eagerly until she led me to
the bedroom. Meanwhile she was removing her own clothes and revealed herself as an
incredibly beautiful young thing, with breasts firm and strong, thighs like a young pony’s.
She was completely feminine—and that made my excitement mount.
Then, for the first time in my life I behaved in bed exactly as I wanted to. There
were no restrictions. When I took her rosebud nipples in my mouth she begged me to bite
them. It was exciting—exciting not only to me but to her. I could feel my own passions
mounting as I watched her response—the way her body quivered, how her long legs beat
a tom-tom on the bed.
This was sex—just as I had dreamed about it so often. In which I was the initiator,
the male, the lover. And Dora, the recipient of all I was to give her. (137)
Though at the beginning of this passage, Frank describes Dora’s hand on his body as a moment
that reveals him to be really a “woman,” it is clear that within the encounter he feels his masculine
gender identity to be understood and validated. In fact, within the span of the paragraph detailing
their first steamy encounter, we seem to see his transition take place; if he is a “woman” in the first

it upset me. I couldn’t stop thinking about them kissing each other. It was like two guys. Well, two gay
guys would be alright. But two butches? How could they be attracted to each other? Who was the femme
in bed?” (202).
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sentence, before they have sex, by the final line, he is at last what he has always understood himself
to be: “male.” In contrast to the earlier passage where an older Frank, alone, closes his eyes while
undressing because he feels dysphoric when facing “the part of [his] body that establishes [him]
as female,” here, when he is naked, stripped of that sartorial marker of masculinity—his suit—he
experiences his male identity even more powerfully. As with his early relationship with Miss
Harrington, his partner’s femininity is essential to both his own pleasure and sense of embodiment,
and the particulars of his body and the mechanics of sex disappear from view, glimpsed only
through the validating responses of his partner: the quivering of her body and kicking of her legs.
As in Double Switch, Abnormal World offers us a vision of marital bliss, this time between
a transmasculine person and a cis femme, who pass to Frank’s employer and the rest of their
community as an ordinary cis heterosexual married couple. In his description of their sexual and
romantic relationship, Frank both stresses their normalcy and underscores their differences from
cis, straight couples:
Our sexual relations were as close, intimate and as satisfying as those of any husband and
wife. We slept together in the same bed. To heighten the illusion of a normal relationship,
we used a dildoe for our sexual experiences. I bought it from a mail order house. It was
made of padded kidskin. It resembled an enormous penis. I strapped it to my body and
Dora always seemed satisfied.
My own culmination was achieved by the simple activity of watching her passions
mount by rubbing against her. That was almost all that I needed. (140-1)
Frank notes that their level of intimacy (and the satisfaction they derive from their most intimate
relations) are comparable to “any husband and wife.” This “normalcy,” however, is then undercut
as an “illusion,” one perpetuated through their use of a dildo during their sexual encounters.
“Illusion” doubles with “resembles” here; Frank notes that the dildo stands in for a penis of real
flesh and blood, resembling one, without being one. Yet his explanation of the dildo’s origin,
ordered from a catalogue, positions it as extremely normal and domestic; one might order a number
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of necessary household items from a catalogue in 1960s America. Further, at midcentury sex toys
like dildos and vibrators were only being produced and sold as medical and marital aids designed
for straight couples who needed help achieving satisfaction in their post-war sexual relationships,
a fact which ultimately supports Frank’s claim that they really might be “any” husband and wife
after all (King). Though Frank notes that it “resembles” an enormous penis without stating that the
dildo is his enormous penis, he also tells the reader that the act of strapping it on and penetrating
his partner is all he needs to achieve orgasm; in their moment of intense connection, this mailorder object is inextricable from the height of his pleasurable sensation.
By the end of Frank’s chapters, he has found sexual and romantic fulfillment, professional
success, and has lived as his authentic gender for several years without being detected. As we
might expect, this is a bit too much happiness for the average pulp text, and Abnormal World offers
a harsh and punishing finale to contain the radical vision of the previous forty pages. A man in a
bar spies on him as he uses the restroom and exposes his secret. When he is unable to produce a
draft card—the ultimate proof of his male identity—Frank is arrested, his body is forcibly
examined, and his boss fires him. Dora and Frank sink into despair and humiliation, and Dora
ultimately dies of an overdose of barbiturates. Frank’s confidence in his masculinity, as well as his
experiences of sexual fulfillment, seem to die with her:
Sex is no longer a part of my life. Since Dora died it can not be. In the lesbian world I do
not exist. Of course, I am not a man. I belong to a small group of transvestites whose
problems are as bad or worse as man. (145)
Frank not only loses his partner, but also any chance of further sexual satisfaction at the close of
his narrative. This loss of sexual connection becomes intimately entwined with his own sense of
masculinity; in the absence of the recognition and understanding he once enjoyed, he now tells the
reader that he is “not a man,” despite the fact that his story shows that he was able to live very
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happily and successfully as one. “Invisible” to lesbians, too masculine to feel drawn to their world,
and yet rejected by straight society, Frank identifies himself finally as a “transvestite,” a person
with “problems” because he is lost somewhere in the space between genders and communities.
While the narrative affirms his identity and insists upon his existence, even in the face of the
“invisibility” he often experiences, the text also warns, however sympathetically, that this
existence can be a lonely one indeed.
Four years later, E.C. Crowder’s The Transsexuals (1969), offers a much raunchier account
of a transmasculine person, one with an ending that, if not exactly blissful, is far from punishing.
As with Abnormal World, Crowder’s book ostensibly aims to educate readers about the lives of
transsexual 32 people, with special focus on their “sexual adjustment to the new body,” as the
forward by fellow pulp writer Alfredo Rathermann (author of 1969’s Insatiable: True Case
Histories of the Sexually Obsessed Females) puts it (8). The tone of this preface is measured, and
Rathermann focuses on providing historical framing and context for the reader, without much hint
of the prurient pornographic details that follow in the subsequent chapters. Ratherman’s comments
are sympathetic, if a bit muddled and inaccurate; he commends Christine Jorgensen on her bravery
and asserts forcefully that “no man has the right to say [transsexuals] should be denied [the
opportunity to transition].” He also conflates transsexuality with homosexuality, framing transition
as the means to finding socially sanctioned sexual fulfilment for homosexuals, and with
hermaphroditism, suggesting that some kind of physical justification for transition must be
locatable on the body (13).

32

Significantly, Rathermann cites The Transsexual Phenomenon as his source for this term, in order to
demonstrate his engagement with scholarly and official literature. He notes that “transsexual” is “a word
coined by [Dr. Harry] Benjamin [to describe] the relatively few men who believe that they are females
trapped in male bodies and the even fewer women who believe that they are men imprisoned in female
bodies” (13).
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Despite these conflations and inaccuracies, which were common tropes of the period in
pulp and medical literature alike, Rathermann’s introduction also positions the text as a critical
response to a gap in medical literature and popular representation about trans people. He stresses
the significance of exploring the sexual experiences of trans people after accessing surgery and
hormones, pointing out that though there have been “10,000 sex change operations since 1952”
(source of this is unclear), few “studies” show us what happens after these individuals transition.
“The story does not stop with the operation,” he writes, explicitly pointing to the way this text
challenges dominant narrative structures around trans lives by pushing beyond the characteristic
linear plot that centers surgery and neatly ends at the triumphant post-operative moment (8).
Further, The Transsexuals also purports to combat the lack of representation around FTM
or transmasculine individuals, modeling inclusion by devoting two out of five total chapters to
their stories. In this respect, the text is distinct from the others that I examine in this chapter; while
the previous narrative present transmasculine people who pass and live as male without surgery or
hormones, The Transsexuals attempts to describe subjects who have medically transitioned. At the
opening of Chapter Four “Roger, the Former Woman,” the chapter I will read here, E.C. Crowder
includes an author’s note highlighting the importance of the following two chapters:
When I first started investigating the world of the trans-sexual [sic], I automatically
assumed that there was only one possible kind of sex change: man to woman, or in some
cases, hermaphrodite to woman. I was simply unknowledgeable to the progress and miracle
of plastic surgery in its application to genital reconstruction. Also, since it was true that the
well-publicized trans-sexual cases (Christine Jorgensen, Hedy Jo Star, Coccinelle, etc.) all
have been male-to-female changes, it had simply never come to my attention that reverse
surgery had been performed. It is true that male-to-female sex changes make up about nine
of every ten such cases. But no book attempting to give a full-range of the phenomenon
would be complete without examining at least two female-to-male transsexuals. I chose
Roger (born Veronica) and Allan (born Helena) whose narrative follows the present
chapter, as typical sex change males with typical problems (117).
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Crowder, seeming to anticipate a reader that might be unfamiliar with female-to-male transsexuals,
admits that he, too, was surprised to learn about them, having previously only encountered stories
about trans women. He positions his “research” as a corrective to this dominant narrative; and
though his novel is, of course, more pornographic than informative, the work does ultimately
intervene in the persisting critical and historical understanding of the trans man as a figure absent
from the period’s sexualization of trans bodies and lives.
A reader hoping to encounter a realistic account of a female-to-male trans person’s
experiences would certainly not find it in The Transsexuals. Despite its extensive pretenses of
contributing to serious medical case studies of trans lives and sexual encounters, the book’s goal
is, of course, to turn the reader on. Crowder devotes only a few pages to describing childhood
struggles, early adolescent desires, and a few paragraphs (if that!) on surgical procedures and
hormones, which are described in the vaguest of terms and presented as a nearly instantaneous
physical transformation. But if the accounts of surgery and transition remain vague, the sex scenes
are far from it. Written at the very end of the 1960s, the narration style has shifted from the
ecstatically disembodied descriptions of pleasure characteristic of the previous decade to the
“photographic” or realistic approach that Harris attributes to the 1970s and beyond. Throughout,
Crowder does not shy away from naming the body parts and explicit actions of his trans subjects
and their sexual partners. However, this “realistic” approach results in even more fantastic
possibilities than the previous texts discussed in this chapter. Crowder seemed to have little notion
of how phalloplasty worked exactly or what a transmasculine person’s sexual experiences might
be like after having such a procedure, so he made it up. In unabashed contrast to the realities of
medical science, in The Transsexuals, seven-inch man-made cocks were not only able to become
fully erect without the use of an implant—they were even capable of ejaculating semen.
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The explicit descriptions ushered in at the end of the decade might be understood to
accomplish less radical work than the open, generative space created by the more syntactically
sparse accounts of earlier pornographic texts. The focus on the construction of genitals that
perform exactly like those of an ideal heterosexual, cisgender subject reinforces a potentially
reductive and essentialist relationship between gender identity and particular body parts. However,
I want to argue that in the case of The Transsexuals, Crowder’s fantastical descriptions of trans
men’s dicks that contradict the logic and mechanics of modern science, can also be read as using
the space of the erotic encounter to imagine new experiences and sexual possibilities for trans
bodies. In this reading, I again privilege the notion of “proprioception” via Salamon, suggesting
that Crowder’s accounts of transmasculine characters and their orgasms, challenges readers to
imagine ways of inhabiting and sensing bodies beyond “the visible surface” of their “exterior”
contours (Salamon 47).
After the author’s note about the lack of attention given to female-to-male sex changes, the
chapter gives way to Roger’s first-person account of his experiences. Born “Veronica,” Roger,
who describes himself as an “intelligent” and “introspective” person, transitioned at the age of
twenty-eight (121). In line with the preface’s assertion that many transsexuals are hermaphrodites,
Roger describes growing up with ambiguous genitalia, including “abnormally large” clitoris that
extended from “a stunted penis” and “distended” labia that looked as though he were in “a constant
aroused state” (121). Roger recalls watching news coverage of Christine Jorgensen in the early 50s
with his mother, who he describes as “sympathetic” to his “condition.” Identifying with her story,
he wonders if the same surgical possibilities might someday be available to him. Over ten years
later, his mother, “an avid reader of obscure medical journals,” learns that such surgeries might be
within reach and contacts a doctor about her child’s case. After one visit, Roger is declared a
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“perfect candidate” for sexual reassignment surgery—an experience that the chapter elides into a
single sentence: “The operation was a success” (128). The impact of hormones, too, become
entwined with surgery; when Roger awakes, he notes “with joy” that he “needed a shave” (129).
As Sandy Stone’s critique of this trope in “The Empire Strikes Back” illustrates, this framing of
surgery as a magical turning point pervaded even actual autobiographies penned at this historical
moment.
Having hurried through the narration of Roger’s sex change, the remainder of the chapter
centers around Roger’s quest to find sexual fulfillment via his newly constructed organ. His ability
to have an erection is one of his first thoughts upon regaining consciousness in the hospital, where
he has been given drugs to discourage such a physical response so soon after surgery. Upon release,
he considers going to pick up a woman in a bar or visiting a “whore house,” but he decides that
his first sexual experience as a man should be “something more than a casual, half-dirty thing”
(130). His transition prevents him from returning to his former job as a school teacher, but Roger
decides to seek employment at a medical center. Though he suspects he has been hired “as a kind
of salaried guinea pig for the curious doctors on staff who wanted to have a first-hand acquaintance
with a trans-sexual person,” he happily accepts his new position as a “special research assistant”
and begins to turn toward a career in medicine. Significantly, while the chapter remains embedded
in a text framed as a “study” of pathologized subjects, within his chapter Roger is also able to
occupy the position of medical expert.
It is here, in his new position as a researcher and medical student, that Roger meets his
ideal partner for sexual exploration. Sandy, a young, smart, and extremely alluring nurse, attracts
Roger’s attention immediately with her “hard-working, fast-moving” personality and the “pert
young breasts [that] pushed appealingly at her starched white [uniform] dress front” (133). The
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two “hit it off” immediately, and Roger discloses his transsexual status to Sandy, trusting her
because she was “an extremely open-minded girl” (136). Sandy expresses her sexual interest in
Roger as informed by her intellectual and professional curiosity, remarking playfully that she
would like to give him “a medical examination herself” so that she could see what “a grafted prick
looked like” (137). In his creation of this erotic coupling, Crowder underscores Roger’s position
as patient, medical miracle, and embodied anomaly, placing him under the desiring and potentially
exoticizing gaze of a cisgender medical professional.
This framing of Roger as the object of scientific study persists throughout Crowder’s
depiction of the erotic encounter, especially in Roger’s own description of his body in the throes
of pleasurable sensation. The novel’s focus on the exceptional quality of his artificially constructed
penis suggests that he has almost become bionic:
My penis was huge and twitching. I noted in amazement as I looked at it that it had grown
to a length of nearly seven inches, as far as I could tell. I learned later that the penis can
extend in this manner quite normally under great emotional excitement, but being a brand
new “laboratory-made” male, I of course didn’t know this at the time. I felt like a kind of
test tube creature, learning about life for the first time as an adult, with no childhood behind
me at all…” (143)
Here, as Roger describes his physical response to Sandy, he identifies as both a “test tube creature”
and “laboratory-made,” framing himself as a kind of superhuman being. Having left his past life
behind, he feels like he has emerged, reborn, straight from the operating table. However, in the
relation of their bodies coming into contact, even Sandy seems to transcend human status,
becoming a kind of machine—a technologically constructed vessel for healing. Sandy playfully
adopts language of diagnosis amidst their sexual play, giggling that since his birth certificate reads
“female,” Roger’s erection can only be “a malignant tumor which must be removed immediately”
(145). He responds that the best way to “get rid of it” would be to “insert it into [her] therapeutic
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machine” for a “vigorous massage” that will “drain” its “juices” in “an approved medical fashion”
(145). Fascinatingly, in this exchange, Sandy is equally bionic: a strange and “vigorous” machine
that comes to his aid. Thus at the delightful moment of penetration, the two imagine themselves
as engaged in an act of urgent medical intervention, acting on the desires of bodies that are half
human and half the stuff of science fiction.
Though it likely results from Crowder’s lack of knowledge about the surgical technologies
available to transmasculine people in the 1960s, this fantasy approach to Roger’s body aligns with
the rhetorical conventions that populated gay pornographic writing at this particular moment.
Though the “seven inches” of his member seems a humble enough estimate—particularly for
pornographic writing—obtaining a spontaneous erection without the aid of implants would not
have realistically been possible for Roger, even after phalloplasty. However, Crowder’s relation
of a sexual encounter that transcends the limits of reality and offers readers titillating visions of
exaggerated and implausible bodies, might be read in conversation with the improbable bodies of
the meaty, concrete protagonists that replaced earlier models based on feeling after Stonewall. As
Harris writes, despite a departure from the vague “disembodied souls” of earlier porn, these new,
explicitly embodied porn heroes were by no means more “realistic”; readers of the late 60s and
early 1970s were likely to encounter “enormous hulks with bionic bodies, rippling pecs, quads the
size of tree trunks, and erections the thickness of fire hydrants” (22).
It is within this new era of pornographic pulp narration, populated by gay male “steroid
monsters” whose bodies are described increasingly surrealist terms as they engage in what Harris
terms “super-hero sex,” that Crowder seems able to imagine Roger’s body. As he narrates the
couple’s climax, his description of his protagonist’s body continues to challenge the limits of
reality:
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Now I was feeling an orgasm beginning to stir deep in my groin. It seemed as if I
were conscious of the reservoir of hot white cream, poised to rush up my channel and spurt
into the steaming heat of Sandy’s damp darkness. All my being seemed to be centered in
my genitals. I was not conscious of any other part of my body. It seemed as if my penis
were swelling - it actually seemed to grow to monstrous proportions, but of course this was
only in my mind, and I knew it...Now my newly connected nerves were in full response.
The wondrous feeling marking the beginnings of full orgasm now had my body in the
throes of pre-ecstacy. No longer was I conscious of any moves that I made. I know I must
have been thrusting madly...She was looking at me like a woman possessed. I had never
seen a woman having a climax before. It was a sight so beautiful that I wanted to savor it
forever.
Sandy was screaming my name and I was moaning gibberish as we arrived at our
completion together. My girl was not satisfied with just lying there, taking it. With a quick
move, she rolled me over onto my side, then onto my back. And now she was sitting straight
up on my penis, rocking madly back and forth, groaning as the hot seed continued to bathe
her guts and her own orgasm dragged out to the very horizons of sexual joy. (152)
As in Confessions, Double Switch, and Abnormal World, the act of good sex provides the
opportunity for a sense of profound corporeal completion never previously experienced. However,
while the particulars of the sexual acts were previously expressed in a rhetorical cloud that allowed
for many possible ways of inhabiting one’s body and that, in some cases, seemed to decenter a
particular relationship between genitals and gender identity, this passage offers the exact reverse.
Instead of disappearing or transcending his body, Roger’s “entire being” becomes “centered” in
his genitals—his whole self reduced to the sensation in his, of course, “monstrous” penis. Though
written much closer to the end of the decade of sexual revolution, Crowder’s text is perhaps the
least imaginative in its exploration of gender identity and embodiment. His pornographic
composition, ostensibly a “true” story of transsexual experience, seems really to be a description
of an encounter between a cisgender man and woman, cobbled together with a kind of sci-fi fantasy
narrative of a female-to-male sex change in order to offer readers a salacious and exotic tale of
sexual depravity.
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Crowder’s graphic account of his protagonist’s orgasm, complete with graphic imagery of
“spurting” “hot white cream,” offers the reader a vision of transmasculine orgasm that is not
exactly possible in a literal or surgical sense. Yet the passage itself seems to point to the value we
might extract from the story of this steamy liaison. As Roger describes his sense that his penis has
grown to surrealist, “monstrous” proportions as a result of his desire for Sandy and being in contact
with her body, he notes the extent to which this sensation, though real in terms of his sensory
experience, is also “in his head”—a reflection of his own understanding of the contours of his body
in the throes of desire. If we can read the gargantuan erection as meaningful in Roger’s
consciousness of his own body as he has sex with Sandy, perhaps we might also understand his
ability to ejaculate in these same terms. Whether or not it is strictly “possible” for Roger to orgasm
in this particular way seems irrelevant in an interpretation where we privilege the space and
sensations that erotic narration creates—where we examine the way pornographic conventions of
the period enable multiple new possibilities for trans identity and embodiment that challenge not
only dominant understandings of gender at midcentury, but also “official” and “expert” medical
discourse around transsexuality.
Perhaps a reflection of social changes afoot at the end of the 1960s, The Transsexuals’
chapters on Roger end not with a marriage, but with a driven and ambitious woman focusing on
her career and pursuing further sexual fulfillment with other partners, and with Roger himself
pursuing a medical degree. Yet even though the relationship between Sandy and Roger does not
map onto a marriage plot, Crowder doesn’t punish the couple at the chapter’s close. Further, the
end of the narrative, and their relationship emphasizes his successfulness as a lover, rather than his
failure or his loneliness. Roger explains their separation:
Sandy graduated with honors, and accepted a fellowship for advanced work at, of all places,
Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore, Maryland, center of trans-sexual surgery in the U.S.
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Her work would not be in that department, but I thought it was faintly ironic that she should
be going there. I kidded her, as we met for the last time, that her real purpose was to try to
make men out of women in the hope of ‘creating’ a lover who would be as good for her as
I was. (155)
Roger here jokingly returns to his erotic framing of Sandy’s medical profession, creating an image
worthy of a science fiction pulp text: a beautiful woman in a laboratory, producing more
transsexual men, as if on an assembly line, in order to find another perfect lover. This bizarre
ending, in which Roger participates in his own fetishization, emerges as a kind of alternative
reproduction narrative; his union with Sandy produces not a child, but more trans people, more
trans subjectivities—many more than a single case history in a pulp text could possibly cover. This
image signals a multiplying of narratives; unlike Abnormal World and Confessions which end with
a solitary figure, one who has withdrawn and lives in isolation, The Transsexuals ends with a sense
of opening out: gesturing to the possibility of a proliferation of new stories and lives.

Conclusion
In scholarship on the sexual revolution of the 1960s, a moment that saw increased visibility
and open sexualization of a new generation of bombshell trans women like Coccinelle in the
popular press and pulp paperback industry, transmasculine and FTM-identified subjects are
typically presumed absent. However, as this chapter demonstrates, transmasculine characters were
in fact circulating in these genres, even in the most explicit and titillating of publications. 33 The
characters of Jack, Norman, Frank and Roger each offer a glimpse of the way such stories were
told within this genre; analysis of these texts illuminates the way these stories drew on popular

33

Still, it is worth noting that there is a kind of ghostliness that pervades these texts in comparison to those
surrounding Coccinelle and others, perhaps due to the lack of racy photographs—visual testaments of
realness and of real lives—that became standard accompaniment to stories of the aforementioned famed
and glamorous trans women of the period. With the exception of Norman in Double Switch, who appears
in some cartoon illustrations, these characters are not depicted visually since they are, of course, fictional.
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genre conventions in both pornographic writing and medical case histories in complex ways, and
how these subjects—and the language used to describe them—shifted over the course of the 1960s
as new language and possibilities came into view. Taken together, these narratives pose challenges
both to established ideas about the kinds of transmasculine representation that existed in this
period, and about the presumed conservatism and transphobia of this genre. In each case, the genre
of the pornographic and erotic novel, with its focus on intersubjectivity and sensuality, offered
space to explore forms of trans embodiment and sexual desire that were not widely visible in
popular or medical discourse of the period, especially in relation to transmasculine people. This
seems justification enough for brushing off the dust and giving these books a second glance—
fortunately, Marlene Somers, and others, have saved them for us.
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Chapter 3: “Traversing the Weird Ocean”: Historicizing Travel Rhetoric in Christine
Jorgensen and Jan Morris

In her 2009 Modern Love Piece for the New York Times, American best-selling author
Jennifer Finney Boylan describes her experience of gender transition by mapping the distance
between two emotional and embodied locations. Dividing her former life of silence and invisibility
and her present truth by the image of an oceanic expanse, she inscribes these two states onto
separate geographical contours :
I found the courage, somehow, to traverse the weird ocean between men and women, to
make the voyage not only from one sex to another, but from a place where my life was
defined by the secrets I kept to a new one, where almost everything I’d ever held in my
heart could finally be spoken out loud.
This journey metaphor, mapping movement from one gender to the other as a linear progression
between two distinct and ostensibly stable gendered locations, is one of the most pervasive tropes
of mainstream Western transgender life writing and popular representations of transition. In this
passage from Boylan, the voyage may be to a “new” place, one devoid of “secrets,” but the
implication is that the journey across this “weird” ocean also results in a meaningful return: a
conclusion structured by reaching a final destination, womanhood. As Jay Prosser notes, the “drive
of conventional transsexual narratives is nostalgically towards home”; the most prominent Western
narratives of transsexuality always offer a journey plot of “somatic repatriation”—a homecoming
to the body that now reflects the gender that always was (177; 184).
Prosser examines the figure of the transgender traveler for its corporeal and aesthetic
implications, and Lucas Crawford and Jack Halberstam have similarly examined the way
transgender autobiographical writings often deploy a narrative of one-way migration from rural
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space to urban centers.34 However, more recent criticism has turned to the particular geographic
spaces invoked to tell stories of transition. As Aren Z. Aizura asks in his study of this recurrent
trope: “What does this travel metaphor import from Euro-American geographical narratives about
the shaping of the (colonized) world into a center, a here, and a periphery or elsewhere—a
destination and a home to which to return?” (140). He argues that “the journey out and return home
narrative

works

to

render

transsexuality

intelligible,

through

containing

gendered

indeterminacy…[the] domestication [of transgressive gender expression] takes place precisely
through a geographical displacement of that indeterminacy” (144-5). This move, which safely
positions the most transgressive or fluid experiences of gendered embodiment in a “foreign” space,
ultimately makes the idea of transition both more palatable and more intelligible, especially for a
mainstream cisgender audience.
Significantly, the yoking of trans narratives with the structure and drive of the genre of
travel writing has roots in historical reality. Christine Jorgensen and Jan Morris, two of the most
well-known trans autobiographers and cultural figures in the 1950s and 1970s respectively,
traveled to Copenhagen and Casablanca in order to receive surgery not yet easily accessible in the
United States and Britain. Jorgensen’s return to America from her “rare sex conversion” in
Denmark was highly anticipated, and a crowd of journalists greeted her at Idlewild airport on
February 13, 1953. They documented her emerging from the plane, and these widely printed
images of Jorgensen, clad in a glamorous fur coat, matching hat, and black pumps, descending the
stairs concretizes the image of the trans subject as a kind of cosmopolitan traveler: a mobile white
Western subject who, after a life-altering adventure, returns home not only geographically, but, at
last, somatically.
34

See Lucas Cassidy Crawford’s “Transgender without Organs?: Mobilizing a Geo-Affective Theory of
Gender Modification” and Jack Halberstam’s In a Queer Time and Place.
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This notion of the trans subject as traveler took on mythic significance in midcentury
America because it tapped into the period’s cultural ideals. As David Serlin points out, early
coverage of Jorgensen’s return from Copenhagen mapped her story onto that familiar narrative of
the American soldier’s return home from war by emphasizing her previous status as a G.I. during
World War II; The New York Times headline that ran in February 1953 neatly encapsulates this
move: “Miss Jorgensen Returns Home from Copenhagen: Ex-GI Back ‘Happy to be Home’”
(Serlin 143). Crucially, in this Cold War moment, where suspicion of anything “foreign” was at
its height and notions of illicit sexuality were yoked to threat of Communist compromise,
Jorgensen aligns herself with American values and patriotism, and the press followed suit, at least
initially.
This image of the trans traveler becomes even more suggestive with Jan Morris. In 1974,
British author Morris published her autobiographical account of transition, Conundrum, after
having already established a reputation as a travel writer and intellectual. Conundrum further
solidified within Western cultural imagination the discursive figure of the trans subject as a traveler
returning “home” from a strange journey to exotic lands. In Morris’s autobiography, the literal
necessity of leaving Britain to access surgery merged with the language and conventions of
Morris’s genre. In its original book jacket blurb, Newsweek describes Conundrum as “the best
firsthand account ever written by a traveler across the boundaries of sex,” while The Observer
announces that “James Morris crossed the strangest river that any man can come to in his life”
before exclaiming “let all trumpets sound for the woman, Jan, on the other side!”
This use of metaphors of movement and the structure and conventions of travel writing in
order to tell the story of a woman crossing gender boundaries is not a phenomenon unique to the
20th century. The literary origins of travel writing and autobiographical writing in the West are
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firmly entwined. Both offer space to tell the story of the self (structured by a journey, either literal
or metaphorical) and both are genres historically associated with men. Yet both genres also rose
in popularity in the 18th and 19th centuries, alongside the entrance of women writers to the literary
marketplace. British women writers like Lady Mary Montagu and Mary Shelley, privileged by
whiteness and class status, but disenfranchised by gender, strategically employed the subject
position of traveler to forge female autobiographical subjectivity within a period hostile to women
writers, particularly those who transgressed appropriate feminine subject matter. In doing so, they
crossed boundaries of gender and country, challenged travel writing as an Enlightenment genre
defined by masculine mobility, but also frequently appropriated and replicated Orientalist
discourse.
In this chapter, I cast back in order to situate analysis of transgender travel rhetoric in
relation to a broader history of women’s travel writing in the West. While scholars have attended
to the prominence of journey tropes in writings by and about Jorgensen and Morris, these figures
have not yet been explored within the context of a literary tradition of white western cis women
writers who strategically engaged the travel genre and its conventions in order to forge space for
a female autobiographical subjectivity that passed under the radar of bourgeois respectability
politics. Doubly pathologized and objectified as women and as trans people, yet privileged by
whiteness and their relationships to empire in the encounter with foreign land and people they
employ to shape their experience for the reader, trans women writers like Jorgensen and Morris
who narrate their transition in the rhetoric of travel, real or imagined, engage in a process of
defining themselves against the backdrop of another, more peripheral “Other.” Their observations
of this “other” and/or their description of their metaphorical and literal journeys provide space to
forge an autobiographical subjectivity that may reinforce narratives of empire and nationalism,
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even as they simultaneously trouble the empire’s investment in masculinity and maintaining
gender hierarchies.
In this respect, I suggest that reading trans narratives in relation to travel writing by white
European women writers such as Mary Shelley and Lady Mary Montagu illuminates the complex
and problematic rhetorical strategies both engage in order to establish authorial and embodied
agency. In linking Jorgensen and Morris to the critical conversation surrounding white cis women
travel writers, I hope also to highlight the ways in which feminist critics have often failed to
recognize narrative strategies employed by trans women writers as strategies. While much work
has been done to explore the rhetorical moves and posturing executed by cis women writers who
we understand to be working to create an authorial subjectivity within hostile conditions, similar
strategies employed by trans women have often been dismissed or misunderstood as earnest
expression by cis critics.
For example, in her reading of several popular trans autobiographies (including Jan Morris
and Christine Jorgensen) in a 1989 essay entitled “Spare Parts: the Surgical Construction of
Gender,” feminist critic Marjorie Garber concludes that trans people are ultimately more “invested
in dichotomous gender categories” than cis people (qtd. in Spade 327). However, as Dean Spade
points out, not only does she base this assertion on a few examples (without questioning why, in
fact, these narratives, which seem to reflect investment in normative gender categories, would be
most popular with cis readers), she also fails to consider “whether the ‘truths’ about how
transsexuals understand themselves and their gender identities that she collects from these
biographies are at all strategically deployed” and to recognize the “strategic value for trans people
of adherence to gender normative notions of transsexuality” (327). Spade notes that what Garber
regards as “truths” may have been “strategically crafted by their narrators to achieve social
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acceptance/tolerance for transsexuals” (327). In this chapter, I examine the engagement with travel
rhetoric as strategic and as related to rhetorical moves employed historically by cis white women
writers who similarly used this genre, and its associations with white, Western authority, to forge
space for their own voices.

The Traveler as “Speaking Subject”
A methodological turn to 18th and 19th-century European cis women writers is actually
embedded within the origins of American transgender studies. In her foundational 1994 essay,
“My Words to Victor Frankenstein Above the Village of Chamounix: Performing Transgender
Rage,” Susan Stryker explores the writing of a 19th-century woman writer, Mary Shelley, in order
to find an analog for her experiences of transsexual embodiment and the affective and narrative
expression of her rage as a trans woman. In this essay, Stryker explores her intense feeling of
kinship with Shelley’s creature; as she explains, both are “flesh torn apart and sewn back together
again in a shape other than that in which it was born” (“My Words” 238). However, while this
shared sense of extraordinary embodiment, enacted through the re-shaping of body morphology,
provides a compelling point of comparison, the most significant connection Stryker makes
between Shelley’s “hideous progeny” is one to do with forging a voice—finding a way to speak
one’s story with authority. She observes that both the creature and trans people must find a way to
“master language in order to claim a position as a speaking subject and enact verbally the very
subjectivity denied it in the specular realm” (241).
This reading of the novel as one that uses the horror genre to explore a woman’s attempts
to forge space as a “speaking subject” has long been accepted in feminist scholarly circles. Critics
like Barbara Johnson argue that Shelley’s gothic novella dramatizes the difficulty of writing female
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autobiographical texts in a society where the “very notion of a self, from Saint Augustine to Freud”
has been modeled on man (Johnson 154). As she points out, Frankenstein can be read as the
autobiography of not only one man, but three: Robert Walton, the arctic explorer traveling to the
North Pole; Victor Frankenstein, the anguished scientist who tells Walton about the creation of a
fiendish being who continues to haunt him; and the nameless creature who suffers from terrible
loneliness, and who tells his creator the story of his life during the middle portion of the novel
(Johnson 145). For Johnson, it is precisely this excessive framing, the novel’s hiddenness of
femininity, that allows Shelley to accurately express the struggle of being a woman in the early
19th century from the “point of view of its repression” (Johnson 153).
Significantly, Stryker extends this canonical feminist reading to address the struggle of
trans people to articulate subjectivity and gendered embodiment while needing to write around and
through both objectifying pathological discourse and violent trans-exclusionary feminist and queer
writings. Though neither Johnson nor Stryker explore the notion of travel writing or its conventions
explicitly, these resonances are paramount to such a reading. Mary Shelley was also a travel writer,
after all. And in both cases, the creature’s oft-quoted series of interrogations—“Who was I? What
was I? Whence did I come? What was my destination?”—seem especially poignant (153, emphasis
in original). These questions underscore a sense of homelessness and displacement of a
marginalized subject, without precursor, without literary history, attempting to write herself into
being through patriarchal discourse. They also suggest the extent to which the project of creating
a feminine speaking subject is connected to movement through geographical as well as narrative
space—the very structure of a travel narrative, of seeking a “destination,” proves integral to
claiming the authority of a speaking subject by providing an occasion to share one’s interiority and
experience of the world around them.
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The authorial and embodied legibility that might be achieved through this recognizable
structure’s handling of both temporality and geographical movement constitutes a key site of
tension for Stryker in her parallel between monster and trans person. Unlike the creature, who
ultimately masters language and occupies the subject position, “[t]ranssexual monstrosity...along
with its affect, transgender rage, can never claim [a] secure means of resistance” because it is so
difficult to represent “the transgendered subject’s movement over time between stably gendered
positions in a linguistic structure” (241). Stryker’s comment invokes the ways trans subjects have
been historically encouraged and, very often, coerced by rigid and gatekeeping diagnostic criteria,
into producing linear narratives structured by a clear beginning, middle, and end, figured as a
movement across borders, between two distinct, binary locations. As Jay Prosser writes, “the
transsexual’s capacity…to tell a coherent story of transsexual experience, is required by the
doctors before their authorization of the subject’s transition…Narrative is not only the bridge to
embodiment but a way of making sense of transition, the link between locations: the transition
itself” (9). Prosser’s observation on the relationship between narrative and transition illuminates
the significance of constructing autobiographical accounts for trans subjects; his use of “location,”
again reminds us of the way “travel” across embodied and geographical space and time has become
intrinsic to the legibility of such accounts.
Significantly, Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, which resonates so strongly for Stryker in its
exploration of forging a legible speaking subject, reads like a travel narrative. In particular, the
middle volume of the novel consists of a first person account of the creature’s detailed observations
of the life and daily habits of the De Lacey family. This portion of the text becomes almost like an
anthropological document, in which the creature studies what he calls “the strange system of
human life” (145). This includes not only studying language and gestures, but also the “differences
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between the sexes” via a Western framework, divisions of property, class structures, histories of
war, and colonialism (146). Further, Shelley pairs the creature with yet another outsider figure,
one more explicitly foreign than himself: “the Arabian” woman, Safie. His mastery occurs as a
result of his observation of the lessons she receives on Western language and culture while she
stays with the De Laceys; in this respect, the creature’s embodied otherness (often interpreted as
gender ambiguity), is aligned with Safie’s racial and cultural otherness. Significantly, the creature
notes his superiority to her in absorbing the lessons, and his description of Safie and the lessons
provides the occasion for establishing his own narrative authority. Ultimately, the reader
encounters the interiority of this marginalized subject through his position as an observer of the
ways of life of the country to which he has traveled in search of self-knowledge.
In her reflections on travel writing, it is clear that Mary Shelley understood the strategy of
occupying the privileged subject position of British observer of foreign customs as key to the
project of forging female autobiographical subjectivity. As both a reader and writer of works about
travel, she also explicitly locates herself within a tradition of women travel writers including her
mother Mary Wollstonecraft and Lady Mary Montagu, whose accounts of the Turkish Harem in
the 18th century were widely circulated. In an essay about historian Giovanni Villani that she
published in 1823, five years after Frankenstein, Shelley notes that writing about other countries
and their customs offers an ideal opportunity for “self analysation and display,” specifically
expressing her admiration for the way women construct themselves as autobiographical subjects
through this genre:
As a help to the science of self knowledge, and also as a continuance of it, they wish to
study the minds of others…Half the beauty of Lady Mary Montagu’s Letters consist in the
I that adorns them; and this I, this sensitive, imaginative, native, suffering, enthusiastic
pronoun, spreads an inexpressible charm over Mary Wollstonecraft’s letters from Norway”
(qtd. in Moskal 237).
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Jeanne Moskal argues that Shelley understood travel writing “as an exploration of the self through
an encounter with the other”—not simply the narration of observations, but the relational
construction of an autobiographical self. In this passage where Shelley reflects on what the genre
makes possible for women writers, she also seems keenly aware of the luxurious “I” the genre
affords women; her almost gleeful repetition of the first-person pronoun here provides a key
reversal of the layered masculine “I” narratives that comprise Frankenstein, if we read it through
Johnson’s lens.
As Sidonie Smith notes, white Western women like Mary Shelley who work in the travel
genre face a narrative logic that has for centuries imagined them not as the observing subjects or
hardy adventurers, but as aesthetic objects—and the site of return. Historically, women are
antithetical to travel in a genre that “from the time of Gilgamesh…[served] as the medium of
traditional male immortalities,” providing men “the opportunity to achieve notable distinction
through self-defining experiences far from home” (Leed, qtd in Smith, 1). In contrast, Smith
suggests that women are not only meant to “remain at home,” but that, as Karen R. Lawrence has
argued, they are “in effect...home itself, for the female body is traditionally associated with earth,
shelter, enclosure” (qtd in Smith). Accordingly, women travel authors of the 18th and 19th
centuries understood themselves to be “acting in unbecoming ways” because “their activities [of
movement, travel, observation] positioned them in important ways as at least problematic with
regard to gender identification” (234). As a result, they employed a number of rhetorical strategies
(including “muting” their narrative “I,” opening with apologia, deferring to male writers in their
field, or displacing their desire to write into friends and relatives who had urged them to put pen
to paper) to address their readers. Smith notes—drawing on Judith Butler—that by employing such
strategies, women writers “projected [readers] as enforcing ‘the domain of socially instituted
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norms’” (Smith 18). Bourgeois women couldn’t be heroes, and they shouldn’t assume the
autobiographical “I” that men did in their writing. This is something Mary Wollestonecraft well
knew when she wrote (in faux apologetic tones) in her advertisement for Letters Written During a
Short Residence in Sweden, Norway, and Denmark (1796), that “in composing these desultory
letters, [she] found [she] could not avoid being continually in the first person—‘the little hero of
each tale’” (62).
In her 1844 publication of the travel text Rambles in Germany and Italy, Shelley uses
another strategy for permitting the autobiographical “I” of the woman travel writer; she aligns
herself with an imperialist gaze, shaping her text through the condescending ethnic bias Britain
maintained towards Italians. She positions herself as sympathetic, but also asserts that they must
overcome their “many” inherent faults:
They are made to be a free, active, inquiring people. But they must cast away their dolce
far niente. They must learn to practice the severer virtues; their youth must be brought up
in more hardy and manly habits; they must tread to earth the vices that cling to them as the
ivy around their ruins. They must do this to be free; yet without freedom how can they?
…Their faults are many—the faults of the oppressed—love of pleasure, disregard of truth,
indolence violence of temper. But their falsehood is on the surface—it is not deceit. (86-7)
As Jeanne Moskal notes, Shelley’s emphasis on the “effeminacy” attributed to the Italians
according to the British stereotype echoes the characteristics that Wollstonecraft associates with
women under the degradation of patriarchy: “indolence, secretiveness, mendacity, superstition,
unreason, lack of discipline” (Moskal 249). Here Shelley might be understood in part to be
revealing the northern superiority implicit in the ethnic bias the British perpetuated against the
Italians. Moskal suggests that Shelley, like her mother, points to the extent to which these qualities
are exacerbated by systemic exploitation and inequality. Yet her analysis also enables her to
displace these characteristics, which shaped British critiques of women, onto bodies other than her
own.
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As this passage from Shelley’s writing illustrates, white women travel writers engaged with
complex and strategic comparisons between themselves and Others as a means of asserting an
authoritative voice within a genre defined by the virile, masculine adventurer. Indira Ghose’s study
of 19th-century British women writing about India usefully highlights the ambivalent power
relations exhibited in such textual productions; as she makes clear, the act of producing travel
writing, writing authoritatively about the Other, becomes a means of “transgressing gender norms
that relegated them to the home” but also functions as “a form of epistemic power” that “served to
further the ends of colonial power” (12-13). As Ali Behdad puts it, from this split position, as both
“agents of colonization” and disruptors of bourgeois gender ideology, white British women writers
of the 18th and 19th centuries produced writing that enabled them to shift their relationship to an
objectifying male gaze, via their contribution of “surveillance” of the Other (523). As we will see,
there is a great deal of resonance between these strategies and those employed by white trans
women navigating transmisogyny while writing and producing work about literal and figurative
travel in the 20th century.

Going to Denmark
From the moment Christine Jorgensen stepped off her flight in February 1953, the story of
her transition was synonymous with her journey abroad, and her legitimacy as a woman was
synonymous with her legitimacy as an American. When she arrived at Idlewild airport, one
reporter leaned forward to ask “Are you glad to be home, Christine?” Jorgensen’s rather patriotic
response—“Of course. What American wouldn’t be?”—emphasized her relationship to her home
nation, perhaps in an attempt to collapse the differences between her and the curious readers eager
to devour her story. As Jorgensen’s narrative continued to dominate mainstream discourse about
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the possibility of changing sex, the notion of a journey abroad as integral to the act of transition
itself became even more pervasive; “Going to Denmark” became shorthand in trans communities
for having surgery, while lewd jokes in pop culture like a parody song entitled “My Johnny Lies
over the Ocean” further equated international travel with the alteration of body morphology
(Meyerowitz 77).
While Jorgensen was framed rhetorically and visually by the popular press as a
cosmopolitan “traveler” who had returned home, she was unable to claim the attendant narrative
authority of this subject position. When she attempted to share her observations of the land she
had visited with her new audience of intrigued American citizens, she was largely ridiculed and
ultimately silenced. Though this fact of her biography has received less critical attention than her
cabaret act and media appearances, Jorgensen wanted to be a travel author of sorts; when she
returned to the United States after transitioning in Denmark, her goal was to launch a career as a
travel documentary filmmaker. Jorgensen had trained as a photographer using the GI bill, and in
addition to shooting for magazines in both the US and Denmark, she worked film editing jobs in
the American motion picture industry. During her time in Copenhagen, she worked in camera
stores, shot for magazines, and shot footage for a travel film about Denmark that she showed once
while abroad, and hoped to screen for American audiences. In her 1968 autobiography, Jorgensen
describes her goals and vision for the project:
In addition to the historic locations that I wanted to record on film, I was also interested in
the people of Denmark: their traditions, dress, and customs, the rural and urban way of life,
the working people, the family unit, and I tried to capture both the harshness and the
gentleness of life in the faces of those people. I look back on that experience with great
pleasure, for I found charm and friendliness everywhere.
It was an extremely happy and active summer for me. Not only was I kept busy with the
actual filming, but I also edited as I went along. Thousands of feet of color film gradually
began to take shape in what I believed would be an entertaining and provocative travel
film. (120)
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Jorgensen’s film places her in the subject position; though her body would become one of the most
scrutinized in American history, in the construction of this travel film, she resists objectification
by asserting her position as observer and recorder of foreign customs and lands. By narrating her
film live, with a pre-written script, she placed herself firmly within the genre of the travelogue,
which had been popularized and dominated by male travelers such as Richard E. Byrd, Lowell
Thomas, and Burton Holmes.35 While these men had been able to pack lecture halls with audiences
eager to hear wartime adventures of distant lands, Jorgensen’s approach to the travelogue reflects
her need to translate the genre into one that aligned with the necessity of embodying respectable
white femininity to the American public. Her focus on “traditions, dress, customs” and “the family
unit” maps onto the subject matter generally understood to be more appropriate for the woman
travel auteur; one way she might retain a sense of bourgeois propriety was the focus on manners,
table settings, fashions, and domestic details that a woman’s eye was believed to be uniquely suited
to observe.
Jorgensen suggests that with the Denmark project, her goal is to use film to capture the
lives and experiences of others. However, Susan Stryker has explored the way Jorgensen’s work
as photographer, editor, and filmmaker also contributed to her understanding of film and visual
media as a site for the construction and revision of her own body. Stryker reads Jorgensen’s
account of her pre-transition work in the motion picture industry, specifically on the RKO cutting
room floor, as evidence that “cinematic modes of processing experience informed the construction
of her identity just as did the medical techniques through which she made herself visible”
(“Christine Jorgensen’s Atom Bomb” 167). She continues:

35

See X. Theodore Barber, “The Roots of Travel Cinema: John L. Stoddard, E. Burton Holmes and the
Nineteenth-Century Illustrated Travel Lecture,” Film History, Vol. 5, No. 1 (Mar., 1993), pp. 68-84.
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Jorgensen’s job in the cutting room required her to take film stock shot for RKO feature
films and snip it into discrete images or short sequences...that could be recycled and
incorporated into other film projects. She then filed the segments away according to a
subject index of the images they contained, and reproduced the film stock as needed. As
editor, archivist, and photographic copyist, Jorgensen occupied a position in which she
necessarily learned both to fragment visual representation of the world and to assemble
those fragments according to any number of narrative structures. It seems likely that her
extensive reading of medical literature allowed her to grasp how, through surgical and
hormonal techniques, her own body could be edited in much the same way as film, its
visual surface deliberately manipulated to capture the image of herself she saw in her
mind’s eye, and to produce and sustain the narratives that structured her identifications and
desires. In applying cinematic insight to her own embodiment, Jorgensen moved herself
from one type of cutting room to another (167-8).
Stryker here underscores the way Jorgensen’s film work offers her the agency and autonomy of
authorship; she gains artistic control over her own body via her position as editor, filmmaker, and
producer of visual representations of the world. From this perspective, Jorgensen’s travelogues,
though ostensibly created to tell the stories of foreign lands and to share images of transatlantic
journeys, must be read also for the ways they enable Jorgensen to represent herself. Her Denmark
film is a crucial site for understanding her struggle to forge an authoritative voice as a travel
documentarian while simultaneously being the most famous transsexual woman in America.
Jorgensen’s life narrative, and, to a lesser extent, her films, have been examined for their
use of travel rhetoric, particularly in terms of their easy mapping onto the pervasive concept of the
“American dream,” and for the way Jorgensen’s whiteness shaped the specific terms of respectable
transsexual visibility in both the 1950s and beyond.36 Joanne Meyerowitz notes that Jorgensen
story captured the American public’s imagination at midcentury because she represented their
appetite for stories about “individual success and social mobility, making good in the face of

36

It is important to note that although Jorgensen leaves “home” to shed the “foreignness” of masculinity,
her destination of Denmark doubly enacts a homecoming since she is visiting the “land of her ancestors.”
Though the prominent images of her arrival in New York position her as a traveler who has returned from
a uniquely exotic somatic journey, her Danish descent also underscores her trip to Copenhagen, as well as
her return to America, as journeys towards home—her femaleness becomes, in this frame, her birthright.
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obstacles through self-transformation” (qtd. in Aizura 150) and Aizura similarly argues that her
“journey” had such a profound impact because “its emphasis on direction and meaning, conquering
hardship through individual triumph, resonates with...the great narratives of American modernity”
(151). Emily Skidmore points out that Jorgensen’s whiteness is key to both the prominence and
relative tolerance she enjoyed; as a white trans woman, Jorgensen, along with Charlotte McLeod
and Tamara Rees, “were able to articulate transsexuality as an acceptable subject position through
an embodiment of the norms of white womanhood” (271). In contrast, trans women of color who
were written about in the popular press in the 1950s, including Marta Olmos Ramiro, Laverne
Petersen, and Delisa Newton, not only received far less coverage, but were depicted in ways that
suggested their illegitimacy, framed them in exoticizing and fetishistic ways, and seized an
opportunity to link “gender and sexual deviance to nonwhiteness” (286). Michael Franklin,
examining Jorgensen’s cinematic productions through the lens of biopolitics, argues that her ‘films
are an extension of her transnational production of transsexual whiteness”—a means by which she
“diverted the popular press’s depiction of her as sexual spectacle by presenting herself via film as
a subject of white Scandinavian heritage and of cosmopolitan travel” (32).
Despite the respectability Jorgensen’s whiteness lent both her transition and her films,
Jorgensen’s attempts to launch a serious career as a documentary filmmaker, to occupy the position
of observing subject rather than object/spectacle, still resulted in failure. She does, as Stryker
suggests, use the film as a space to construct and revise her own image; she inserts herself into the
film, creating space to represent herself on her own terms, in work she created before news of her
transition hit the American press and sent shockwaves through the nation. In the image above, a
clip that shows Jorgensen in front of a map, using a pointer to indicate a particular route through
the Danish peninsula, Jorgensen creates an image of herself as a teacher or guide. She is positioned
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in the frame facing the map; she speaks in the clip, presumably narrating the route, but the clip is
silent, since Jorgensen would deliver her points in person. This image is striking because it stands
in stark contrast to the more pervasive and lasting images of Jorgensen circulated by the press after
her return to the U.S., where she appears fur-clad and bejeweled, glamorous, smiling winningly at
the camera. Franklin describes Jorgensen as “androgynous” in this image from the film, perhaps
to highlight this difference between this moment of early self-construction and the more iconic
“blonde bombshell” imagery of Jorgensen or to underscore that this clip was shot earlier in the
process of Jorgensen’s transition (61). Yet one wonders what, precisely, makes it androgynous.
To me, the substantial difference is not so much in the subject’s attire or femininity, but that here
she is depicted not for consumption, but as an authority: a woman at work, a woman identifying a
travel route. Though Jan Morris would manage to maintain the authority she wielded as a travel
expert after she transitioned in the early 1970s, as I will show, the public was not particularly eager
to hear what Christine, the blonde bombshell, had to say about her travels unless it was to lay bare
the fantastic journey of her own body.
The story of Jorgensen’s American screening of her Denmark travelog is typically
presented in a way that emphasizes the financial urgency of taking on such a project, rather than
the potential personal fulfillment that might stem from sharing her work. This seems to be factually
accurate—in April of 1953, Jorgensen reportedly had little money left, having spent the money
from the exclusive American Weekly series that ran in conjunction with her return to the US on a
new home for her parents on Long Island. This framing, which de-emphasizes her ambition by
playing up financial urgency, might also be read as part of a long tradition, dating back to the 18th
century, of women performing apologia to excuse the transgression of their artistic productions.
In any case, critics pinpoint this crucial moment as one where Jorgensen was forced to look to the
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future, to think of how she might establish a career amidst the height of her new and strange
celebrity status (Meyerowitz How Sex Changed 74). She was introduced to the man who would
become her manager, Charles Yates, by mutual friends, and Yates advised her that the best way
for her to earn a living would be on the stage. In the wake of her newfound notoriety, she had
received requests for appearances in burlesque clubs and carnival midways, and Yates urged her
to create a nightclub act. However, Jorgensen relates in her autobiography that when she arranged
a meeting with him, it was with the goal of asking him to promote the film she had created while
in Denmark. According to Jorgensen’s own account, Yates was averse to the idea, advising
Jorgensen that her most “saleable commodity” was her “personality” and suggesting that the
American public would not have much interest in a Scandinavian travel documentary. Still,
Jorgensen insisted that the two pursue her options for the film, admitting that “at the time [she]
was something of a self-righteous prude” and had a rather “exaggerated idea” of the “low moral
tone” of nightclubs (192). A skeptical Yates nonetheless made the arrangements to book
Jorgensen’s film as an opportunity for her to make a paid public appearance.
Yates booked Jorgensen for a weeklong series of screenings at the Orpheum Theatre in Los
Angeles in early May 1953, just a few months after her highly publicized return to the U.S. that
February. Her name still dominated headlines across the nation. He also booked a “pre-engagement
test run” in Waterbury, Connecticut so that Jorgensen could try her material in front of a smaller
audience before touching down in L.A. to perform at the Orpheum. After the apparently lukewarm
response to the Connecticut screening, which ran for two hours, Yates advised her that she would
need to cut the feature to twenty minutes. Jorgensen was grateful for the opportunity to share her
work, though she describes her regret at needing to “sacrifice the many scenes [she’d] worked so
hard to get” as she edited the 120 minute film down. She completed the new version of the film,
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which she felt was really more of a “brief synopsis,” including writing narrative commentary to
deliver as it played, which was typical of the travelogue lecture circuit of the 1950s, and selecting
the musical accompaniment (from Danish composer Carl Nielson), in just two weeks. She also
purchased a wardrobe of evening gowns and accessories to serve as her performance attire, which
was stolen from her car before she ever left to make her appearances, and had to be quickly
replaced with items that were not quite as nice as those originally purchased. According to Richard
F. Docter’s biography of Jorgensen, one of the only sources to provide a detailed description of
this part of her story, she also purchased theatrical makeup and practiced its application with her
mother in anticipation of the Orpheum appearance, knowing that without attending to the
differences between daytime street makeup and stage makeup, she would appear washed out
onstage at the Orpheum (Docter 156). Though Jorgensen wanted to be viewed as an artist and an
intellectual authority, the focus on makeup and attire indicates that she was keenly aware of the
scrutiny that her body and self-presentation would be under as she attempted to narrate her film.
Docter suggests that Yates intentionally booked the screenings on the West coast, so that
if they flopped, her failure would be at a geographical distance from the theatrical center of NYC,
and she might return to the East and begin again with a new act (149). Yates likely chose the
Orpheum because the theater could accommodate the screening of the film along with the live
narration, but the fact that it was primarily a site for Vaudeville acts seems somewhat at odds with
Jorgensen’s goal for the screening. On Friday, May 8, 1953, the opening day of her engagement,
her first performance, which was at 10:30 in the morning, came directly after a juggling act. The
Orpheum’s live orchestra, conducted by Al Lyons, played her onto the stage as the film’s title,
Denmark, appeared on the screen (Docter 157). Standing to one side of the screen, holding a
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microphone, Jorgensen nervously delivered her script as the scenes played behind her. The entire
performance lasted around 25 minutes, and the orchestra played again as she exited.
When the reviews were published the next day, Jorgensen could not have avoided the
official proclamation of her failure. Reviewers were especially frustrated or bewildered by
Jorgensen’s refusal to speak at length about her transition, focusing instead on her narration of the
scenes in her Denmark film (lines which, by all accounts, she had not quite mastered). A
particularly savage review published in Variety, bristled with resentment towards Jorgensen for
“insist[ing] on a dignity that eliminates any exploitation of her transformation,” arguing that as a
result, the “morbidly curious” who have come to gawk, “will be disappointed.” The reviewer’s
hostility is palpable from the first line of the review, which incredulously informs the reader of
Jorgensen’s choice to present not an account of her body, but an account of her observations of a
foreign country. Under the title “Travelog,” he writes:
That’s right, travelog. After all the buildup, the most publicized individual in recent
history trots onstage for a two-minute warmup speech and then presents a 20-minute film
shot in Denmark during the last two years.
Audience response is generally polite and attentive, but it’s obvious this is not what
they came for...Like most of [Willie Hammerstein’s] shining stars, the interest is in the
individual, not the material. The travelog is only moderately interesting; photography is
frequently bad and the color sometimes incredible.
Comparing Jorgensen to one of Hammerstein’s vaudeville acts—which were very frequently
“freak” acts–the reviewer seems intent to remind her of her place. In his view, she has misled her
audience by refusing to satisfy their curiosity in person; this film is “not what they came for.” Lest
the reader think that Jorgensen’s only error is pursuing a genre that fell outside of her audience’s
expectations, the reviewer also discounts her work as poorly produced, oddly colored, and badly
narrated; he states that since the film “falls short of any professional standard so that any hope
Christine may have to move eventually into the lecture circuit is stunted.”
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Other reviewers, while somewhat kinder in their delivery, seemed so baffled by
Jorgensen’s foray into travel documentary that they glossed over the genre of her performance
almost entirely, focusing instead on the body audience members had almost certainly bought
tickets to view in the flesh. The full review of Long Beach Press Telegram on May 9, 1953 reads:
Stage Debut: Christine Jorgensen, the blonde who was George Jorgensen prior to surgery
in Denmark, made her stage debut Friday before an Orpheum Theater audience of about
1,000. Theater men said attendance was three times normal. Wearing a bouffant evening
gown of blue with silver net, plus rhinestone earrings, necklace and diadem, Miss
Jorgensen said a few words in a well modulated contralto-baritone, then stepped aside and
narrated the travelogue she filmed in Denmark. Christine was onstage 20 minutes. The
crowd applauded politely.
The reviewer is intent on reminding the reader of Jorgensen’s past as George, though she herself
had avoided such framing in her performance. In focusing on the audience numbers and the
relationship to the average, the review emphasizes the event in terms of spectatorship rather than
substance; in fact, the only reference to the fact that Jorgensen appeared in order to present her
Denmark film appears at the end of the review, an afterthought. In place of commenting on the
quality or success of Jorgensen’s film, the reviewer instead provides a detailed description of her
sartorial choices, including the shade and type of gown she had selected and a catalogue of her
accessories. Rather than considering the effectiveness of her voice as a filmmaker or narrator, in
describing her “well modulated contralto-baritone,” it is clear that the reviewer is evaluating
Jorgensen’s performance in terms of its feminine authenticity. In light of the review’s very brief
note on the film itself, the concluding sentence detailing the audience’s response seems to be more
about gauging Jorgensen’s success as a woman than as a filmmaker—the “polite” applause
suggesting that reception on that front remained lukewarm. Docter writes that Jorgensen’s goal for
the Denmark screening went beyond seeking “a feeling of being approved and respected as a
woman; she wanted to be seen as a filmmaker and narrator...for her, it was all about her movie,
not her transsexual journey” (157). It was this desire—to appear as a speaking subject, a woman
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filmmaker rather than a transsexual on display—that her reviewers seemed particularly eager to
deny her.
A month later, in June of 1953, Jorgensen would film more travel footage when she flew
to London and documented the coronation of Elizabeth II. Michael Franklin argues that through
her work in this film, Jorgensen connects herself visually with the new queen, a move that again
strengthens her acceptability as a woman and a travel writer via an association with the ultimate
symbol of femininity and empire (70). However, Jorgensen’s career as a documentary travel
filmmaker was effectively over; by the end of her travels across Europe that summer she would
put this work behind her. Instead of filming and editing footage of bodies of foreign lands, she
would put her own body on display as a nightclub act. By the fall of 1953, she had embarked on
her successful nightclub tour with Myles Bell, with an act that saw her singing songs like “I Enjoy
Being a Girl” and telling light, humorous stories about her transformation, satiating public
curiosity in a way her performance at the Denmark screening had refused to do. She would enjoy
success after making this switch to a cabaret-style performer; though Jorgensen does not remark
on this specifically, it seems as though she had learned that it was impossible for her to tell another
kind of story, one where she might be the observing subject, the adventurer, rather than object on
display.
In her autobiography, Jorgensen remembers the advice of Doctor Joe, a friend’s husband
who became personal advisor to Jorgensen in the late forties as she began making plans to travel
abroad to find doctors who might give her answers. Joe warned her that attempting to access
surgery and hormones abroad in order to transition medically could end in disaster. Specifically,
he worried that the surgery could be “unsuccessful” and leave her “in the middle of nowhere”—
rendering her body too ambiguous to return to her home country or to belong to any civilized land
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(85). Dr. Joe’s link between gender legibility and citizenship becomes even clearer in the paragraph
that follows. “Never proceed to the point of surgery, should it even be possible, until you’ve made
sure that you can get a new passport. Otherwise you might find that you’re a person without a
country!” (85). Jorgensen does obtain a new passport, and her return to the U.S. was disrupted
only by eager reporters and a curious crowd. Yet her failed career as a documentary travel
filmmaker and lecturer points to the way in which her attempt to produce work that emphasized
her whiteness and Americanness was still denied; when it came to trying to inhabit the position of
travel auteur, it seems that she was, in this respect, a “person without a country” after all.

“A Figure No Less Recognizably Odalisque”: the Harem in Conundrum & the Turkish
Embassy Letters.
In 1717, Lady Mary Montagu traveled to Turkey with her husband, Edward Wortley
Montagu, who had been sent to the Ottoman court as a British ambassador. The letters Montagu
composed during this trip, in which she recorded her impressions of Turkish culture, would
become a sensation when published, and they remain a canonical text in women’s travel writing
to this day. Though Montagu carefully edited the letters upon her return to England, preparing a
manuscript with great intention, the narrative of her stay in Turkey would not be published until
after her death. That Montagu had literary ambition was undeniable. She taught herself Latin in
her father’s library at the age of 14; at 21, she wrote to the Bishop of Salisberg to complain about
the country’s neglect of women’s education, enclosing a copy of her translation of Epictetus; she
published satirical verses anonymously, though her identity was still known to many. Publicly,
however, she would not acknowledge her work, and despite the obvious effort she took to arrange
the embassy letters, she circulated the manuscript only within her circle while she was alive. She
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understood that both her gender and her aristocratic class position made publishing travel epistles
just a bit too daring and transgressive, even for her. Even in making arrangements to publish the
embassy letters after her death, the manuscript faced opposition—making their way into the
London Chronicle despite strenuous objections from her daughter and son-in law (Secor 380).
Since their publication in 1763, the letters have never been out of print.
Montagu’s embassy letters, and, in particular, her description of Turkish women and spaces
like the harem, have been read alternately as a bold challenge to the Orientalist stereotypes
popularized by male European travel writers, and as an example of a western woman who “makes
use of the Oriental space to ‘authorize’ her own representations” (Hassan 89). In some respects,
Montagu sets up her letters as a “debunking” of existing Orientalist accounts that depict Turkish
women as wanton, lascivious, and hypersexual. Calling their work “far remov’d from Truth and
so full of Absurditys,” she argues that the men who had written these accounts, such as Robert
Withers, Paul Rycaut, and Jean Dumont had certainly fictionalized them, since they would not
have been permitted access to the spaces they claimed to describe (Letter 37). Refuting the
exoticizing fantasies invented by these European men, Montagu writes that there “was not the least
wanton smile or immodest Gesture amongst ‘em” (Letter 26). Critics note that Montagu also seems
to challenge the notion that Turkish women are less empowered than British women; playing with
the direction of the gaze in travel writing, she presents herself as a foreign spectacle to the women
in the baths, imagining the way her restrictive Western garments must appear to them and quipping
that they must think she “was so lock’d up in that machine that it was not in [her] own power to
open it” (Letter 29; Bohls 37). Montagu compares the restrictive quality of her own garments to
the freedom she experiences in Turkish garb; when she dons the “the amask, the Turkish vail,”
Montagu notes how “easy” and “agreeable” the garment feels, and describes the pleasure of being
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able to travel the city “unmolested”—to be able to see, without being seen (Bohls 41). By
emphasizing her own Westernness as strange, and suggesting that her feminine attire and English
bourgeois propriety feels far more limiting than the attire and activities of Turkish women,
Montagu flips the script, both by unsettling the direction of the gaze in travel writing, and
challenging, at least in some places, the Orientalist stereotypes that dominated writing about the
East.
Montagu’s play with the power dynamics of travel writing, whereby she marks herself as
both aesthetic subject and object throughout the letters, dramatizes the tensions at work in her
position as author. Elizabeth Bohls argues that in these letters, Montagu “boldly occupies the
privileged position of the aesthetic subject, a position culturally prescribed as male” (37). Despite
her focus on many domestic and sartorial details and access to women’s spaces, the reception of
the letters once they made it into print indicates the extent to which occupying this subject position
could only be understood as a “masculine” move, even so many years after their composition;
Cynthia Lowenthal notes that the Monthly Review described Montagu’s prose as “masculine” in
character, asserting that there are “no pretty-nesses, no Ladyisms in these natural, easy familiar
Epistles” (72). In response, Narin Hassan suggests that this “masculine” quality of the letters has
to do with the way her writing was “already deeply inscribed by male Orientalist notions of what
it meant to see and to write about "Oriental" subjects” (94). Indeed, there are many moments that
undercut Montagu’s challenges to Orientalism, and as Hassan argues, it is key to not read the fact
that Montagu is a woman as synonymous with being “good” or an automatic disruption of
Orientalism (88). As she points out, Montagu’s focus on the “confining spaces” of the harem or
the baths are not simply “metaphors for her own confined authorial space” but also central to her
construction of Eastern femininity; her ability to enter spaces where men would never be permitted
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serves to bolster her own authority, and the value of her letters depends on her ability to describe
for her readers a culture that is fantastic and wildly different from her own (Hassan 92). Regardless
of the challenges Montagu poses to Orientalism via her play with notions of spectacle and
subjectivity, her work also reinscribes its logic as the very means by which she can access the
writerly authority so firmly tied to notions of masculine mobility.
In both the letters themselves and in the scholarship surrounding them, Montagu’s act of
occupying the position of the travel author/observer becomes literally an act of gender
transgression, or even cross-dressing, and gender ambiguity remains yoked with the
permissiveness of the Eastern world. For example, Bohls interprets a passage in which Montagu
describes some of the Turkish clothing she adopts as having “transvestite overtones” because the
author notes that she puts on “drawers instead of petticoat, a ‘wastcoat’ instead of a gown” (Bohls
42). This reading that emphasizes a possible masculine quality to the style of dress Montagu adopts
while abroad suggests that perhaps Bohls, as well as Montagu, associate Turkey with a licentious
and liberatory energy, particularly around gender and sexuality. As Bohls muses over this passage,
where Montagu seems unmoored both from femininity and Western-ness, “Does decentering
herself as a British subject give [Montagu] access to new ways of imagining a female self?” (42).
Turkey, its customs, and its distinct sartorial offerings becomes a means of “decentering” the
Western bourgeois femininity that stands in the way of her literary ambition: a foreign space where
gender and its attendant restrictions might be temporarily destabilized and a transformation of
body and mind might occur. It is this strategy that makes Montagu a compelling literary
interlocutor with Jan Morris, since Eastern space in general, and harem rhetoric in particular, are
central to Morris’s popular 1974 memoir of her transition.
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Historian Joanne Meyerowitz suggests that in the 1960s and 1970s, the mainstream press
continued to profit by printing stories on transsexuality, and Jan Morris, alongside professional
tennis player Renee Richards, essentially replaced Jorgensen as the next generation’s visible
mainstream representatives of white, middle-class acceptable trans femininity (Meyerowitz 277).
However, in contrast to Jorgensen’s instantaneous “blonde bombshell” image and enduring legacy
as a cabaret performer, Morris—also a former soldier—transitioned after having already
established a reputation as a travel writer, journalist and intellectual in Britain. Morris first rose to
prominence as a journalist in 1953, the same year Jorgensen returned to the U.S. from Denmark,
when she (as James Morris) won the assignment of covering the British Mount Everest Expedition
for The Times. Morris’s coverage of this momentous event, which involved Morris accompanying
the expedition, has been described as one of “the great journalistic coups of the twentieth century”;
in order to prevent her story from being stolen by other papers, she devised a code in order to
secretly communicate that Ed Hillary and Tenzing Norgay had reached the peak (Johns 2016). The
news of the expedition’s success reached London the night before Elizabeth II’s coronation—
securing Morris’s legacy as a writer at the same time Jorgensen, fresh from the terrible reviews of
her travel film screenings, was arriving to film the ceremony, with the hope of making a movie
about the queen. In the years following the Everest story, Morris began publishing a series of travel
books, documenting time spent in the Arab world, Spain, and Hong Kong, among other places,
and completing a Pax Britannica trilogy that chronicled the history of the British empire. Morris
is currently 92, and she has published over 50 volumes of travel writing, short stories, historical
works, essays, and memoir, including the 1974 memoir of her transition that this chapter examines,
Conundrum.
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As a result of her noted success as a writer in the years before she began her transition in
1964 and after returning from surgery in Casablanca in 1972, the reliance on the travel genre in
Conundrum accomplishes slightly different work than in the case of Jorgensen or Shelley and
Montagu centuries earlier. As Aizura notes, in her description of her journey to Casablanca to
receive gender affirming surgery, Morris constructs the city as “a location that, through its very
ambiance, transforms its transsexual visitors and renders them feminine” (Aizura 60). Aizura
groups Morris’s vision of Casablanca alongside the city’s role in autobiographies by Caroline
Cossey and Coccinelle, arguing that Casablanca is an “apt example of how racial and cultural
difference erupts in imaginaries of gender reassignment through an orientalizing discourse that
frames the locational backdrop of gender reassignment surgery as exotic and transformative” (60).
While Morris’s engagement with the conventions and dynamics of narrating a journey might not
exactly be a way to achieve newfound narrative authority, the stylistic and structural elements of
her genre work to authorize her femininity, to make it legible for a mainstream Western audience.
Just as Montagu’s writings on the harem have produced a variety of critical responses, with
some feminist writers asserting that she upholds the very stereotypes and power dynamics of
Orientalism that others claim she challeges, Morris, too, has inspired divergent readings of her
body of work in relation to gender, colonialism, and empire. Richard Phillips argues that Morris’s
transition “from manhood to womanhood” and from England to the colonized North Wales, where
she became involved with anti-imperialist politics, represent an
unsettling journey: from conventionally masculine and thoroughly establishment, imperial
adventures to a series of quieter and more complex stories and spaces, in which imperial
values and the imperial traveler are…destabilized and reinvented. (Philips 87).
While it may be the case that shifts in Morris’s politics and relationship to the project of narrating
empire are detectable over the course of her career, this reading also seems to reinforce the notion
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that white women and subjects marginalized by gender are automatically to be understood as
unsettling and destabilizing to imperialism. Similarly, in his analysis of Conundrum, Jay Prosser
reads Morris’s engagement with the Orientalist “founding myth of the West about the East’s
femininity” as a necessary means to establish her own “feminization” for her readers (qtd. in
Aizura). As Aizura argues, Prosser’s reading justifies Morris’s orientalism by emphasizing this
identification as part of “the desire of the transsexual subject for recognition”—a move which fails
to account for the way racial difference functions in the memoir (Aizura 74). Ultimately, Aizura
underscores the extent to which Morris’s imperialist rhetoric has sometimes been overlooked as a
result of her status as woman and transsexual. Placing Morris in conversation with white women
travel writers like Montagu, who similarly occupied complex relationships to empire and engaged
with metaphors of the harem in order to narrate stories of gender and bodily crossings, further
highlights the way these rhetorical strategies function in her text.
In Conundrum, Morris engages with the metaphorical resonance of the Arab world in
general, and the harem in particular, throughout narrating her transition and the pivotal scene of
receiving her gender affirming surgery in Casablanca. Though she does not name Montagu as a
literary foremother, or locate herself specifically within a narrative tradition of women travel
authors, she does make it clear that the conventions of her genre seem to have prepared her to
narrate her own identity through the contrasts occasioned by observing others who are different
from her. Early in Conundrum, explaining that before receiving the diagnosis of transsexuality,
she felt she had no identity at all, Morris invokes the author she describes as her literary master, a
19th-century British travel writer named Alexander Kinglake, author of Eothen; or traces of travel
brought home from the East (1844). She writes:
[Kinglake] discusses the effect upon the traveler of a journey in the East…He thought of
[identity], I am sure, as an entity—the fact of what one is. The dictionary collates it also
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with oneness, and with “the condition or fact that a person or thing is itself and is not
something else.” (Morris 41)
As Morris suggests, the Western traveler knows that she is herself and “not something else” by
differentiating herself from others, especially against the backdrop of the strangeness of the
Eastern landscape and its inhabitants. Her words here resonate alongside Said’s argument that “the
Orient has helped to define Europe (or the West) as its contrasting image, idea, personality,
experience” (2). In a 1991 symposium on travel writing, Morris further downplays the role of self
inquiry in travel writing (“Everybody always thinks that my career [as a travel writer] has been
one long search for self, but I never found it so…Certainly..I have been an observer above all”)
and then ultimately affirms the way the contrasting images typical of travel narrative prove
especially effective for self-narration: “Perhaps, one is searching for, if not one's own self, the
opposite of one's self,” she continues, “[travel writing] provides you with ready-made characters,
it provides you with kind of a plot, it provides you with scenes and settings…as well as individual
people. And it also offers contrast” (Moskal 235). 37 This moment, where Morris frames the
“contrast” and structure available in travel writing as central to the genre, seems to echo Shelley’s
notion of the advancing “science of self-knowledge” via “study[ing] the minds of others” —a
move that she sees as necessary for women writers of her particular moment to create that powerful
and imaginative I (Moskal 237). And, as with Shelley and Montagu, this moment seems especially
concerned with the problem of translating oneself when it is difficult to represent your subjectivity
in writing.
Throughout Conundrum, Morris draws on her experiences in the East, constructing this
foreign space as integral to her ability to understand herself as a transgender person—and therefore
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In another moment binding these disparate texts and authors together, I first encountered these Morris
quotations in the epigraph of Jeanne Moskal’s essay on Mary Shelley’s travel writing.
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also drawing on the exotic resonance of the space to make her differences visible to her mainstream
readers. As she writes of her time working for the Arab News Agency, she and the other journalists
contrasted “the realities of Cairo” with “the strange little world of our own upstairs,” where they
could “forget the scuffed shoes and the stained tarboosh, forget the swarming children and the
skinny black veiled wife…forget even our sexual ambiguities and lose ourselves” (Morris 77).
This sense of “losing oneself” —surrendering to the noise, the scuffs and stains, the exotic veiled
woman—and forgetting your anxiety about gender or sexual differences that set you apart in the
Western world, relies upon a notion of the East as licentious, chaotic, freeing in its indulgences in
pleasure and perversity. As Morris puts it, her experiences in Cairo allowed her to experience “for
the first time a curious acceptance or absorption which was to bind [her] for many years to the
Muslim countries of the East, and play…a decisive part in [her] small destiny” (Morris 78).
Ultimately, Morris credits her time in the East with providing the contrastive backdrop that allows
her to begin to understand herself, safely associating her “sexual ambiguities” with the permissive
chaos of the non-West.
Morris continues to draw on the backdrop afforded by mythologies surrounding foreign
space in her narration of receiving surgery in Casablanca. She imbues the continent she intends to
visit with magical healing properties as she describes flying “away to Africa, where [she] had
found solace before, and knew of a magician now” (Morris 134). However, perhaps most pertinent
for this chapter is Morris’s depiction of arriving at the clinic:
The clinic was not as I imagined it. I had rather hoped for something smoky in the bazaar,
but it turned out to be in one of the grander modern parts of the city...I paid the money, all
in advance, and I signed the usual form absolving Dr. B–– from any responsibility if he
happened to make a mess of it, and clutching my suitcase...I was led along corridors and
up staircases into the inner premises of the clinic. The atmosphere thickened as we
proceeded. The rooms became more heavily curtained, more velvety, more voluptuous.
Portrait busts appeared, I think, and there was a hint of heavy perfume. Presently I saw,
advancing upon me through the dim alcoves of this retreat, which distinctly suggested to
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me the allure of a harem, a figure no less recognizably odalesque. [sic] It was Madame B–
–. She was dressed in a long white robe, tasseled I think around the waist, which subtly
managed to combine the luxuriance of a caftan with the hygiene of a nurse's uniform, and
she was blonde herself, and carefully mysterious (137-8).
Despite the fact that, as Morris notes, the clinic is not “something smoky in the bazaar,” here the
space she enters and the nurse who guides her are both highly exoticized and feminized via the
standard associations with decadent and alluring Eastern femininity. The rooms are perfumed,
voluptuous, velvety, dim, and Madame B. herself becomes odalisque, mysterious and luxurious in
her robes. While for Montagu, her entrance into the harem space marks the legitimacy of her
authorship—she has entered a space where no men are permitted and thus can describe it, finally,
in accuracy—for Morris, the allusion to the harem marks her entrance to womanhood. In her white
“caftan”-like robe, Madame B., as an attendant in the seraglio, welcomes her to this perfumed and
exotic space exclusive to women; the “hygienic” quality of that robe reminds us that this entrance
is made possible through the approval of medical authorities. In this passage, as with Montagu in
the baths, feeling her Western garments as strange and restrictive through the eyes of the nude
Turkish women, Morris plays with the dynamics of the gaze in the travel genre. She constructs
herself as both observer and spectacle; she is at once the subject, in control of her narrative of the
east, and the object, objectified by the gaze of the medical professionals she must submit to.
In “The Empire Strikes Back: A Post-Transsexual Manifesto,” Sandy Stone critiques
Morris’s depiction of her transition generally, and this passage in particular, for the way it, like
other mainstream constructions of transition, offers readers the transformation of “unambiguous
men” to “unambiguous women” with “no territory in between,” placing excessive emphasis on
surgery as a single moment of transformation. As she puts it: “Exit James Morris, enter Jan Morris,
through the intervention of late 20th century medical practices in this wonderfully ‘oriental,’
almost religious narrative of transformation” (152). Though she doesn’t explicitly make the
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connection between Morris’s imperialist genre toolkit and the title of her essay, it’s important to
note that in this essay, Stone is responding to accusations of trans women being invaders,
colonizers of space. “The Empire Strikes Back” refers to the fact that Stone is in dialogue with
Janice Raymond’s The Transsexual Empire: The Making Of The She-Male (1979), in which
Raymond actually names Stone in particular in order to argue that, as Stone summarizes it,
“transsexuals are constructs of an evil phallocratic empire...designed to invade women's spaces
and appropriate women's power” (Stone 145). Like Montagu and Morris, Raymond also turns to
the metaphor of the harem—suggesting that in this scenario, trans women are eunuchs, who
occupy a position of power, functioning as “keepers of women” (105). Her trans exclusionary
rhetoric, which asserts that trans women are not really women at all, simultaneously perpetuates
the kind of image of the women in the seraglio that Montagu sought to dispute and that Morris,
too, avoids reconstructing. While Raymond constructs Turkish women as victimized and
disempowered within their own cultural practices and spaces, Montagu and Morris similarly see
the harem as a liberatory and powerful image; it’s an appealingly beautiful—if extremely
appropriative, given their whiteness—metaphoric space for their expressions of gender.
Though Stone does not explicitly connect the Orientalism of Morris’s rhetoric to her
position as a white, Western traveler, she reminds us that the oversimplified depictions of transition
that appear in autobiographical accounts like Conundrum have been shaped in anticipation of
reactions just like Raymond’s—by the gatekeeping diagnostic criteria that trans people must
adhere to in order to access hormones or surgery and the intense scrutiny of a cisheteronormative
gaze. It is no wonder popular autobiographical accounts, which often collapse all complexities of
transition, have drawn the ire and suspicion of cis feminists, she notes. But, as she reminds her
readers, when we scoff at such accounts, when we criticize their tendency to deploy “magical”
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transitions (or, in this case, “exotic” journeys that stand in for somatic experiences) we always
must ask ourselves “for whom [such a subject] is constructed? Under whose gaze [does] her text
fall?” (156).

Conclusion
Stone’s questions about where the gaze falls, and who transgender subjects are constructed
for in mainstream writing continue to be useful. Reliance on trans journey tropes that invoke an
exoticized and foreign “other” to tell stories of gender crossing remain pervasive in mainstream
writings both by and about white transgender subjects. In April 2019, Jennifer Finney Boylan
published an essay entitled “Is Being Trans like Being an Immigrant?” in the New York Times,
arguing that “both [experiences] involve a journey” and “both [populations] are assault by [the
Trump] administration.” She writes:
Comparing the trans experience to those of other marginalized groups is awkward,
and not least because gender and race and poverty have different, if entwined histories. We
conflate them at our peril.
Still, the narrative of migration can provide a helpful metaphor for the lives of some
trans folks. This isn’t true for all of us, to be sure. But for someone who transitioned
midlife, like me, it works pretty well.
I’m 60 years old now. I was 40 when I set out on the dangerous crossing that led
from the place where I was born to these green fields of womanhood.
From my earliest memory, the old country — so to speak — felt like a foreign
place; for me it was, at least at times, a place of hunger. I knew that if I stayed in the country
where I was born — dear old BoyLand — I would never survive. And so I set
out for this new land, the place I’d been dreaming of, one way or another, since I was 6
years old. In 2000, when I came out, I finally got my green card.
Though Boylan acknowledges that it is perilous to conflate such vastly different experiences of
marginalization in the United States, it doesn’t stop her from doing just that—a move that is
perhaps unsurprising considering the working title for her 2004 memoir She’s Not There was
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“Gender Immigrant.” In the passage above, then, we might understand Boylan to be furthering a
favorite rhetorical strategy of hers; it is worth noting that in She’s Not There, she also consistently
refers to the small Wisconsin town to which she travels for gender-affirming surgery as “Egypt.”
Here, while briefly gesturing to the fact that being an immigrant is, of course, a separate plight,
she quickly transforms that narrative from into a “metaphor” that serves her own purposes,
equating her early understandings of her identity with the feeling of being in a “foreign land,” and
the process of coming out with that of receiving a “green card.”
In addition to reducing the violent and terrifying lived experiences of immigrants into a
“helpful” metaphor, Boylan’s work here underscores the extent to which this dominant narrative
has contributed to the erasure of the experiences of transgender and gender nonconforming
immigrants and people of color whose bodies and experiences do not map on to the geographic
and gender binaries that are often visible travel narrative structure. As Tagalog trans writer and
activist b. binaohan writes in her critique of current “Transgender 101” texts, “white attempts to
explain, educate and reduce the complexity of a complex subject for those who oppress
us…ultimately ends up normalizing one way to conceptualize gender. One way for it to be
articulated. One narrative. One story” (5). While this chapter suggests that placing writers like
Jorgensen and Morris in conversation with a lineage of white women writers illuminates some of
the complexities at work in their efforts to forge voices as women and as travelers, we must also
interrogate these similarities for the way their popularity and legibility for a cisgender audience
has contributed to the marginalization of other voices.
In her work on women’s travel writing, Sidonie Smith describes a genre forged by the
masculine privilege of both mobility and authoritative subjectivity, asking: “if traveling, being on
the road, makes a man a man…what does it make of a woman, who is at once a subject as home
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and a subject at home?” (xi). Smith’s question proves poignant in conceptualizing the ways
transgender remains linked to gendered plots of movement, of narrative and embodied closure
achieved through travel metaphor. We might ask, if traveling makes a transgender subject a woman
or a man, how do we understand the stories of trans subjects, gender non-conforming subjects, or
people of color whose position as home or as traveler has not been visible in mainstream literary
and autobiographical discourse?
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Chapter 4: “Sketches of Life”: Cut-and-Paste Practices of Aesthetic Resistance in
Transvestia Magazine

In January of 1960 in Los Angeles, Virginia Prince, a heterosexual transvestite with a Ph.D.
in pharmacology, published the first issue of Transvestia magazine. This new, more ambitious
venture had its roots in a newsletter she had first assembled almost a decade earlier in 1952. Susan
Stryker describes this first publication, which Prince called Transvestia: The Journal of the
American Society for Equality in Dress, as the “first overtly political transgender publication in
U.S. history,” (Transgender History 47). As she had with the first newsletter, Prince sent issue one
of Transvestia magazine to a mailing list she had assembled largely through contacts from Louise
Lawrence, an early transgender community leader, who had begun building an impressive
correspondence network of trans and gender nonconforming people in the 1940s. In 1960, 25
people subscribed to this inaugural issue of Transvestia. Each paid four dollars to offset the editor’s
printing costs.
As Prince announces in the introductory pages, her magazine had three major objectives.
The first was “to provide EXPRESSION for those interested in the subjects of exotic and unusual
dress and fashion.” The publication sought to combat feelings of isolation and misery by creating
a space where members of an emerging community of trans people, especially those interested in
dressing in feminine attire, could connect with others who shared their experiences; as she
elaborates in her rationale for the first issue: “It is not only interesting and satisfying to learn that
we are not alone in our non-conformity but it can be…a real psychologically stabilizing
experience.” The second and third objectives were “to provide INFORMATION to those who,
through ignorance, condemn that which they do not understand, and to provide EDUCATION for
those who see evil where none exists.” In this respect, Transvestia shares much with the major
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homophile publications of the period, like the Mattachine Society’s Mattachine Review and the
Daughters of Bilitis’s The Ladder, both of which sought to combat the isolation of their readers
while also teaching the straight world that homosexuals were really very normal and reasonable
after all—thus reinforcing the importance of conformity to their readers (D’Emilio 109).
However, Transvestia has received considerably less critical attention than these
contemporary lesbian and gay periodicals. This lack of consideration might, in part, be explained
by Prince’s reputation for rigidity and extreme intolerance; while the magazine’s first objective
seemed to promise a space of expression for gender nonconformists, Prince ultimately pursued the
agenda of the remaining objectives through a politics of exclusion. As readership grew, she sought
to establish the legitimacy of transvestism (TV) by distancing it from homosexuality and
transsexuality, casting these identities as problems of sexual deviancy in order to frame
transvestism as a harmless desire to access a fuller range of gender expression. In a 1963 issue,
Prince pointedly notes that Transvestia is “dedicated to the needs of the sexually normal individual
who has discovered the existance [sic] or his or her ‘other side’ and seeks to express it,” and later,
in 1968 this note becomes even more explicit with a parenthetical revision stating that the
magazine is “dedicated to the needs of the sexually (that’s heterosexual) normal individual” (Ekins
and King 7). Additionally, Prince worked to prevent transsexuals and homosexuals from accessing
membership to the Foundation for Full Personality Expression (FPE), the national organization for
transvestites that had sprung to life through the magazine’s subscription list.38
Prince’s efforts to restrict membership to her social organization and maintain a targeted
focus on the needs of the heterosexual transvestite are complicated by the fact that by 1968, she
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Readers could apply to join FPE after reading 5 or more issues of Transvestia, but acceptance was
dependent on their responses to an application, their ability to pay dues, and a “personal interview” with a
counselor in their area. Counselors were reportedly told to reject homosexuals, transsexuals, people who were
interested in BDSM and other “emotionally disturbed people” (Feinbloom 1976: 62, qtd in Ekins and King 9).
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had transitioned to living as a woman full-time. Though she maintained an intolerant stance on sex
reassignment surgery—referring to it at one point as a “communicable disease”—she forged a new
identity as a “transgenderist,” a term she began using to refer to people like herself, who
transitioned without having surgical or using hormones (Ekins and King 1). “I...crossed the gender
line completely,” she explained in 1979, “and I have lived as a woman ever since” (Prince,
“Charles to Virginia” 172). As Prince’s own shift in identification illustrates, despite attempts to
regulate readership, the magazine’s content spoke to a wide range of trans and gender
nonconforming people and thus likely reached a readership whose identities were, like Prince’s,
in flux—especially as the magazine offered them with more opportunities to connect with others,
access information, and develop new language to describe their experiences outside of the
dominant frameworks of medical discourse.
Focus on Prince’s biography and polemics often overshadow the significance of the
magazine itself. Though Prince’s politics often prove unsavory to the modern reader, the magazine
deserves critical attention because of its crucial function as a site that encouraged readers to
participate in conversations about their gender experiences and desires and created an
unprecedented forum for constructing self-fashioned identities. As Susan Stryker argues, by
publishing Transvestia Prince brought “a furtive transgender community into the light of
day…[and provided] a public point of contact for people seeking to join that community”
(“Foreword” xi). It is worth noting that serving as this “public point of contact” came with great
personal risk; at the time of Transvestia’s publication, it was considered a federal crime to
distribute materials about crossdressing through the mail. In the mid 1960s, Prince was arrested
and pled guilty to “sending obscene materials through the post,” and according to personal
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correspondence, she was placed on probation for five years and warned that she would serve time
if she cross-dressed publicly.
Prince was undeterred, and the magazine, which was published six times a year under
Prince’s direction until 1980, printed 100 issues before it halted production. In addition to finding
its way to subscribers across the United States, Transvestia reportedly reached readers in England,
Scandinavia, and Australia as early as 1961 (Ekins and King 8). Prince’s Chevalier Press also
published many offshoot publications launched by advertising in Transvestia, including Femme
Mirror (a chattier newsletter and “gossip sheet” companion to the magazine), TV Clipsheet (a
collaged collection of news clippings sent in by readers of Transvestia on the subjects of
transvestism, transsexuality, female impersonation, cross-dressing, and gender variant behavior),
and one-off illustrated short works of fiction such as I am a Male Actress (1963) and Double Switch
(1964), the latter of which was discussed in chapter two.
Like the Clipsheet and Femme Mirror, the pages of Transvestia were composed primarily
of materials submitted by readers. In her original “proposed layout,” Prince outlines several types
of submissions she hopes to receive. Alongside an “editorial section” that she sets aside for her
own ruminations, she envisions the magazine featuring short stories, longer serial stories that
would span several issues, a section for readers’ wives to share their perspectives on their partner’s
attraction to feminine attire, a theoretical section inviting comments and discussion around what
leads people to transvestism, and a question box that would pose a discussion question to readers
in order to generate dialogue for the following issue. In addition to these outlined sections, Prince
included reprintings of relevant articles in medical journals (accompanied by her own
commentary) and filled empty spaces in the magazine’s layout with collaged cartoons, in which
mainstream cartoon illustrations were re-captioned to reflect the experiences of trans readers. In
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issue 5, Prince instituted a “girl of the month” feature, printing photo spreads and personal
narratives of select readers. By 1963, Prince’s revised “Publication Policy” invites subscribers to
submit “case histories, true experiences, fictional stories, articles of opinion, poems and pictures,”
and the magazine contained a person-to-person ad section, as well as regular columns on social
gatherings of readers. Throughout the magazine’s run, emphasis was placed on the importance of
collecting and documenting the images and narratives of Transvestia’s subscribers, and annotating
all medical, popular, and theoretical materials understood to be relevant to this community of
readers.
In this chapter, I draw on my research at the Transgender Archives at the University of
Victoria, the Special Collections at Yale University, and the Digital Transgender Archives, in order
to examine the way Transvestia magazine, and its attendant newsletters Femme Mirror and TV
Clipsheet, contributed to the formation of vital trans networks and functioned as a space where
members of a marginalized gender community could create content that not only spoke to their
experiences but also enabled them to create self-representations on their own terms. In particular,
I examine the magazine’s impulse towards collecting and preserving narratives and images, as
well as its cut-and-paste editorial and artistic practices, such as reprinting medical articles with
editorial commentary in brackets, the printing of “cover girl” images and “case histories”
submitted by readers, and the inclusion of cartoon drawings of cisgender women, cut from
mainstream publications and pasted with captions that reframe the images as reflecting the lives
of trans women and gender nonconforming people.
The cut-and-paste practices employed across Prince’s publications ultimately enabled the
magazine’s editor and contributors to challenge medical models of transvestism and
transsexuality—both through explicit critique that enabled them to occupy the position of
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“experts” and by collecting and circulating fictional narratives, personal histories, and images that
existed outside of the confines of the medical community’s official archive. By reading these
decisions as vital aesthetic forms of resistance, in this chapter I argue that Transvestia is an
important site for historicizing trans cultural production, especially in terms of the magazine’s
engagement with mainstream art, media and narratives.

“Cut-and-Paste Archives”: Collaging and Collecting in Context
Critics have already explored the significance of collage and cut-and-paste aesthetics and
practices to articulate, construct, and inhabit trans identities in cultural productions by trans people
in the 1990s and beyond. For example, in her 1994 landmark memoir Gender Outlaw, Kate
Bornstein identifies the hyrbidity of collage as key to both her trans fashion and to the genre of
writing she hoped to forge: “My identity as a transsexual lesbian whose female lesbian lover
transitioned to gay male is manifest in my fashion statement—both my identity and fashion are
based on collage. You know—a little bit from here, a little bit from there? Sort of a cut-and-paste
thing” (3). Bornstein sees collage as the ideal means to forge an identity beyond the binary, a genre
that enables her to mix and re-mix various images and signifiers to construct herself according to
her own rules. This notion of a DIY genre, forged from cutting, pasting, collaging, and re-creating
also brings to mind the punk ethos of zines. These handcrafted and privately distributed
publications offer marginalized individuals, including queer and trans people, an important avenue
for self-expression and community building. Zines like Gender Trash from Hell (1993) and Girly
#5 (1996) illustrate the way in which this genre allowed contributors to reframe existing images
and text to construct new narratives by juxtaposing these materials with their own commentary.
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Figure 1: Zines from the 1990s illustrate trans DIY collage practices (Phillippa; Mona X).
Critical conversations around scrapbooking and collecting in American culture further
underscore the way cutting and pasting, as well as saving and re-circulating various forms of
media, can be understood as vital forms of self-expression. In Scrapbooking: an American History,
Jessica Helfand similarly links scrapbooking to current digital practices, arguing that the items that
people save can tell us much about them, especially in cases where language proves inadequate to
name and describe experiences. She writes:
Why did people feel compelled to save the things they did? What did they value, and
question, and believe about themselves and the world around them? And how did the things
they saved express what they themselves, for whatever reason, could not say in words?
The scrapbook was the original open-source technology, a unique form of self-expression
that celebrated visual sampling, culture mixing, and the appropriation and redistribution of
existing media...as a genre unto themselves, scrapbooks represent a fascinating yet virtually
unexplored visual vernacular, a world of makeshift means and primitive methods, of
gestural madness and unruly visions, of piety and poetry, and a million private
plagiarisms…(xvii)
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Helfand notes that scrapbooks allow creators to sample and appropriate existing media in order to
tell new stories about themselves—and to identify new languages, both visual and textual, with
which to construct those stories. Of particular importance here is the notion of the genre’s
“appropriation and redistribution” of existing materials. By removing items from their original
context and placing clippings, photographs, drawings, and objects in conversation with one
another, scrapbooks make it possible to forge complex forms of expression that transform the
meanings of the original items. Similarly, in her analysis of scrapbooks and souvenirs, Susan
Stewart suggests that “collections” can be understood as a “form of art as play, a form involving
the reframing of objects within a world of attention and manipulation of context...its function is
not the restoration of context of origin but rather the creation of a new context” (151-2). These
critical approaches to scrapbooking and collecting provide a compelling frame for thinking about
the ways trans people engage with and reframe existing discourse, imagery and experiences of
embodiment in order to create space to refashion and reimagine their bodies and narratives.
Technology and social media have had a profound impact on the way trans individuals
collect, re-mix and annotate existing media in the service of forging identity. Marty Fink and Quinn
Miller explore the blogging platform Tumblr as a key site for the construction and circulation of
digital self-representation by trans users and a vital space for building trans networks online. Fink
and Miller quote Howard Rheingold in order to establish why Tumblr’s unique blogging platform
is especially significant for trans users who seek to construct an aesthetic and political identity that
pulls from a wide range of visual and theoretical materials, both from mainstream sources (fashion,
film, etc.) and via trans writers and artists: “Tumblr differs from first-wave blogging . . . by
enabling people to express themselves by reblogging material they see elsewhere in a kind of
collage of found social objects that reflect their vision or taste” (2012, 140). Like Bornstein’s
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methodology of creating both a sense of personal style and a new autobiographical form by pulling
“a little bit from here, a little bit from there,” trans users on Tumblr create and disseminate digital
selves by compiling collections: “reblogging” and annotating images already posted on Tumblr or
from a number of other sites.
Arguing that “queer trans people have a strong tradition of using peripheral forms of
cultural production to break isolation and establish community,” Fink and Miller also forge a
connection between these digital Tumblr collections and the “scrapbooking” undertaken by trans
people in the 1950s when stories about Christine Jorgensen and others began to feature
prominently in the mainstream press (619). They write:
Joanne Meyerowitz shows how, in the post-World War II era, trans people
scrapbooked and collaged images of Christine Jorgensen, the blonde bombshell poster
woman for American access to gender affirming surgeries (1998, 175)...as trans people
reimagined Jorgensen’s image through their own cut-and-paste archives, she came to
represent new possibilities for trans representation, as well as for previously unrepresented
embodiments and desires.
As Meyerowitz suggests, popular media and trans people’s responses to it allows
us to retrieve trans history from the lexicon of the medical industry though a re-circulation
of dominant media production by trans people themselves (Fink and Miller 620).
As Fink and Miller note, Meyerowitz’s examination of personal scrapbooks preserved at the
Kinsey Institute underscores the way in which this practice of creating and building personal
archives out of newspaper clippings offered trans people the opportunity to access new language
and imagine new corporeal possibilities for their futures. Placing the blogging platform in
conversation with these midcentury scrapbooks, Fink and Miller argue that trans cultural
production on Tumblr can be understood as a continuation of this tradition of preserving, remixing,
annotating, and scrapbooking, and that examining the way trans people engage with dominant
media in order to tell their own stories is crucial to writing the history of trans lives.
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This attention to the significance of scrapbooking, collaging, and collecting has rich
implications for examining Transvestia and its surrounding publications. Prince’s TV Clipsheet,
launched by May 1960, offers the most immediately visible link to this critical conversation; in
producing this supplementary publication, Prince emulated the genre of the personal trans
scrapbook by compiling clippings sent in by readers, and collaging them for distribution within
their circle. In her advertisement for this new publication in Transvestia’s third issue, she writes
that its “purpose is to provide material for scrap books that might not otherwise be available,”
which suggests that she not only thought of Clipsheet as a way to formalize and distribute the
private genre of the scrapbook, but also as a means of enriching individual, private collections of
clippings and photos by increasing the bank of materials available to all readers (“Advertising
Section and Subscription Information” 78).

Figure 2: Issues #2 and #6 of TV Clipsheet (1961; 1960).
Three years into printing this “little sister” companion to Transvestia, Prince announced
that interest in TV Clipsheet had waned and her announcement of its discontinuation provides
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further insight into her relationship to scrapbooking and her vision of expanding this work into a
community practice:
In my younger days, I used to collect clippings of anything having to do with
impersonation, whether it was criminal, homosexual (as at drag balls), transsexual (as with
Christine) or on rare occasions transvestic. I did this because it enabled me to live out some
of my desires vicariously. When I started [Transvestia], and knowing that many others had
done as I had and collected clippings, I decided to start a clipping service in which we
could all see the clippings if they were sent in and copied. This began the Clipsheet.
However, I hadn’t reckoned on the pacifying and soothing effects of Transvestia. I am very
complimented that it has had such effects, but they have spelled the death knell of the
Clipsheet. What I mean is that as readers became aware that they are not alone, got out of
the locked room, began to understand and accept themselves and generally got the
pressures under control, the need for vicarious experience lessened. Thus the need for the
Clipsheet lessened too. (“Discontinuation” 77)
Prince notes the way collecting clippings and photographs, even those more peripherally related
to her identity as a transvestite, enabled her to envision new possibilities for her life, even if she
was—at that moment—living only “vicariously,” via the experience of compiling and arranging
mainstream press coverage and images of trans people. Though here Prince asserts that
Transvestia’s content supplants the Clipsheet by ending isolation and making this activity less
relevant and appealing, the latter actually continued long after she threatened to stop printing it,
reaching almost 40 issues.
The Clipsheet was offered as a separate, minor publication, but Prince’s early practices as
a scrapbooker provide crucial context for the cut-and-paste and collecting approaches that are also
at work in the formal magazine. Transvestia, like the midcentury scrapbooks Meyerowitz and Fink
and Miller describe, demonstrates that the way trans subjects engaged with dominant narratives
and images surrounding their experiences, especially those produced by cisgender people, offer an
important look at the alternative history trans people were constructing for themselves.
Historicizing this practice of collecting, cutting-and-pasting, and reproducing illuminates new
lineages and forms of trans storytelling and resistance.
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“Present[ing] your side of the story”: Talking Back in Transvestia
At the time of Transvestia’s publication, many Americans could only find information
about transvestism, transsexuality, and cross-gender identification through sensationalized
coverage in the popular press, titillating pulp paperbacks, or medical journals. While trans people
frequently collected news clippings and pulps, journals were not as easily accessible to those
outside of academic and medical circles, and in the case of all three of these potential resources,
readers encountered writings that were about trans people, but of course, not written by trans
people themselves.
Prince herself was first introduced to the language to describe her desires and identification
through the presentation of several psychiatric case histories, including a presentation on
transvestism by transgender pioneer Louise Lawrence, at the University of California, San
Francisco, where Prince worked as a postdoctoral research assistant after earning a Ph.D. in
pharmacology in 1939 (Stryker, “Foreword” xi). From the first issue of Transvestia, Prince argues
that trans voices needed to become more active in the official discourse unfolding about
transvestism and transsexuality. She recognized that many trans people did not have access to
medical libraries and journals, and so she decided to take it upon herself to reprint and distribute
relevant articles for her subscribers. Not only was this especially helpful for filing space in early
issues, as she worked to encourage readers to submit their own articles, but it also fulfilled her
mission to create a magazine that would be educational and let readers know that they were not
alone in their compulsion towards the feminine.
However, Prince did not always include the articles simply to be informative; she was not
envisioning circulating these materials to a passive audience. Rather than framing the publications
as the voices of the “experts” who might offer explanations to “patients,” Prince actively
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encouraged readers to review these texts with a critical eye and to respond with personal
experiences that might challenge these “official” findings. This notion of Transvestia as a space
for collecting, annotating and talking back, particularly in response to inadequate or misinformed
medical literature, is clear from the start. As Prince puts it in an Editor’s Comment printed in the
very first issue:

Figure 3: Prince’s call for submissions in Issue 1 (“Editor’s Comment” 44).
Here Prince encourages readers to submit writings about their own experiences with feminine
identification and dress, to share their own theories and interpretations in order to build a body of
work—a collection of stories—that will not only combat their sense of alienation but also pose a
challenge to the official record (“Editor’s Comment” 44). As she elaborates in a “Purpose”
statement first printed in issue three, Prince designed Transvestia “with the idea of service as well
as entertainment,” with a greater emphasis on the former. “Let’s make [the magazine] useful,” she
urges, “If you can put down your own introspective interpretations of what made you the way you
are, put that into an article” (3). This solicitation of life stories and theories of cause clearly led to
the development of Prince’s cover girl feature, which I will return to in the next section.
By removing medical articles from their official, peer-reviewed context and transposing
them into the DIY typed and photocopied pages of Transvestia, as editor, Prince created a space
in which readers could be on equal footing with medical professionals and center their own voices.
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Further, Prince modeled a form of resistant reading by including her own commentary in brackets
throughout the reprinted journal articles, making her interruptions visible to her readers. The first
example of Prince’s practice of reprinting medical articles with her own commentary appears in
issue 3 with the publication of Dr. Lukianowicz’s article “Survey of Various Aspects of
Transvestism in Light of our Present Knowledge,” which, as Prince notes was originally published
in a 1959 issue of the Journal of Nervous and Mental Diseases. Prince introduces her intention
with the format in between double parentheses after typing the author name and title, announcing
that in addition to this prefacing editor’s note—which foregrounds the significance of Transvestia
providing readers with access to medical literature that they might not otherwise encounter—she
also intends to “intersperse comments as warranted.” She concludes the note instructing readers to
respond to the article with their own feedback, promising to print the letters in a future issue.

Figure 4: Prince’s editorial interventions (“Survey” 29).
Because of the article’s length—and perhaps also because of her anxiety regarding reprinting the article without permission—Prince splits the article across three issues. Throughout
her typing of the article, she interrupts Lukianowicz’s claims, inserting her own block quotes
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encapsulated within double parentheses in order to pose challenges to his interpretations, point
out problematic conflations of identities, and identify critical gaps in his research. For example,
Prince disagrees with Lukianowicz’s assertion that “transsexualism is a typically male sexual
deviation” and suggests that many conclusions drawn by medical professionals are incorrect
because these claims are based on “inferior or inadequate case histories” (49).

Figure 5: Prince’s parenthetical revisions (“Survey, continued” 49).
In direct contradiction to this point, Prince supplies her own data, including anecdotal evidence
about a couple that she is acquainted with, where one partner inhabits a male identity full-time and
has accessed surgery. (It’s worth noting that this story sounds quite a lot like the plot of Double
Switch, the anonymously authored novella printed by Prince’s press that I discussed in Chapter 2).
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Prince takes issue with the essay’s erasure of “female transsexuals,” by which she means trans
men or transmasculine-identified people. As this article illustrates, transmasculine people were
often invisible in mainstream and medical discourse in the period, and throughout the 60s doctors
debated whether or not the category of transsexual could be extended to include individuals who
were assigned female at birth. In light of this history, Prince’s assertion of the article’s flaws, based
on her own experiences with transmasculine people in her network, is especially significant.39

Figure 6: Prince introduces counterevidence (“Survey” 30-33).
In the two examples above, Prince again interrupts her typed transcription of the article in
order to point out flaws in the researchers’ data pools and to push back at their attempts to

39

However, correspondence from the late 1970s and early 80s between Prince and Lou Sullivan, a trans
activist who identified as a gay man, reveals she had a lot of difficulty wrapping her mind around his
identity. For instance, she refers to him as “lady,” questions how he could possibly be gay without “a
penis...the principle object of interest to gay males,” and suggests that he seek out heterosexual men who
might “buy the gender change” but still “make out with you as anatomy dictates” (“Correspondence”).
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taxonomize different types of transvestites according to sexuality. In the first example, Prince calls
attention to the author’s citation of a supposedly “excellent” and expansive “survey of transvestism
(in history, literature and ethnography, covering almost a century (1839-1935)” that managed to
turn up only 69 cases by 29 authors, though 76 additional instances occur between 1933-1955 (30).
In her parenthetical intrusion, Prince notes what a small number this is, given the vast span of time,
stating that she already has that many contacts with TVs through the Transvestia subscription list.
While the remainder of her argument falls back on the kind of assimilationist logic that she
especially deploys to distance TVs from transsexuals or fetishists—she reasons that doctors have
an inaccurate idea about the number of TVs who exist because they only encounter disturbed
people and transvestites are normal—her point that researchers are way off base in their estimates
is both true and compelling here. In the second example, Prince takes a direct shot at doctors in
response to the article’s work to differentiate between heterosexual, homosexual, and autosexual
transvestites. “I’m sure we could classify Drs. into homo, bi, hetero, and auto-sexual, too,” she
retorts, “but would it help us to distinguish an M.D. from a lawyer?”
In reading Prince’s responses to the literature published by medical professionals, it is
important to remember that she was not exactly a layperson but highly educated, with an advanced
degree of her own in a medical field. Prince had, in fact, published her own research on the
differences between homosexuality, transvestism, and transsexualism in a 1957 issue of the
American Journey of Psychiatry. However, the essay was prefaced by a “preamble” penned by
Harry Benjamin, who vouches for Prince:
The author of this article has a Ph.D. degree in a biological science. He is also a lay student
of psychology. Yet, his competence to write on a sexological subject may be questioned
were it not for the fact that Dr. Prince is a transvestite himself and has been since about his
12th year. His sexual orientation is strictly heterosexual. He has a child by a previous
marriage and is presently very happily married to a woman who knows and understands
his problem.
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Dr. Prince is known to me personally. I have met him in his male as well as his
female role. I have had lengthy and stimulating discussions with him. He is highly educated
with a fine cultural background.
Having studied his own case and many others of the same type, and having read
extensively on the subject, Dr. Prince feels he has something of value to offer…
…[S]ince his theories seem to me to be plausible enough as an attempt to elaborate on
psychological conditioning, they are herewith presented to a forum of psychoanalysts and
psychologists (“Homosexuality, Transvestism, and Transsexualism” 21).
Benjamin’s note at first seems designed to defend Prince contributing to a psychiatric professional
journal when her degree is in a peripheral field; he justifies the significance of her contribution by
stressing that she speaks from a position of first-hand knowledge, as a transvestite, but that move
requires many more assurances—particularly of her heterosexuality. In her reflection on this
passage, Stryker finds it “galling” that Prince would need this kind of testimonial note from
Benjamin because of her credentials, but speculates that it was probably a precondition for
publishing her work. “Because she was openly a transvestite,” Stryker writes, “she could speak
‘only’ as a transvestite, and not as a medical expert whose professional knowledges and
competencies were respected by her professional peers” (“Foreword” xii).
In contrast to Stryker, I’m struck by the fact that emphasizing Prince’s position of
“speaking as a transvestite” would grant her the opportunity to write with any authority at all,
especially in a psychiatric publication in 1957. Yet the frustration of only being able to speak either
“as a transvestite” or as a medical professional if she chose to remain closeted, perhaps sheds light
on her determination to use Transvestia to expand and generate new opportunities for both she and
her readers to speak back to the “official” conversation, from which their voices and stories were
so often excluded. Prince reprinted her essay in Transvestia, too—and though it appeared without
commentary, she invited her readers to respond as she had with the Lukianowicz article,
announcing that she hoped it would “stimulate thinking and discussion” (21). She thus positions
herself both as an “expert,” whose writings can and should be challenged or qualified by the voices
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of others, in addition to modeling the work of speaking back to the “experts” by printing her
annotations of texts that fail to include the voices and stories of members of her community.
Prince’s scathing remarks to her readership in the third issue—and beyond— suggest that
her calls for active engagement with medical articles hadn’t necessarily solicited the response
she’d envisioned. As she writes:
Most of you are so used to buying Bizarre, Fantasia, Exotique [which were pornographic
fetish magazines that sometimes featured cross-dressing content] in which you pay your
money and take what you get for better or worse that the idea of having a magazine of your
own to which you can make substantial contributions of opinions hasn’t quite taken….the
article by Dr. J.J. asked some pointed questions and invited comment pro or con. There
was not a single mention of the article nor the question raised in any letter received. (“The
Future of Transvestia” 4)
Despite her attempts to model the kind of active dialogue between medical professionals and trans
and gender nonconforming people that was largely absent from the pages of peer-reviewed
literature, Prince found herself disappointed, and seemed to assume that her readers craved lighter
or more erotic materials instead. I suspect, based also on her responses to readers who explained
that they did not submit materials because writing for the magazine in any capacity was too
intimidating, that the level of intellectual and creative rigor that Prince impatiently demanded may
have been alienating to subscribers coming to the magazine and to their identities and desires from
a less academic background.
One subscriber—“S.V.--New York”—did express enthusiasm about the printing of the
articles with commentary from readers, writing in a letter to the editor that everyone should “supply
as much information about our cases as possible thus helping to increase the understanding and
knowledge of TVism not only among scientists but among the rest of society as well” (“Letters to
the Editor” 47). But Prince’s introduction in the third issue, “Where Do We Go From Here?,”
reveals that when she asked readers of the first two issues why they had failed to sign up for the
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third, at least one said “he didn’t like all the scientific and psychological material” and that “if he
wanted psychology he’d go get a book from the library or go to a lecture” (3). Prince makes an
example of this ungrateful former subscriber, describing the letter she wrote in response:
I wrote and asked him if he ever did either of these things and found any material worth
thinking twice about would he please let me know as I’d be greatly interested. Nobody but
nobody is giving lectures on the subject of TV. Moreover, I doubt that there are ANY books
in the library he is liable to get into that would provide him with more information and
insight into the nature of his problem than we have presented in these pages. Rest assured
that any articles or books bearing on the subject which come to our attention will certainly
be reviewed (“Where Do We Go from Here?” 3).
Prince was ultimately undeterred by this subscriber’s comments—she wasn’t necessarily known
for responding to criticism or differences of opinion gracefully—and after thoroughly pointing out
the stupidity of his comments (of course these materials are not so readily available), she re-affirms
her intention to continue publishing excerpts, reviews, and works from scientific and psychiatric
sources. In her exasperation at this lack of direct dialogue, Prince perhaps does not immediately
recognize the way other, lighter genres of submission, such as fictional narratives, comics were
themselves also powerful means of expanding the narrative around their experiences. However,
her institution of a new cover girl feature beginning with issue five, which I will discuss in the
next section, generated new possibilities for readers to tell their stories, making their lives visible
and speaking back.

“Girl of the Month”: Exchanging Photos & Narratives in Transvestia
In that same Letter to the Editor in issue two that praised Virginia’s work to collect case
histories, articles, and subscribers’ responses to them, “S.V” also makes a passive request: “I’m
just dying to see the day when TRANSVESTIA will carry our photographs,” she gushes at the end
of a paragraph declaring her approval of the proposed layout of the magazine Virginia had
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published in issue one (which didn’t, incidentally, mention photographs), “I wonder how many of
us girls will feel courageous enough to have our pix in print” (47). S.V. would only need to wait
three more issues. Beginning with issue 5, Prince instituted a new “Girl of the Month” feature,
which involved printing a selected reader’s photo on the front cover of the magazine, as well as
including an extended photo spread inside and a first-person autobiographical account of the girl’s
life and experiences. This autobiographical narrative was a key prerequisite for being considered
for the honor of cover girl; Prince wanted to use the feature as an opportunity to collect and
circulate the kinds of narratives missing from studies on transvestism and transsexuality.
In her introduction of this new feature, Prince calls for her readers to submit for the
possibility to be spotlighted in a future issue. She notes that this selection process is bound to cause
some “hurt feelings” if someone isn’t selected after tossing her hat into the ring (“Why wasn’t I
picked, I’m just as pretty as ‘she’ is”), and so she outlines the criteria carefully:
I shall have to select subsequent Cover Girls on these basic points-1. Quality and fitness of pictures submitted which means pose, clothes, and
attractiveness. You don’t have to be beautiful but the one selected will have to look
authentic since she will in effect be representing TVs to the public.
2. Presentation of a brief descriptive article about yourself giving interesting points of
biography.
3. Submission of pictures--at least 1 page of pics will have to be paid for, the mag will
foot the bill for the extra ones printed.
Wouldn’t you like to be Cover Girl on Vogue or Mademoiselle? If you can’t make it, try
out for our own Sorority publication. Send in a sketch of your life and your best picture
first. The one selected will then be asked to provide more pics and more detail. Who’s
next?? (“Our Cover” 3).
Prince stresses “authenticity,” which, as she explains, she does not exactly equate with beauty or
with passing. Still, her adamancy on “attractiveness” and appropriateness in a cover girl offers a
clear example of her sometimes cruel assimilationist politics, and underscores her vision of
Transvestia as a tool to persuade the general public of the acceptability of transvestism and cross-
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gender exploration. The ability to produce an “interesting” biography seems to be one of the most
crucial points of submission here, alongside being willing to send Prince money to cover some of
the cost of printing the photos, as this feature made the magazine more expensive to produce. Yet
her focus on aesthetically pleasing images, and her jocular references to mainstream beauty
magazines like Vogue, also point to the way this new feature offers the opportunity for
marginalized feminine subjects, reviled by those outside of their circles, to see themselves elevated
to the celebrity status of Cover Girl—to subvert/co-opt this genre in order to celebrate and revel
in their own glamorous presentations.

Figure 7: Annette, the very first Transvestia cover girl and Miss Genevieve, cover girl for issue
6 (Transvestia 5 and 6, covers).
The introduction of printed photographs and formal autobiographical texts into the
magazine marked Transvestia’s definitive move towards mapping the real lives and identities of
its readers, delineating these possibilities from the realm of fiction and fantasy. In the first several
issues of Transvestia, “stories” written by a variety of contributors dominated the magazine’s
pages, and in her editorial policy, Prince adopted a somewhat unconventional approach to genre
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in her framing of these narratives, writing: “Some material submitted is fictional and some is true.
The editor has no way of knowing which is which and makes no representations of any kind
concerning the material printed” (5). While this policy is in one sense, practical—Prince cannot
speak to the veracity of the submissions she received—this deliberate murkiness of genre
categories also has the potential to generate space to imagine new possibilities for trans lives and
experiences. “Life with Miss Cora” and “Miss Draft Dodger,” two uncredited serial narratives that
run throughout the first few issues, are almost certainly fictional. Because they were presented
without any genre specification or editorial comment, however, readers could approach the
narratives differently, daring to believe that these first-person stories of passing and finding love
with partners who accept their relationship to feminine dress (“Life with Miss Cora” even offers a
private marriage ceremony with two “brides”) might be attainable realities.
However, the introduction of these photograph provided concrete evidence of lived
experiences and gendered embodiment, and the personal histories offered a cover girl’s individual
narrative of desires, identification, and practices, attesting to a variety of new plots and possibilities
for trans and gender nonconforming subjects. As the magazine gained momentum in the issues
following the “Girl of the Month” feature, its pages increasingly testified to the existence of
concrete communities and spaces where readers could dress and present feminine identities
without fear, offering readers photographs and write-ups of social gatherings and a person-toperson section that enabled readers to post advertisements for friends and penpals. An
advertisement in the first issue attests to the extent to which such opportunities still seemed too
good to be true, something from the realm of fantasy. Susanna Valenti, who would become
Transvestia’s East Coast editor, welcomes readers to come enjoy a weekend at her Catskills resort,
a space where they can enjoy their “lacy panties, pretty slips, highest heels, nicest perfume and
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prettiest dresses and wear them not only undisturbed and unafraid but in the company of
understanding people and others of the same kind” (24). As she describes this idealistic escape,
where one can “LIVE”—she exclaims, the word live in capital letters and in quotation marks—
she finds herself assuring readers that the offer, this location is not a figment of their imagination.
“This sounds more like fiction than a lot of fiction,” she quips towards the end of the ad, “but it’s
real!” This explicit negotiation between the realms of fiction and “real” illustrates the unfolding of
a new community of trans subjects who were engaged in narrative and genre play that ultimately
helped them to create new scripts and envision new lived gender possibilities beyond the page.
As Jay Prosser notes in his study of trans autobiographical works, photographs often play
an important role in a trans subject’s desire to make visible an authentic self: “with less mediation
than writing...the visual media realize the image of the ‘true’ self that is originally only
apparitional” (211). To illustrate this concept, Prosser cites trans author Katherine Cummings, who
describes the way photography helped her forge an understanding of herself as feminine when she
dressed in secret as a teenager:
Katherine Cummings recounts how as a teenager beginning to cross-dress, she constructs
a self-timing mechanism out of a cotton thread and a wind-up key for a cheap Kodak
camera, allowing her to take self-portraits. The photographs serve to provide 'some
concrete evidence of my rare moments of femininity’: ‘cumbersome and slow, but for the
first time I could make permanent images of my stolen moments’ (qtd. in Prosser 211).
Cummings’s depiction of the self-timing mechanism is one that would resonate for the readers of
Transvestia who had similarly struggled to produce a “permanent image” of a moment and an
identity that, in the absence of an understanding spouse, family member or friend, could only exist
in a locked room. A column on photography penned by a reader named Adeline in a 1966 issue
parallels Cummings’s solitary process almost exactly, elaborating on how this cumbersome
method made it difficult to produce the desired result:
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As might have been the case with many TRANSVESTIA followers, the
photographic phase of my femme dressing career began with the inevitable, clumsy
attempts at self-portraiture: one hand jerking a string tied to the shutter [,] the other hand
steadying myself: while I gazed rather puzzled at the behind-the-camera mirror that was
always angled wrong--and then the worry and anxiety of having the film developed…
Later, there was the Polaroid. Still later, femme friends who sometimes could
handle a camera. (25)
Significantly, Adeline here describes a progression from lonely, ill-composed and clumsy selfportraiture to the possibility of seeing oneself through the eyes of a “femme friend” who could
take the photo, help to produce and affirm the desired image at long last. In some ways, the cover
girl feature might be understood as mimicking and amplifying this process through print. For many
of Transvestia’s cover girls, the experience of sharing these self-fashioned images with their fellow
readers may have enabled them to make public a vision of an authentic self that could not always
remain visible; the magazine offered an opportunity to affirm and stabilize this self by publishing
it to an audience of readers who would bear witness to the woman pictured and affirm her
legitimacy.
Prince says as much in an essay she wrote for the magazine in 1963, in which she defends
Transvestia’s inclusion of photographs in response to a statement of intention released by
Turnabout, a rival East Coast magazine that took aim at Prince’s editorial policies and politics.
Prince writes:
TURNABOUT says that it will not “present endless arrays of pictures of transvestites so
as to attract vicariously motivated readers (I think they mean variously not vicariously)”.
Pictures of TVs are found in TRANSVESTIA because this too is a part of finding oneself.
To have one’s picture appear right out in the open as it were is one of the means of stating
to the world—and thus to oneself—that one is a TV. At the same time those who look at
the pictures can compare notes and find that there are others who are tall, fat, old, masculine
or what not the same as they themselves. Everyone cannot be a Bardot or a Monroe and
the fact that others are not is a help to many inhibited TVs to come out of their shells and
express themselves. For this reason and not for “various motivations” pictures will continue
to appear in TRANSVESTIA (“Virgin Views: A Retrospectus” 77).
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Characteristically, Prince can’t resist trying to correct the TURNABOUT editor’s diction, though
for what it’s worth I think she’s wrong, and they certainly meant “vicariously motivated” readers:
readers seeking out photos of lives, dresses, social experiences that they are not able to access, for
any number of reasons. But Prince’s objections to word choice aside, her words here echo Prosser’s
argument that visual images offer the opportunity to “realize” the “true self”; as she puts it,
“pictures [are] a part of finding oneself” and making that self visible to others. Further, Prince
notes a need for images encompassing a wide range of types—clearly pushing against the
mainstream press’s preference for circulating the highly sexualized and glamorous bombshell
images of trans women like Coccinelle. While Transvestia’s cover girls and readership can hardly
be called diverse in terms of race or class background, Virginia believes that photographs depicting
TVs of various ages and shapes and sizes have the power to liberate readers to be themselves.

Figure 8: Photo spreads for Miss Genevieve and Annette, two of the earliest Girls of the Month
(Genevieve 5; “More of Annette” 11).
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Figure 9: Photo spreads featuring images submitted by readers and members of FPE (“Joanne”
44; “Jeanette” 66).
Significantly, Transvestia’s cover girl feature and the photo spreads of other readers
amplifies an existing cultural practice of transvestite social circles of the period: the exchange and
collection of photographs. Ms. Bob Davis, who has studied collections of photographs taken and
exchanged within the magazine’s milieu, outlines the significance of this practice, with particular
focus on Susanna Valenti’s aforementioned advertised gatherings at the Catskills resort. Her work
is grounded in the personal archive of photographs that she purchased from Bobbie Thompson, a
Transvestia cover girl (Issue 22, 1963) and visitor to the Casa Susanna resort. Davis writes:
The photos, like Christmas cards, were being exchanged, leaving a trace of some of the
interactions among community members. These are more than snapshots of community
members; they reveal where they went, their activities, and their relationships. Personal
ads in Transvestia and other community publications often requested an exchange of
photos along with the offer of correspondence...A letter and a photo of your femme self
was the standard community calling card (624).
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Examining a note that Sheila Norris wrote in the back of a photograph in Bobbie’s collection—"I
don’t believe you have this one”—Davis points to the way that the exchange and collection of
photographs enabled trans feminine people to create new networks and forge femme identities
(625). Davis notes that Bobbie had over twenty images of Sheila in her collection, including
Christmas cards that indicate she wanted Bobbie to see and remember her as as her femme self.
By making sure that Bobbie had a complete set of her images in her collection, Davis argues that
Sheila is doing more than simply swapping images with a friend—she is also carefully “archiving
and preserving her identity” (624).
While Davis largely remains focused on the ways these photographs functioned within
private individual collections, this interpretation is suggestive for thinking through the impact of
Transvestia’s commitment to publishing photographs. This editorial decision broadened the reach
of these images beyond the practice of one-to-one exchange, offering a new means of collecting,
circulating, and archiving these photographs of “real” trans and TV girls. These collected images,
pasted into the pages of the magazine, offered the possibility of a new kind of scrapbook—one
dominated by people the scrapbooker knew, cherished, and identified with rather than the standard
mainstream clippings of articles and photos of Christine Jorgensen. Further, by yoking the images
to the autobiographical case histories, the magazine preserves both the visual representation and
first-person account of the featured girl, so that the context for the image and the individual voice
of the subject remain intact as we encounter them in the magazine and in the archive.
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Figure 10: Excerpt from Miss Genevieve’s Cover Girl story in issue 6 (Genevieve 2).
For Prince, the cover girl’s “life history” was of particular importance, and it is clear that
she understood her efforts to solicit, collect, and preserve these narratives as distinctly archival
labor. In a later issue, Prince writes that she sends a copy of every of issue of Transvestia to the
Kinsey Institute for Sex Research, determined to make sure the personal stories, experiences, and
desires expressed in the magazine, especially those that challenged medical findings, would be
noticed and recorded—included as part of the official archive. Prince’s use of the term “history”
to describe the girl of the month’s stories is significant; she seems to evoke the form of the
sexological “case history,” in which the deviant queer or trans patient relates the story of his or her
body in a medical context. In many instances, the “histories” that appear in the Transvestia “cover
girl” serve as correctives to the “inferior or inadequate” case histories used by medical
professionals in the period, countering their conclusions with their lived experiences.
For example, almost every cover girl “history” that the magazine published engages with
dominant theories around transsexuality and transvestism in some way, usually by referencing
these theories directly in order to explain the way their own story either conforms or deviates from
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popular narratives. It is not uncommon to see the girl of the month’s narrative begin with a
disavowal of previous literature—I am nothing like the story that is usually told—or, less
frequently, a confirmation of a particular popular explanation for one’s particular drives towards
and identification with femininity. For example, in her cover girl story, “Through the Looking
Glass” in issue 19, “Gloria” writes:

Figure 11: Excerpt from Gloria’s Cover Girl story in issue 19 (Gloria 2).
Here Gloria engages both with the origin story favored by psychologists and with the pattern of
disavowing that narrative that had emerged across the histories of cover girls published in
Transvestia (2). She refers to the fact that her story, which begins with being dressed as a little girl
and having long curly hair as a child, diverges from the stories of other TVs, because it seems to
confirm psychological literature’s discussion of transvestic desire emerging from exposure to
cross-gender experiences early in life. Yet Gloria’s acknowledgement of many other stories to the
contrary, combined with her argument that the gender nonconforming styles of her youth weren’t
all that unusual, still serve to unsettle and complicate the body of case histories that appear in peerreviewed journals.
These stories also transformed the power relations inherent in the “case history” genre since
the authors crafted their stories not for the appraising eyes of a medical professional, but for each
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other. In issue 16, cover girl “Eileen” frames her origin story with a direct address to her “sister
FPs [FemmePersonators]”:

Figure 12: Excerpt from Eileen’s Cover Girl story in issue 16 (Eileen 2).
Here Eileen implicitly critiques the dominant medical model by asserting that her desire to dress
in women’s clothing cannot be traced to an “over-indulgent mother,” a cruel and abusive father,
or to receiving the “petticoat punishment” or being dressed in girls’ clothes in response to
committing some transgression (2). By addressing this revelation to her “sister” readers, noting
that this is a question of particular interest in their community, Eileen highlights her own
participation in a collective process to accumulate and share personal narratives, with the goal of
comparing notes and observing patterns—a process that Tranvestia ultimately encourages readers
to take on in their own terms. The collection of these stories in the magazine, alongside the printed
photographs bearing witness to each writer’s lived experiences, ultimately amplified possibilities
for trans lives in the 1960s by constructing an alternative archive of histories that might deviate
from the official record.

“A Lot of Humor in Our Lives”: TV Cartoons in Transvestia
In addition to the cover girl photo spreads, with provided real images of transvestites and
trans feminine people, Transvestia frequently featured cartoon illustrations in between articles and
columns, as a means of filling excess space or breaking up text features. The cartoons, which
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largely feature drawings of glamorous white cisgender women, have been clipped from various
mainstream sources and printed alongside a new caption that transforms the meaning of the image
by overlaying a narrative of TV or trans experience and thus suggesting that the illustration actually
depicts a trans woman, transvestite, or trans feminine person. Authorship of these cartoons remains
unknown; neither the original artists of the comics nor the authors of the new captions are credited
in the pages of the magazine. However, it seems likely that a wide range of contributors, including
Virginia Prince herself, penned these captions and submitted them along with the clipped cartoon
panels for consideration by the magazine. In a later column where she had instead collected
cartoons in which “Tvism provides the theme in some form in the original,” Prince explains that
most of the cartoons printed in Transvestia “have been retitled by those submitting them so as to
change the original meaning” (“TV Cartoons” 50). The comics appear to have been very popular
with readers; by issue 25, Prince was floating the idea of printing a book entirely of these subverted
cartoons, though she seems to have had some anxiety about the ethics of reprinting cartoons
without author permission, and encourages readers to consider trying to draw their own (“Editorial
Emanations” 89).

Figure 13: Prince calls for cartoon contributions (“Editorial Emanations” 89).
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While the cartoon book never came to fruition, these reader-submitted comics also appear quite
prominently in the pages of Femme Mirror, a newsletter companion to Transvestia that was printed
monthly between December 1961 and January 1966. In Femme Mirror #12, editors Joyce Stevens
and Virginia Prince describe the difference in vision between Femme Mirror and Transvestia: the
Mirror was to be a “lighter” and “more personal” counterpart to the magazine (Prince and Stevens
6). Virginia’s many admonishments of her readers for not submitting content to Transvestia and,
in particular, for not engaging in the discussion questions she posed as prompts, suggest that some
readers felt intimidated by the more formal genre elements of the magazine, like the cover girl
“case histories,” the long serial fictional narratives, or Virginia’s engagement with scientific and
medical publications. The looser format and comparatively more lighthearted tone of Femme
Mirror offered space for readers to share personal experiences and observations in shorter, less
defined forms. Rather than being responsible for a formally composed narrative of several pages,
readers could submit a paragraph in response to a chattier and more open-ended question set in the
previous issue, such as “What was your most exciting Femexperience?” (Elin Stevens 2). Within
this less rigidly defined space, one more open to various forms of story-telling and describing
personal experiences, especially in a lighthearted way, it is perhaps unsurprising that readersubmitted comics are included even more often than in Transvestia.
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Figure 14: Anonymously recaptioned comics in Femme Mirror (Femme Mirror 11-12).
Though the comics are too numerous and varied to describe fully here, across both
Transvestia and Femme Mirror, these cut-and-paste creations tend to fall into one of six general
thematic categories: 1) surgery jokes, 2) boss/employee/co-worker relationships, as in the comic
about George’s “attention to detail” included in the spread above, 3) wife/girlfriend jokes, usually
concerning sharing clothing, 4) patient/doctor (psychiatrist) relationship, 5) depictions of two TV
buddies, and 6) “inside jokes”: comics that make explicit reference to Transvestia, the Mirror, or
the editors, or the readers themselves. The first category, surgery jokes, illustrates the extent to
which Transvestia remained concerned with narratives surrounding transsexuality, even though
the magazine officially claimed a transvestite readership only. A common theme across the second,
third, and fourth category is that the punchline indicates the extent to which the TV experiences
full acceptance from a cis person with whom they are interacting. For example, there are many
cartoons where the submitted caption reframes an image that, in its original context, likely depicted
two heterosexual cisgender women, so that the pair are revealed to be a trans feminine person and
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her wife. In almost every cartoon, the romantic pair are depicted in lighthearted conflict, but the
source of tension is never the spouse’s transvestic tendencies. Instead, the wife takes her partner
to task for borrowing clothes without permission, or, as in the panel below (left), scolds her spouse
for showing up at her job–not because she wants to hide the fact that she is married to a transvestite,
but because she wants to conceal her marital status from her employer entirely. In the final two
categories, like the panel below (right) in which two beautiful cis women are recaptioned to reflect
two trans feminine people’s fear of discovery based on excess use of razor blades, the cartoons
become another opportunity to illustrate the sisterhood forged between readers of the magazine,
and to generate more representations of their camaraderie and shared experiences.

Figure 15: Comics printed in Transvestia, 1960-61 (“Jimmy” 9; “I think the landlady” 32).
While each of these categories might be explored further for the complex dynamics at play,
I focus here on comics from the first category, those referencing either a desire for gender affirming
surgery or the fact that a gender affirming surgery has already taken place. The prominence of
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these comics in Transvestia provides a crucial example of the magazine’s contradictory messaging,
suggesting that readers of a variety of trans identities might find and submit content of interest to
them. Prince’s frequent inclusion of these particular submitted re-captioned cartoons in her
curation of the magazine suggests that she felt that the majority of her readers—who, like Prince,
had probably begun to articulate their identities by clipping and pasting news stories about
Christine Jorgensen, regardless of whether or not they sought surgery themselves—would be
drawn to these captions. By asserting that surgery humor was a relevant in-joke for the Transvestia
community, these comics seems to collapse the differences between transsexuals and transvestites
that Prince delineates elsewhere in the magazine.

Figure 16: Comics referencing surgery in Transvestia (“Oh yeah?”60; “Pictures” 24).
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Figure 17: Another comic referencing surgery in Transvestia (“What reason…” 7).
The three panels above exemplify the comics engaging with transsexual themes in Transvestia.
The first two examples (top) depict voluptuous women in a 1960s office setting; probably working
in a secretarial position, they are pictured typing at their desks while interacting with male bosses
and co-workers. While the original captions of these comics are not known, one can infer from the
woman’s shocked expression in the first image and the prominent breasts and leering gazes of the
men in the second, that the punchlines of these mainstream comics likely offered sexist
commentary on women in the workplace. Removed from their original context and recaptioned by
Transvestia readers, however, the comics become a means of imagining trans women existing
(largely) without incident in corporate office settings. In the first, the new caption reading “Oh
yeah? You wouldn’t have the nerve to talk to me like that BEFORE my operation!” critiques the
boss for treating his employee differently after she’s transitioned, and while the joke centers on
her treatment as a woman, she herself is not the punchline. In the second panel, the new caption of
“He’s leaving at the end of the month to go to Denmark,” interrupts this moment of workplace
objectification by marking the object of the gaze as trans. The reference to “Denmark” is a
shorthand for “sex change,” a joke that circulated even in mainstream comedy in the years
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following Jorgensen’s return from Copenhagen. The use of “he” rather than “she” in this caption
might be read as a muddling of transvestite and trans identities, or as an attempt to further
underscore the tension between appearance and reality that seems to be at the core of much of
Transvestia’s cut-and-paste humor. Certainly, it is this tension at work in the final example above,
in which two beautiful women lounging on a sofa together are recaptioned so that they are musing
“What reason will we give the folks for spending so much time and money in Casablanca?”
By cutting and pasting these existing cartoons meant to represent an often idealized cis and
normative 1960s femininity and reframing them as humorous, tongue-in-cheek forms of selfrepresentations, readers of Transvestia posed a challenge to midcentury conceptions of gender and
of womanhood. The act of recaptioning here can be understood as both a playful means of
circulating community in-jokes and as a powerful intervention to the mass production of gender
normative scripts and imagery in the 1960s cultural mainstream. The replication, interruption, and
redistribution of these images, already replicated and distributed by larger magazines and print
sources aimed at a cisgender readership, is especially compelling alongside Judith Butler’s
assertion that the
replication of heterosexual constructs in non-heterosexual frames brings into relief the
utterly constructed status of the so-called heterosexual original. Thus, gay is to straight not
as copy is to original, but, rather as copy is to copy. The parodic repetition of “the
original”...reveals the original to be nothing other than a parody of the idea of the natural
and the original (Butler 43).
After all, the recaptioned comics that appear in Transvestia and Femme Mirror are quite literally
copies of copies, and the shift in meaning occasioned by their replication outside of their original
frame asks readers to question their understanding of “natural” femininity. The parody is not of
femininity but of cisnormativity, as the comics dare to assert that the same image that thousands
of cis readers had viewed without question can just as easily be employed to represent trans
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feminine subjects. By appropriating these images to tell their own stories, the magazine asked its
readers to develop new reading practices, and by questioning what is knowable about gender and
embodiment from looking at a picture, the comics point to the constructedness of gender itself.
The comics that appear in Transvestia and Femme Mirror are emblematic of the various
cut-and-paste aesthetic practices of resistance at work in the pages of these publications. Like
Prince’s insertions of dialogue into medical literature, these images offer an interruption and
reclaiming of dominant discourses. Additionally, like the cover girl feature, the recaptioned images
mark another move to co-opt a popular genre for representing and exploring femininity, and model
ways to refashion that genre to tell other kinds of stories. The cartoons extend the magazine’s
project of forging space to create and circulate a wider variety of narratives and to bear witness to
the experiences of its readers. Further, by offering blank templates from which readers might
endlessly construct new textual and corporeal possibilities, the practice of recaptioning cartoons
enabled readers to articulate desires and imagine experiences—particularly surrounding the
acceptance of their identities—not yet within reach.

Conclusion
As a publication clearly attuned to the value of collecting, preserving, and archiving,
Transvestia looks ahead to the work trans studies scholars are currently doing to trace genealogies
and historicize trans lives and communities. The magazine’s dedication to printing the
autobiographical accounts, photographs, poems, drawings, articles, and advertisements submitted
by its readers ultimately provides today’s readers with a multitude of voices that can help us tell a
more nuanced story about the emergence of trans identities and communities. This participatory
format of the magazine exemplifies the value of turning both to periodicals and to the archive as
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we continue to produce scholarship on trans lives and experiences. As KJ Rawson writes, the
"cumulative effect" [of trans archives] "exceeds the potential of any single narrative because
together they create a collective archive with a seemingly unquantifiable amount of transgender
experiences that testify to the possibility of a world where transgender people thrive" (56). It is
just such an archive that Virginia Prince and her contributors sought to create, and they succeeded
in building it even though internal conflict often makes their differences visible. Together, they
constructed a powerful textual and social network, proving that access to community and space
for self-expression need not actually remain the stuff of fiction. Through scrapbooking and cutand-paste practices, Transvestia offered at least some readers the opportunity to tell stories on their
own terms, and their work to imagine and reimagine new narratives for themselves and their
communities ultimately expanded possibilities for lived trans experiences and embodiment in the
1960s.
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